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Abstract

Additive Manufacturing (AM) techniques inspired a substantial revolution in the way of concept and produce metal components for industry. Among all the available AM processes, Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) inspired a noticeable series of investments, studies and standardisation routes since the great interested it acquired in several industrial sectors. In the past years numerous researchers demonstrated how this process produces metal components with innovative and unprecedented microstructures and mechanical properties, disclosing new horizons in the scientific and industrial research.

This thesis took under investigation the study and characterisation of three different metal alloys, A357 aluminium alloy, Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy and pure copper, respectively, all processed by LPBF. Furthermore, the investigation of different post-processing heat treatments was took under study. The processed samples, as well the metal powders used, were characterised by microscopic and macroscopic analyses.

The study on A357 aluminium alloy processed by LPBF investigated the process parameters necessary to build full dense components for industrial applications. By correctly combining hatching distance and scanning speed it was possible to fabricate completely dense specimens keeping a good productivity rate. Moreover, the effects of different heat treatments on specimens microstructure and mechanical properties were studied. Particularly, a stress relieving and a subsequent T6 precipitation hardening treatment were performed on the full dense LPBF parts, investigating the effects of different temperatures and durations in the case of T6 treatment. Longer solution treatments enabled to obtain higher hardness values and to reduce the time required to reach peak hardening conditions during ageing. While stress relieving strongly softened the material, a maximum hardness comparable to as-built parts conditions was obtained after subsequent 8 h solution treatment, water quenching and 3 h ageing treatment. Stress relieving treatment slightly modified the as-built microstructure by favouring the diffusion of Si but did not removed the melt pool structures present, furthermore it noticeably increased the elongation at break to detriment of tensile strength. Further T6 treatment modified the tensile properties to values comparable with the as-built conditions eliminating melt pools anisotropic features.
The study on Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy investigated the microstructural, tensile and fatigue properties of the LPBF fabricated parts, produced with two different gas atomised powders. The two powders contained two level of oxygen inside the chemical composition, a low and a high amount, in order to simulate the LPBF processing of Ti-6Al-4V ELI and Ti-6Al-4V grade 5, respectively. Two different building orientations, vertical and horizontal, were chosen for the specimens fabrication and moreover three different testing conditions were considered: after stress relieving, after stress relieving plus heat treatment and after stress relieving plus Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP). Processing a subsequent heat treatment after stress relieving reduced tensile strength and increased ductility by coarsening $\alpha + \beta$ lamellar structure while $\beta$ columnar grains faded. HIP post-processing closed the major part of porosities and defects and enabled to greatly increase both ductility and fatigue resistance. Pores and defects were detected as the most influencing factors upon the fatigue properties, rather than building orientation and oxygen content, which mostly influenced tensile strength. Only stress relieved and HIPped samples resisted more than the chosen endurance limit of $10^7$ cycles at high applied strength than the other specimens.

The study carried out on pure copper investigated the feasibility of processing such material with LPBF using a commercial machine equipped with an infrared 200 W fibre laser. The specimens fabricated did not exceed the 83% of density due to the low absorptivity of copper to infrared radiation, but Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy (DRS) analysis demonstrated how modifying the laser radiation from infrared wavelengths to the green ones, the powder bed absorption raised. As-built samples did not present oxides traces inside the microstructure and were constituted by $\alpha$-Cu phase. The microstructure was constituted by both equiassic and elongated grains depending on the heat fluxes generated inside the material in the horizontal and vertical cross sections.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past thirty years a new manufacturing approach have been growing and developing in modern industry. This new method begins from a computer aided design (CAD) model and layer by layer fabricates net-shape components: all the processes adopting this manufacturing philosophy are labelled as Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies.

The current official definition of AM is:

"a process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies." [1]

AM technologies have the potential of revolutionizing the way of perceiving the manufacturing of products and since many years, specific journals are referring to these processes as the vanguards of a new manufacturing era, called “third industrial revolution” [2]. AM sector is still growing to maturity and shows great promises for manufacturing future components with sophisticated geometries in new industrial supply chain. From aerospace to biomedical, from automotive to jewellery, the marketing opportunities for AM have been constantly growing and increasing their revenues.

In the next chapters, an overall description of actual AM scenario is presented. From the origins of first 3D printers to the present AM applications in industries, describing and contextualizing the different principal AM processes. Particularly, a great interest is given to Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) process, assigning a deeper presentation of the material science and engineering aspects related to this processes.
1.1 Additive Manufacturing

1.1.1 Standard manufacturing technique

AM process chain involves a number of standard operations, beginning from the realization of the virtual CAD model of the product and finishing in the part physical realization. In Figure 1 the AM production route is schematically represented. Different AM processes involve different software and hardware systems but above all the basic approach is kept the same.

Firstly a CAD model is generated in order to reproduce the desired part geometry. The design can be obtained by almost any professional CAD solid modeling software, or, by reverse engineering techniques. Reverse engineering permits to model and export a precise geometric virtual representation of a object to CAM/CAM systems. The physical object can be digitized by computer tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imagining (MRI) or laser scanning [4]. Reverse engineering is significantly adopted in medical applications, such as prosthesis implantation, where prosthesis design has to fit the patient body shape with high geometrical accuracy [5]. The CAD model represents the 3D model of the part and must be converted in a .stl file to be fabricate. This file format is the de facto standard interface for AM systems and takes its name from the term

**Figure 1.** General AM production route from CAD to final part [3].
stereolithography (SL) [1]. The .stl converted file consists in a surface model constituted by triangular facets which approximate the shape of the CAD 3D model. Once completed, the .stl file is sent to the AM system software and the setting of the production can be concluded. Before launching the manufacturing process, firstly the position and the orientation of the part and secondly the process parameters used during the AM process must be checked and optimized. Indeed not all the geometries are free to be fabricated by AM and furthermore each material requires specific parameters settings in order to be correctly manufactured. The remaining operations of AM route (building, removal and post-processing) are closely dependent on the specific AM system chosen [3].

1.1.2 History of metal AM

The origins of AM technologies took place in the early 80s, when Charles Hull invented the first form of Three Dimension (3D) Printing, called stereolithography: a vat photopolymerisation process which starts from photocurable polymers in their liquid form and adopts one or more laser to selectively reticulate and consolidate the material in the final shape of the part [1]. It was the first time that a CAD file was put in communication with a machine to fabricate computer modelled parts. In this process only surface files were important and they were named as .stl files (referring to SL process): each virtual slice of the model was then transformed into a real polymeric one. Commercially speaking, the first application of 3D printing appeared in 1986 when Hull created “3D Systems”, the first company specialised in the developing and production of 3D machines [6]. 3D systems is still representing one of the most industrialized 3D printing company in the world, producing an approximate revenue of $ 654 million in 2014 [7]. At the same time 3D Systems was optimizing and patenting SL, Carl Deckard and Dr. Joe Beaman, an undergraduate student and an assistant professor, respectively, at University of Texas (Austin, USA), started working on a new technology known as selective laser sintering (SLS). SLS can be described as a laser powder bed process which selectively melts powdered materials layer by layer, adopting specific lasers in an enclosed chamber [1]. In 1989 Deckard and Beaman commercialised the first SLS machines (Mod A and Mod B) able to 3D print polymeric materials [6].

On the other side, further development had been necessary to observe the birth of the first AM machines able to process metals and ceramic materials. The first step in the metal AM had been carried out by German EOS company, founded in 1989 by Dr. Hans J. Langer and Dr. Hans Steinbichler [8]. In the early 90s, they showed their first prototype of a direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) machine and
in 1995 they launched on the market the first DMLS system [9]. The technology was very similar to the SLS one, but it can also sinter metallic powders. Since 1997 EOS invested lot of energies and resources in developing their systems, making DMLS one of the most popular AM processes in metal manufacturing. Moreover, metal laser sintering systems have been widely developed and commercialised all over the world, enriching the market possibilities and the products range. Almost during the same years, at Sandia National Laboratories in Alburquerque (New Mexico, USA), a new typology of AM process defined as Laser Engineering Net Shaping (LENS®) was developed [10]. Differently from DMLS, where a powder bed is fused by a laser beam, LENS technique selectively deposits powders under a high power laser, melting and consolidating the material upon a substrate. The part is built layer by layer deposition, having the head and the base substrate systems able to move in the space. The first commercialisation of the process has been carried out by Optomec, Inc in the 1997 and until now more than 20 LENS® systems have been developed and commercialised [11]. Year 1997 represented also the dawn of another very famous AM company, the Swedish Arcam AB, worldwide known for their patented technology, named Electron Beam Melting (EBM). Developed together with Chalmers University of Technology, this powder bed technology adopts an electron beam to selectively melt the metal powder bed. The first commercialised machine appeared in the 2002 and since that year Arcam’s business strategy has been focused on the orthopaedics and aerospace markets [12]. Apart from lasers and electron based technologies, in the early 90s, Binder Jetting (BJ) process was developed at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [13]. Differently from the other AM processes, it selectively deposit a liquid organic bonding agent on a powder bed, joining the metal particles together. Layer by layer, the part containing both binder and metal powder (called “green” part) is produced and later treated at high temperature in two consequent steps, de-binding and sintering. Actually, BJ technology is commercialised by ExOne company, officially founded in the 2005 as a spin-off of Extrude Hone Corp [13]. The last group of AM processes industrially adopted to fabricate metallic component, is named Sheet Lamination. This particular family of processes involves the stacking and joining of 2D metal slices to produce a 3D component. Joining can be obtained both with adhesion (e.g. gluing) or metallurgical bonding (e.g. brazing or diffusion bonding) [14]. The newest and most studied process of Sheet Lamination technology is the Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM), developed and commercialised by Fabrisonic since 2011 [15]. Figure 2 schematically illustrates the timeline of AM technologies developments and significant events related to them [14].
1.1.3 Applications overview

In the last years AM technologies encountered high interest from several industry markets such as the aerospace, the automotive, and the medical ones. Some of the principal advantages which motivated the wide adoption of AM technologies are:

- Material and energy waste reduction. Differently from conventional subtractive techniques such as machining or tooling AM can efficiently process near-net shape parts.

- Design revolution. AM process are able to customize the product without additional costs and reproduce complex architectures with internal channels and free-form enclosed
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or lattice structures, revolutionizing the component design to lighter models.

- New supply chain. AM process can work directly close to the customer (distributed manufacture), reducing the transportation, packaging and warehousing costs (e.g. offshore facilities).

In aerospace industry, metal AM processes have been used for fabricating structural parts, turbine blade, fuel injection nozzles [16–19], accounting 12.3% of the global amount of AM applications [20]. Indeed the adoption of AM in aircraft provides abundant energy cost reductions, due to the lower amount of expensive materials required for manufacturing and particularly to the fuel savings from lighter weight components. Furthermore, AM opens the possibility to manufacture high performance materials such as Ti-6Al-4V or nickel super-alloys limiting the difficulties related to the machining or tooling of such alloys [20,21]. As an example, the bionic partition for Airbus A320 aircraft produced by DMLS is shown in Figure 3 [22]. The innovative structure is not only stronger but also 25 kg lighter than previous models. One of the most publicized aerospace component produced by AM is the LEAP engine fuel nozzle produced by GE Aviation (Figure 4). This component has been fabricated with an intricate new design for internal cooling channels and a reduced weight (more than 25 % weight loss). In this case, instead of producing and then assembling 18 single parts as occurs in traditional manufacturing, the AM part required one single operation to be fabricated [19,20]. The innovative nozzle has also been certified for the implantation on civil aircrafts, and by 2020 a mass production of more than 100,000 parts is expected [20,23].
Figure 3. Bionic partition for Airbus A320 aircraft produced by DMLS (with the Courtesy of www.3ders.org [17]).

Figure 4. LEAP engine fuel nozzle produced by GE aviation (with the Courtesy of GE reports [24]).

For space engineering, an example of AM application is the fabrication of NASA rocket injector for J-2X engine of the next Space Launch System: AM
process considerably accelerated the production time, requiring weeks rather than months, compared to traditional manufacturing [20]. No material joints have been necessary to produce the part, implying higher mechanical properties and a superior safety and less costs compared to traditional manufactured version.

In the automotive industry, AM processes find their place for the prototypes production of cylinder heads, brake rotors, rear axles for Lamborghini in a cost effective way [25]. Furthermore, AM processes require significantly less operations in the mould fabrication, minimizing the processing costs and lead time, attracting further interest by automotive industries [26]. Indeed, Audi company recently signed a development partnership with EOS company, in order to innovate the tool manufacturing processing [27].

Definitively, the medical field is another considerably developed and profitable market for AM applications. Freedom of design, new lattice structures for higher mechanical properties [28–40], better prosthesis biocompatibility [41–44] and particularly patient personalised prosthesis, all motivated the rapid and significant growth of AM technologies in the biomedical sector [7,45]. The AM feasibility of producing patient customized implants, reproducing patient tissues, organs and bones with extremely high precision, is totally changing several medical sectors, from dentistry to surgery (Figure 5) [46–50]. Indeed, AM is able to replicate the interior architectures of bones, muscles, nerves and vasculature structures using compatible materials. In this way, the body healing is accelerated, the surgical interventions appear less invasive and risky and implant rejection is considerably reduced [47].

**Figure 5.** Examples of biomedical devices realized by AM methods [45]. A) Spinal fusion implant (with the courtesy of EOS [51]). B) Cranial implant (with the courtesy of EOS [51]). C) Skull implant (with the courtesy of Renishaw [52]). D) Bone rasp (with the courtesy of Autodesk Within [53]). E) Orthopaedic implant (with the courtesy of Concept [54]).
As in the case of aero-space industry, the tooling operations reduction and the less amount of wasted materials represent other two advantages that highly influenced the spread of AM process in medical devices industries, making the production cheaper and faster [9]. Compared with the traditional manufacturing route, the fabrication through EBM of a hip stem prosthesis had a cost 35 % lower [55]. Already in 2015 more than 100,000 acetabular implants were produced by AM processes and over half of them implanted in to patients [7]. Furthermore, the possibility to process functionally graded materials, with enhanced biocompatible properties compared to traditional ones [56–59], and particularly new graded structures such as controlled-porosity scaffolds, open new horizons to further innovative devices [9,60–62].

Together with the aerospace, automotive and medical applications, also other several industrial markets have been opening to AM processes adoption: promising investments have been carried on by armament, furniture, jewellery, sports, toys, textiles, food industry [25]. Furthermore, tools and mould producers are adopting AM technologies in their manufacturing routes: indeed, future perspectives about AM future are highly seeing these technologies working together with the traditional manufacturing processes, joining the advantages of both together. The AM industry revenues grew by 17,4 % in 2016, and even more (25,9 %) in 2015, representing a total market of $ 6.063 billion [63]. Considering that to reach the first billion AM industry took almost 20 years and assuming the high growth observed in the last 5 years, the overall market is expected to exceed $ 21 billion by 2020 [7].

1.1.4 AM standards

All metal AM processes share the same manufacturing “layer by layer” approach, but consistently differ for the form feedstock (wire, sheet or powder), the energy source (laser, electron beam) and several other factors, such as the process atmosphere, process temperature or post-processing operations. In the past years, the lack of AM processes categories represented a crucial issue in the AM industry, making the educational and standards-development challenging. As a consequence, grouping AM single processes made easier the knowledge transferring and also the standards drawing up. The standardisation need has been the first interest for the manufacturing market, particularly for the biomedical and aerospace companies which firstly applied AM processes in their manufacturing routes [64]. Indeed the standards regarding traditional manufacturing processes or materials are not always suitable for AM: material anisotropy depending on the building strategy adopted, final surface finishing and even the amount of recycled powder are all influencing
factors of AM fabricated parts and are not considered in previous standards related to traditional techniques [64]. Upcoming standardisation is globally driven by customers’ requirements and possible future market opportunities. The high priority is given to process and equipment, qualification and standardisation, AM modelling and simulation topics [64].

One of the first standards published for AM processes is the ASTM F2792 (2012) [1], which provides the current AM processes organization in seven categories, four of them regarding metal systems:

- Sheet Lamination
- Binder Jetting
- Direct Energy Deposition (DED)
- Powder Bed Fusion (PBF).

In addition to ASTM F2792 (2012) [1], other standards regarding AM processes have been realized since now: Table 1 summarises the list of existing ASTM standards focused on metal AM.
### Table 1. ASTM standards on AM processes and materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISO/ASTM 52921:2013 (E) [65]</td>
<td>Standard Terminology for Additive Manufacturing—Coordinate Systems and Test Methodologies</td>
<td>This terminology includes terms, definitions of terms, descriptions of terms, nomenclature, and acronyms associated with coordinate systems and testing methodologies for additive manufacturing (AM) technologies in an effort to standardize terminology used by AM users, producers, researchers, educators, press/media, and others, particularly when reporting results from testing of parts made on AM systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/ASTM 52900:2015 [66]</td>
<td>Standard Terminology for Additive Manufacturing—General Principles—Terminology</td>
<td>This International Standard establishes and defines terms used in additive manufacturing (AM) technology, which applies the additive shaping principle and thereby builds physical 3D geometries by successive addition of material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTM F3122–14 [67]</td>
<td>Standard Guide for Evaluating Mechanical Properties of Metal Materials Made via Additive Manufacturing Processes</td>
<td>This standard serves as a guide to existing standards or variations of existing standards that may be applicable to determine specific mechanical properties of materials made with an additive manufacturing process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISO/ASTM 52915:2016</strong> [68]</td>
<td>This International Standard provides the specification for the Additive Manufacturing File Format (AMF), an interchange format to address the current and future needs of additive manufacturing technology.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISO/ASTM 52901:2016</strong> [69]</td>
<td>This document defines and specifies requirements for purchased parts made by additive manufacturing. It gives guidelines for the elements to be exchanged between the customer and the part provider at the time of the order, including the customer order information, part definition data, feedstock requirements, final part characteristics and properties, inspection requirements, and part acceptance methods.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISO/ASTM 52910:2017</strong> [70]</td>
<td>This document gives guidelines and best practices for using additive manufacturing (AM) in product design. It is applicable during the design of all types of products, devices, systems, components, or parts that are fabricated by any type of AM system.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASTM F3049-14</strong> [71]</td>
<td>This guide introduces the reader to techniques for metal powder characterization that may be useful for powder-based additive manufacturing processes including binder jetting, directed energy deposition, and powder bed fusion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## ASTM F2924-14

Additive Manufacturing Titanium-6 Aluminium-4 Vanadium with Powder Bed Fusion

This specification covers additively manufactured titanium-6aluminium-4vanadium (Ti-6Al-4V) components using full-melt powder bed fusion such as electron beam melting and laser melting.

## ASTM F3001-14

Additive Manufacturing Titanium-6 Aluminium-4 Vanadium ELI (Extra Low Interstitial) with Powder Bed Fusion

This specification covers additively manufactured titanium-6aluminium-4vanadium with extra low interstitials (Ti-6Al-4V ELI) components using full-melt powder bed fusion such as electron beam melting and laser melting.

## ASTM F2971-13

Standard Practice for Reporting Data for Test Specimens Prepared by Additive Manufacturing

This practice describes a standard procedure for reporting results by testing or evaluation of specimens produced by additive manufacturing (AM).

## ASTM F3056-14

Standard Specification for Additive Manufacturing Nickel Alloy (UNS N06625) with Powder Bed Fusion

This specification covers additively manufactured UNS N06625 components using full-melt powder bed fusion such as electron beam melting and laser melting.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASTM Standard</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F3055-14a</td>
<td>This specification covers additively manufactured UNS N07718 components using full-melt powder bed fusion such as electron beam melting and laser melting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3184-16</td>
<td>This specification covers additive manufacturing of UNS S31603 components by means of laser and electron beam-based full melt powder bed fusion processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3187-16</td>
<td>Directed Energy Deposition (DED) is used for repair, rapid prototyping and low volume part fabrication. This specification is intended to serve as a guide for defining the technology application space and limits, DED system set-up considerations, machine operation, process documentation, work practices, and available system and process monitoring technologies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.2 Metal Additive Processes

1.2.1 Sheet Lamination

This particular family of processes involves the stacking and joining of 2D metal slices to produce a 3D component. A considerable number of processes are based on sheet lamination and mostly differ on the material used and on the technique adopted to join and cut the metallic sheets. The metal slices can be cut to their final shape before the adhesion step (Form-then-Bond approach) or can be machined after the joining (Bond-then-Form approach) [3]. In Figure 6 the Form-then-Bond approach is exposed: the metal slices are cut by an automatic system following the CAD model and then joined together reproducing the final shape of the component. Differently from the Bond-then-Form approach, the amount of removed material is considerably low but some limitations to design the parts and to automate the process for complex geometries exist.

Figure 6. Schematic representation of sheet lamination Form-then-Bond approach [79].
The joining mechanism can be achieved by metallurgical bonding, obtained by brazing [79], diffusion bonding [80], laser [81], resistance welding [82] or ultrasonic consolidation [14]. The Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM), also known as Ultrasonic Consolidation (UC) is one of the most studied and used sheet lamination processes [3,14,83–85]. Developed in 2003 by Dawn White [86], this process joins metal foils together by ultrasonic metal welding (USW) and removes the excess of material by an integrated Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machining system. A schematic illustration of the process is exposed in Figure 7a, while in Figure 7b an image of the first commercial UAM platform (Alpha UAM) is reported.

![Figure 7. Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM) technology: (a) schematic illustration of the process and (b) first commercial platform (Alpha UAM) [87]](image)

In UAM the component is fabricated on a flat building platform, connected to a heater source (maximum 200 °C). Starting from the bottom of the part, several metals sheets are joined by ultrasonic bonding and then trimmed by CNC milling [87]. During the process the CNC milling tool shapes the slice contour of one level (usually 4 layers) according to the component final geometry [3]. The ultrasonic bonding is provided by a rotating sonotrode which applies a normal force directly along the thin metal foil (generally 100 ÷ 150 μm thick) and oscillates transversally to the motion direction (at constant 20 kHz frequency). Several mechanisms provide material bonding between metal foils, such as mechanical interlocking, plastic deformation of interface asperities and diffusion bonding. Once the metal foil is deposited another foil is deposited adjacent to it: the process is repeated until, layer by layer, the part is completed [3].
UAM can be assumed as an hybrid AM process which involves both additive and subtracting technologies, as machining or laser processing [87]. The first advantages of this hybrid nature are the surface finishing and dimensional accuracy that can be obtained thanks to CNC milling system. Indeed, compared to other AM processes, UAM fabricated parts do not possess any stair-stepping defects and any layer thickness dependence. However, UAM process is not able to produce complex overhanging structures because no support material necessary to sustain such complex architectures can be deposited. Another advantage is the low temperature conditions UAM process works with. Indeed, even if in the contact regions between single metal foils the temperature raises considerably (50 % of material melting temperature [14]), the overall temperature of the entire part remains around room temperature. As a consequence, differently from what happens in powder bed fusion components, the amount of residual stresses, deformations and shrinkages are negligible in UAM fabricated parts, avoiding post-processing heat treatments and enhancing the mechanical properties of the final products. Furthermore, sheet lamination is able to manufacture composites parts by alternating foils of dissimilar materials [88–91]. In fact, metal composites can be manufactured in two distinct ways. The first one is stacking metal foils of two metal difficult to joint (e.g. aluminium and copper) while the second way is to insert fibers between single layers (e.g. TiNi fibers between Al foils), improving the mechanical and physical properties of the part.

For the metal sheet lamination process, the principal provider of UAM systems and products is Fabrisonic company [15]. The machines of SonicLayer serie are able to process aluminium, copper, steel and stainless steel and combination of dissimilar metals, with a maximum building volume of 1800 x 1800 x 900 mm. Accademic research is also very attracted to UAM developing, and several research centres are active in this field as Loughborough University, University of Louisville, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the Ohio State University, Clemson University and Edison Welding Institute (EWI) [87].

1.2.2 Binder jetting

Basically, binder jetting (BJ) is an AM process in which powdered material is joined together by a liquid agent selectively deposited layer by layer. It is commonly used for sand casting applications, but in the last years it has also been improved in order to process metals and ceramics too [92]. In Figure 8, a schematic representation of BJ process is illustrated.
Figure 8. Schematic representation of binder jetting process [93].

The BJ process generally consists in several subsequent steps: printing, curing, de-powdering, sintering (in some cases followed by infiltration), annealing and finishing. The first printing process begins with the deposition of a thin layer of powder: a levelling roller moves the powders from the feed bed upon the print bed, depositing one layer of constant thickness. Subsequently the liquid binder is selectively spread by the inject print head upon the powder bed. The chemical composition of the binder varies depending on the material, as in the case of metallic powder when aqueous binder can be used [94]. Once binder spreading operation is concluded, the print bed moves under an electrical infrared heater to dry the binder. Then the print bed lowers down of one layer thickness height and at this point the levelling roller deposits another layer of powder, starting again the process from the first step. When the last layer of the final product is processed, a fragile binder-metal composite (also named “green part”) is obtained. The operator removes it from the printing system and transfers to an oven for the curing procedure: such operation, which takes between 6 and 12 hours, implies an increase in the strength of the green part before the beginning of the sintering process [14]. Subsequently, the green part is de-powdered and later sintered, in order to completely remove the organic phase and reduce the porosities inside the material. In the case of metals powders, such as steel ones, sintering is carried out at high temperature (∼ 1100 °C) for 24 ÷ 36 hours, generally leaving 40 % porosity inside the part [14]. In such cases, after sintering low melting alloys (e.g. bronzes [14,95]) are infiltrated inside the part to obtain full dense components.

The properties of final parts fabricated by BJ, such as the dimensional accuracy or the surface quality, are influenced by several variables and parameters that can be grouped in: design factors (e.g. strut thickness in lattice structures), powders properties (e.g. particle shape and dimension, flowability), binder properties (e.g. viscosity and volatility) and process parameters (e.g. layer thickness, printing saturation, heater power ratio, curing temperature and time). Furthermore, also the post-processing sintering treatment conditions can highly influence final part properties [96].
As described by Chen et al. [96] the printing saturation (S) is defined as the ratio between the volume occupied by the binder (V_{binder}) and the air space (V_{air}):

$$S = \frac{V_{binder}}{V_{air}} = \frac{V_{binder}}{(1 - PR) \cdot V_{solid}}$$

Where PR is the Packing Rate and refers to the fraction of volume of powder in a given volume of powder and air. S factor indicates the quantity of binder deposited during the printing operations. The amount of binder strongly determines the green part stability during BJ. Indeed, in the case of low quantities of binder the powder cannot firmly join together and the green part risks to collapse during the process. On the opposite, excessive quantities of binder considerably reduce surface finishing and part geometry accuracy, and require longer drying time and more consumption of energy. The drying time is another fundamental process parameter to consider for BJ because also related to binder drying and surface finishing features. In addition, it is possible to consider also the heater power ratio factor, that describes the heater power consumption during the process and regulates the binder drying during the process. High power ratio values lead to higher shrinkages and higher consumption of electricity while low values are not able to dry enough the binder damaging the green part stability during the process [96].

BJ is a low thermal process which does not requires high energy sources, such as lasers or electron beam systems, and furthermore can process both metal [92,93,95–98] and ceramic systems [99,100]. As a consequence, the associated costs are extremely low, considered the absence of protective atmosphere or vacuum conditions during the process: these advantages of BJ make this technology highly competitive on the market. Actually, ExOne is the major producer of BJ systems and products, offering a vast choice of industrial printers and materials: both ceramic and metals powders are available on the market, such as 316L and 17-4 stainless steel, 625 and 718 Inconel alloys, cobalt-chrome, tungsten carbide, zircon and several others [101].

1.2.3 Direct energy deposition

Several technologies are classified as Direct Energy Deposition (DED) systems and all are based on melting and deposit of metallic materials adopting a focused thermal energy. DED technologies can be distinguish depending on the heat source used (laser beam, electron beam or arc-plasma), material feedstock form (powder or wire) and working atmospheres (inert or vacuum) [78]. Moreover since 2013
several hybrid systems coupling DED with CNC milling have been released, joining together the additive and subtracting manufacturing approaches [7]. DED processes have been used to repair, remanufacturing, cladding and manufacture components for different industrial sectors, like the aerospace and biomedical ones. Compared to the other AM processes, DED possess the unique possibility to fabricate compositionally graded materials depositing metals and ceramics layers with different compositions and creating in this way functionally graded structures [102-106].

1.2.3.1 Laser based DED systems

The most popular DED system adopts powdered feedstock and laser heat source to process metals and ceramics because of the higher precision achievable on the final products: in Figure 9 powder-feed laser-based DED process and equipment are illustrated. A high energy laser beam is delivered in the centre of the nozzle and focused upon the working plane by a system of lenses. Coaxially with the nozzle, the powder and the protective gas are delivered on the workpiece. The lenses and the entire nozzle move along the z-axis direction, obtaining equal deposition at different heights, instead the working plane is able to move horizontally in x and y directions, forming the desired cross-sectional geometry of the product.

![Figure 9. Powder-feed laser based Direct Energy Deposition process and equipment](45,107).

Powder-feed laser-based DED is commercialised under four major versions of the technology: Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS™), Direct Metal Deposition (DMD), and Directed Light Fabrication (DLF). LENS™ and DLF, commercialised by Optomec and Precision Optical Manufacturing respectively, differ from DMD for the working atmosphere conditions and for in-built feedback control system [102,108]. In DMD process the inert gas, which prevents melt oxidation and favours
the motion of powders, is flown coaxially with the nozzle instead in LENSTM and DLF the entire process is carried out inside a glove box. Finally, the in-built feedback control system, present only in the DMD machines, collects in-line informations regarding the process (melt pool stability; melt pool shape and dimensions) and allows to adjust the input process parameters and keep the dimensional accuracy and material integrity during the deposition [109].

DED process parameters able to determine the good quality of deposited materials are the powder feed rate, laser power, layer thickness and deposition speed. These factors directly influence amount of melt material, melt pool dimensions, cooling rates and thermal gradients and surface roughness [102,110–112]. Furthermore, material-laser interaction must be also be considered indeed the material absorptance determines the amount of energy absorbed during the laser manufacturing [102]. In DED machines laser systems vary between Nd:YAG and CO2 lasers with laser wavelengths between ~ 1 and ~ 10 μm: consequently the related absorptance of the powders varies on the basis of wavelength used, varying the melting behaviour of the material during DED process [113]. In the case of low absorptance higher laser power is required in order to avoid partial melting and defects formation inside the deposited material [10,102,114]. Similar issues can be also observed in LPBF processes and represent central point in the material development for laser-based AM technologies [114–116].

Generally, in DED process the powder-feedstock approach works with an average layer thickness between 20 and 100 μm, achieving final roughness values between 9 and 16 μm and dimensional accuracy of ± 0.05 mm [117]. Moreover, functional graded components can be fabricated varying the material feedstock [56–58,103–105,118]. Balla et al. [57] realised Ti-TiO2 graded structures for orthopedically applications, fabricating the first 10 layers in pure Ti and the subsequent ones at different TiO2 concentrations (50, 90 and 100 %). A negative aspect of powder-feed DED systems is the slow deposition rate (~ 10 g/min) [117] which considerably limits their applications in medium-large parts production.

Laser-based DED systems with higher productivity are the wire-feed systems, also known as Wire Laser Additive Manufacturing (WLAM). The WLAM equipment is mainly constituted by a laser, an automatic wire-feed system, CNC systems and some auxiliary mechanisms for the shielding atmosphere or workpiece heating: Figure 10 shows a representation of the process.
During the process, the laser fuses the substrate creating a melt pool where the automatic system feeds the metallic wire: the metal melts, solidifies and creates a metallurgical bond with the substrate. The coordinate motion of the laser and wire-feed systems permits to create a continuous laser track while the substrate movement in the horizontal plane allows to obtain the desired section of the final part [117]. During WLAM process, the part quality is highly influenced by the wire feed orientation (Figure 10), the wire feed rate, welding speed and dimension of the deposit: all these parameters are strongly related to the laser power value used [117].

Compared to powder-feed systems, WLAM process has a 100 % material capture efficiency, indeed the quantity of deposited material is exactly the amount of wire fed. Such effort reduces the amount of wasted material and energy in the process. Moreover, the deposition rate is considerably high, reaching 330 g/min in the case of stainless steel parts [117]. However, WLAM possesses limitations in producing complex, large and/or fully dense components [102]. Indeed, for complex geometries high accuracy and low porosity levels are difficult to achieve without any surface treatment, such as CNC machining. As a consequence the choice between adopting a powder-feed or wire-feed DED process depends on the parts geometry to be obtained [3]. An innovative approach based on join together powder and wire laser-based DED systems has been adopted and described by Syed et al. [119]. In their study they described how adopting both wire and powder feed during laser deposition process enhanced the deposition efficiency and reduced the surface roughness. The system developed was based on WLAM equipment with the addition of a self-made nozzle, used to feed the metal powder (316 L stainless steel) directly above the melting pool [119].
1.2.3.2 Electron Beam Freeform Fabrication

Developed by NASA, Electron Beam Freeform Fabrication (EBF³) technology is able to process several metals and alloys and is generally employed to produce complex, near-net-shape components. The process is analogous to the WLAM one (Figure 11) a part from the use of high vacuum conditions ($10^{-4}$ bar or less). A focused electron beam creates a melt pool in the substrate where the wire feedstock is deposited. The use of an electron beam enables to effectively process a wide range of conductive materials such as steel and Ti alloys, including also aluminium and copper alloys which are difficult to process with laser systems due to the low absorptance [120]. Moreover, compared to laser-based AM systems, EBF³ possess higher power efficiency (> 90 %), high coupling efficiency and reduced chemical contamination thanks to the vacuum processing conditions. Commonly, complex part are manufactured adopting thin metal wires, reaching high precision, while larger components are fabricated at high deposition rates using larger diameter wires (Figure 12). EBF³ deposition rates can vary between 2 and 10 g/m, depending on the material and on the final product. Furthermore, recent upgraded EBF³ systems are able to produce compositionally graded materials thank to dual wire feeder systems [102,121].

![Figure 11. Schematic illustration of the Electron Beam Freeform Fabrication (EBF³) process (with the Courtesy of cerasis.com [122]).](image-url)
Figure 12. Aluminium components produced by EBF with different process parameters: (a) high deposition rate, (b) different wire feed angle, (c) complex curvature, (d) overhanging structures and (e) different deposition strategies [121].

1.2.3.3 Wire and arc additive manufacturing

Wire And Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) processes adopt an inert gas welding technique to fabricate near-net-shape metal components [117]. Developed by Rolls Royce, WAAM technology is mainly constituted by a robotic controller which coordinates the motion and welding process; industrially a laser profiler is also integrated in order to control the bead profile during welding [117].

The arc-based WAAM technology can employ either a Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) or a Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) or either a Plasma Arc Welding (PAW) systems, as resumed in Figure 13. While GMAW is based on an electric arc welding formed between a consumable wire electrode and the substrate, GTAW and PAW employ non-consumable electrodes to create the arc. In these last two technologies the wire feed angle varies, modifying the product surface quality and bead profile, increasing the difficulties related to the process standardisation. Instead, in the case of GMAW the wire feed is perpendicular to the workpiece and coaxial with the nozzle, simplifying the welding mechanism [117].
The majority of weldable alloys has been processed by WAAM, such as Ti alloys, steels and nickel alloys [102,124,125]. Thanks to high deposition rates (between 50 and 130 g/min), high material usage efficiency, lower costs and higher safety, WAAM has rapidly become competitive with laser and electron based deposition processes. However, WAAM commercial systems are still not widely spread in the manufacturing market, due to the presence of technical challenges: for example the high energy source used creates an excessive amount of residual stresses and distortions inside the final parts [126,127].

1.2.3.4 Hybrid DED systems

Low geometrical accuracy in the final parts produced by DED systems remains a big limitation of these technologies. Such effort mainly depends on the splitting into slices of the part model and it is closely dependent on the chosen process. To overtake such issue, new hybrid systems have been proposed, joining together the benefits of both additive and subtracting technologies [128,129]. At the Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, the first Hybrid-Layered Manufacturing (HLM) process has been developed: the hybrid process integrates a WAAM system and a
CNC milling process and has been employed to fabricate tools and dies as reported in Figure 14 [129].

![Injection molding dies created by HLM during the different phases of the process](image)

**Figure 14.** Injection molding dies created by HLM during the different phases of the process [128].

During the process, the GMAW system deposits the material and additively produces the final geometry of the product. The welding bead presents irregularities, elevated roughness and oxide layers: the integrated CNC milling mills the surface of the deposited layer providing a good weld surface quality. The process continues alternating deposition and milling steps until the final near-net-shape product has been fabricated [128,129]. Karunakaran et al. [130] compared the realisation of egg-template adopting an HLM process and a traditional CNC milling one: the case-study showed that the hybrid system allowed to reduce costs up to ~ 22 % and reduce production time up to ~ 38 %. These achievements were possible thanks to the time savings from elimination of roughing operations, machine programming and setting, and particularly to material saving [130,131].
1.2.4 Powder Bed Fusion Processes

Powder bed fusion (PBF) processes selectively melt metal powder adopting a focused energy source. These technologies represent the major part of the metal AM market owing to their application in several fields, particularly the aerospace and biomedical ones. The different PBF technologies principally differ for the energy source used to melt the powder; according to this, they are mainly divided in Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) and electron beam melting (EBM) processes [14,132].

1.2.4.1 Electron Beam Melting

Electron beam melting (EBM) process, developed and patented by Arcam AB Swedish company (recently acquired by General Electrics [133]), utilizes electron beam energy to melt metal powder bed: the hardware system is simplified in Figure 15. The electron beam is generated by the electron-gun (60 kV), sited in the upper part of the machine, and focused on the powder bed by an electromagnetic lenses system. Firstly, the electron beam preheats the powder bed to 80 % of melting temperature ($T_M$), adopting high scan rates ($\sim 10^3$ mm/s) and high beam current ($\sim 30$ mA). Subsequently, the scan rate and current are lowered to $10^2$ mm/s and 5 – 10 mA, respectively, fully melting the metal powders according to the CAD model of the component. Once the scanning is completed, the building platform lowers down of one layer thickness: generally EBM works adopting layer thickness between 50 and 200 μm, depending on the material. Two hoppers provide the metal powder which is deposited by a rake upon the building platform: once the deposition step is completed, the process is repeated from the beginning. The powder is generally constituted by spherical particles, with an average size between 45 and 105 μm, obtained by gas atomisation. Like any electron beam system, EBM process works under vacuum conditions (about $1 \times 10^{-5}$ mbar), moreover during the electron scanning of the powder bed a partial pressure of He ($2 \times 10^{-3}$ mbar) is flown inside the process chamber avoiding any material chemical contamination. For such reasons EBM is suited for processing materials with a high affinity to oxygen such as titanium alloys.
Differently from other metal AM processes, EBM preheats the powder bed to high temperatures (e.g. ~ 750 °C for Ti alloys [134] or 400 °C for pure Cu [135]) in order to slightly sinter the metal powders and increase the electrical conductivity of the powder bed avoiding process instabilities [136]. Latter effects are the reduction of residual stresses inside the manufactured parts and the modification of microstructures. Indeed in EBM parts the amount of residual stresses is considerably lower and final microstructures appear coarsen compared to LPBF or DED parts. This is due to the lower thermal gradients and cooling rates that characterize EBM process; this effort reduces parts distortions and avoids post-processing annealing treatment of the part [137]. The main process parameters, principally related to the electron beam melting, define the amount of energy delivered and the strategy adopted to melt the powder bed: beam power, scanning velocity, distance between lines, scanning strategy, focus offset. In EBM melting is generated by the absorption of the electron beam by the powder bed: the kinetic energy of incident electrons is transferred to the powder particles, transformed into heat inducing the creation of melt pool [138]. When powders absorb electron kinetic energy they also gain increasingly negative charge with accidental detrimental effects such as “smoke” and beam diffusion ones [3]. In order to avoid high concentration of negative charges in the powder bed the scan strategies must be adjusted correctly: furthermore only conductive powders, like metal ones, can be
used with EBM. This is one major limitation of electron beam melting when it is compared to laser-based technologies [3].

EBM is characterised by elevated scanning speed (up to 8000 m/s [139]) and high layer thickness allowing elevated productivity rates compared to LPBF processes. Furthermore, vacuum operating conditions reduce the chemical contamination of the component in contrast with low oxygen content atmosphere used in LPBF. Together with the lower residual stresses amount, these advantages made EBM highly competitive in the AM market, even if the surface quality of the parts results inferior to LPBF one. Indeed, due to higher layer thickness values and bigger particles size used in EBM, final roughness varies between 25 and 35 μm, almost three times the LPBF one (∼11 μm) [136]. Higher roughness values can reduce the fatigue resistance of the components, limiting the number of industrial applications, and may require post-processing surface modifications. Although, at the same time, studies carried on interactions between human body and prosthesis made by EBM demonstrated that cells adhesion upon such rough surfaces is highly favoured [140–142]. As a consequence, EBM has been largely adopted in the biomedical field, in particular in the orthopaedic market [143]: acetabular cups, knee, maxillofacial plates, hip, jaw replacements, etc. produced by EBM have been already certified since 2007 and approved for in-body applications since 2010 (United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA)) [144]. Since 2014, more than 40,000 acetabular cups have been produced and insert inside patients body [145] thanks to the EBM ability to produce cellular structures, with high regulation of pore size, strut diameter and cell geometry: some examples are shown in Figure 16.
Figure 16. Examples of acetabular cups made by EBM process. (a) Ti-6Al-4V implant with surface roughness designed for better osseointegration (*Courtesy of Arcam* [146]). Orthopaedic applications of Trabecular Titanium™. (b) external trabecular structure with optimised surface cell structures, (c) radiological outcome of the acetabular cup after implantation [142].

Together with biomedical applications, EBM parts were particularly interesting for their exploitation in the aerospace field for reduced costs related to the “buy-to-fly” ratio (how many kg of material are purchased to produce 1 kg of final part) [147] and the possibility to fabricate parts in gamma-TiAl alloys [148–152]. In their case study, Dehoff et al. [147] described how adopting EBM process reduced the processing cost of a Ti-6Al-4V BALD bracket of about 50 % compared to traditional manufacturing: choosing EBM process permitted to reduce the buy-to-fly ratio from 33:1 to 1:1 thanks to ~100 % material efficiency of the AM process. Since its foundation, Arcam AB has commercialised over than seven commercial types of EBM machines and more than 150 systems have been installed all over the world [145].

1.2.4.2 Laser Powder Bed Fusion

Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF), or Laser Beam Melting (LBM), utilises a focused laser beam to selectively melt a layer of metal powder and to create three-dimensional parts. Generally the laser system is based on an Yb fiber laser, with power values up to 1 kW. The LPBF process begins with the deposition of a layer of powder over the building platform by a powder spreading system (widely named as recoater blade): the process is able to deposit a controlled amount of powder with
layer thickness variable between 20 and 60 μm. As soon as the powder has been spread, the laser system directs the focused beam on the powder bed, selectively melting the material, according to the CAD model of the part. Once the layer has been processed, the building platform lowers of one layer thickness and the process restarts from the deposition step. Layer by layer the part is fabricated and ready for the post-processing operations, which commonly involve the removal of the support structures and the heat treating of the parts. A schematic representation of the LPBF process is shown in Figure 17: a detailed description of the instrument, the parameters and physical phenomena involved in the process is given in the following chapter.

Figure 17. Schematic representation of LPBF process [153].

Nowadays several commercial systems are based on LPBF technology and mainly differ on the hardware systems involved, such as the laser system used or the dimensions of the machine. In Table 2 the principal LPBF systems available on the market are schematically listed: it must be noted that depending on the company the LPBF process is called with a different name. In order to avoid incomprehension in this thesis the process is referred as Laser Powder Bed Fusion, as stated in the ASTM standard F2792-12a [1].
### Table 2. Main LPBF machines and producers available on the market nowadays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Lasers</th>
<th>Building volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EOS GmbH</strong></td>
<td>Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS)</td>
<td>EOS M 100</td>
<td>Yb fiber laser; 200 W</td>
<td>Ø 100x95 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EOS M280</td>
<td>Yb-fiber laser, 200 or 400 W</td>
<td>250x250x325 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EOS M290</td>
<td>Yb fiber laser; 400 W</td>
<td>250x250x325 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EOS M400</td>
<td>Yb-fiber laser; 1 kW</td>
<td>400x400x400 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concept Laser GmbH</strong></td>
<td>LaserCU SING®</td>
<td>Mlab cusing</td>
<td>Fiber laser 100 W</td>
<td>90x90x80 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mlab cusing 200R</td>
<td>Fiber laser 200 W</td>
<td>100x100x100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M1 cusing</td>
<td>Fiber laser 200 or 400 W</td>
<td>250x250x250 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M2 cusing / M2 cusing multilaser</td>
<td>Fiber laser 200 or 400 W / Multilaser version with two fiber laser 200 W</td>
<td>250x250x280 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X Line 2000R</td>
<td>Two fiber laser 1 kW</td>
<td>800x400x500 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Renishaw</strong></td>
<td>Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF)</td>
<td>RenAM 500M</td>
<td>Yb fiber laser 500 W</td>
<td>250x250x350 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AM 400</td>
<td>Optical system 400 W</td>
<td>250x250x300 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AM 250</td>
<td>200 or 400 W</td>
<td>250x250x365 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Realizer</strong></td>
<td><strong>SLM</strong></td>
<td><strong>Fiber laser</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ø</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[157]</td>
<td>SLM 50</td>
<td>20 or 120 W</td>
<td>70x40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selecting laser melting (SLM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLM 125</td>
<td>100 or 400 W</td>
<td>125x125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLM 300i</td>
<td>400 or 1000 W</td>
<td>300x300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Sisma Industry</strong></th>
<th><strong>SLM</strong></th>
<th><strong>Fiber laser</strong></th>
<th><strong>Ø</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[158]</td>
<td>mysint100</td>
<td>200 W</td>
<td>100x100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser metal fusion (LMF)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mysint300</td>
<td>500 W</td>
<td>300x400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SLM Solutions GmbH</strong></th>
<th><strong>SLM</strong></th>
<th><strong>Fiber laser</strong></th>
<th><strong>Ø</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[159]</td>
<td>SLM 125</td>
<td>400 W</td>
<td>125x125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selecting laser melting (SLM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLM 280 2.0</td>
<td>400 or 700 W</td>
<td>280x280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>700 W</td>
<td>365 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Trumpf</strong></th>
<th><strong>TruPrint</strong></th>
<th><strong>Fiber laser</strong></th>
<th><strong>Ø</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[160]</td>
<td>TruPrint 1000</td>
<td>200 W</td>
<td>100x100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser metal fusion (LMF)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TruPrint 3000</td>
<td>500 W</td>
<td>300x400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Single configuration: IPG fiber laser 400 or 700 W

Twin configuration: two IPG fiber laser 400 or 700 W

Dual configuration: one IPG fiber laser 700 W and one IPG fiber laser 1000 W

Twin configuration: two IPG fiber laser 400 or 700 W

Quad configuration: four IPG fiber laser 400 or 700 W


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3D Systems [161]</th>
<th>Direct Metal Printing (DMP)</th>
<th>Fiber laser</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ProX DMP 100</td>
<td>50 W</td>
<td>100x100x100 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProX DMP 200</td>
<td>300 W</td>
<td>140x140x125 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProX DMP 300</td>
<td>500 W</td>
<td>250x250x330 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProX DMP 320</td>
<td>500 W</td>
<td>275x275x420 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LPBF process has been consistently used for aerospace and biomedical applications as already presented in chapter 1.1.3. From the specific point of view of LPBF process, the market situation is observing a considerable and constant growth in the machine sales all over the world. GE Aviation company has invested almost $3.5 billion setting new productions plants equipped with EOS M-280 printers in order to reach the production rate of 100,000 fuel nozzles by 2020 [162]. Moreover, in 2017 GE company acquired Concept Laser GmbH, expanding the headquarters, growing its employee base and support teams, in order to accelerate the evolution of LPBF process [163]; similarly DMG Mori company acquired the majority share in Realizer GmbH in February 2017 [164]. Another example can be the one of SLM Solutions Group AG which showed an increase in the machine sales of 85% in the first half of 2016, attesting a total revenue of €33.5 million [165].
Chapter 2

Laser Powder Bed Fusion Process

Laser Powder Bed Fusion process (LPBF), also known as Selective Laser Melting (SLM) or Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS), represents a complex and innovative manufacturing technique in the fabrication of metal components for industry. From a material engineering point of view, the studies on process and materials properties are crucial aims in the technology development. Indeed, the great industrial investment in LPBF motivates the interest in material properties and process optimisation in order to consolidate and expand the industrial LPBF adoption.

In the present chapter the principal process parameters and raw materials properties are presented and described, together with the main physical and metallurgical phenomena of LPBF process. Finally, microstructural and mechanical properties and effects of post-processing operations are described.

2.1 LPBF influent factors

The LPBF involves a great number of factors and variables able to influence the properties of the final parts. These factors can be grouped in the two main categories, related to powder properties and process parameters, as reported in Table 3 [153].
Table 3. Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) variables [153].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Powder Properties</th>
<th>Process Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle shape</td>
<td>Laser power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle size and distribution</td>
<td>Scanning speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical composition</td>
<td>Scanning strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>Hatching distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melting temperature</td>
<td>Gas flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorptivity/reflectivity</td>
<td>Laser beam diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building orientation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.1 Powder Properties

Powder bed fusion processes such as Electron Beam Melting (EBM) or LPBF can be classified as powder metallurgy processes like sintering, Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) or Metal Injection Molding (MIM) ones. As a consequence, the final properties of the fabricated parts, such as density, surface roughness and chemical composition, strictly depend on the quality of the adopted powder. Determining the properties of the used feedstock is a necessary requirement: improved confidence in powder selection allows to produce reproducible components with known and predictable properties, as described in the ASTM standard F3049-14 [71].

2.1.1.1 Principal powder production methods

Among the many methods developed in powder metallurgy for the production of powder, AM processes generally adopt metallic powder produced by water, gas and plasma atomisation [166].

Atomisation processes are based on the disintegration of melt metal into small droplets which rapidly solidify by the use of high pressured gas or water: the main differences between these processes depends on the atomisation medium and on the physical state of the feedstock material as schematically represented in Figure 18.

The choice of the specific atomisation medium depends on the material to be processed. Air and water atomisation are commonly chosen for the production of steel powders, assuring high production rates and low costs although the powders contains a large amount of oxides derived by oxygen presence in the atomisation medium. On the other hand, inert gas atomisation is generally adopted for the
production of high-purity powders of special steels, like, stainless steels, and of super-alloys, aluminium alloys, titanium alloys. Indeed using a high purity inert gas such as N₂ or Ar can help in reducing the amount of oxygen inside the powders to values of 100 ppm [167]. Both gas and water atomisation processes start with melting the feedstock alloy which is free to fall inside the atomisation chamber through a nozzle. Together with the molten metal the atomisation medium is symmetrically introduced around the steam of liquid metal causing the atomisation and solidification phenomena (Figure 18a,b) [166].

![Figure 18. Schematic representation of principal powder atomisation processes: (a) water atomisation, (b) gas atomisation and (c) plasma atomisation [168].](image)

Differently from gas and water atomisation methods, plasma atomisation utilises plasma torch to produce a high velocity jet of extremely hot ionized inert gas to melt and rapidly solidify the material. Furthermore, instead of molten feedstock alloy, in plasma atomisation a pre-alloyed wire is fed inside the atomisation process chamber. Adopting such strategy permits to produce high-purity material since the liquid metal does not contact any solid surface before solidification, strongly reducing the contamination risks [168].
2.1.1.2 Particle shape

During LPBF the powders must be able to flown easily upon the building platform, covering the entire processing area homogeneously. Indeed, to prevent formation of defects inside the parts, the layer of powder must be continuous and must possess constant thickness upon the building platform: areas with lower or higher amount of metallic particles could be sites of excessive or insufficient melting and could favour the creation of pores or cracks or even delamination effects [166]. At the same time, the powder bed must possess the highest stacking density (also known as “packing density” or “tap density”) avoiding the presence of voids which could promote the formations of defects inside the final part.

The shape of the particles directly influences the movement and the stacking of the powder in the powder bed. Commonly spherical powders are preferred among irregular shaped particles due to their higher stacking density and flowability. Flowability describes the ability of a powder to flow freely in a regular and a constant way [169]. Apart from stacking density and particles shape, flowability depends also on particle size, granulometric distribution, oxides and moisture presence [169–171]. So, a powder with good flowability can be moved without assistance, while granular materials with low flowability (such flakes, dendritic or irregular shaped particles) require the employment of mechanical devices such as vibrators or agitators.

An example of metallic powders for LPBF process are illustrated in Figure 19a,b. Gas and plasma atomised powders are generally preferred to water atomized ones due the very good sphericity and higher chemical composition purity. Gas atomized powders represent the bigger section of the market since the higher number of producers and lower costs compared to plasma atomized powders. On the opposite, water atomisation process enables to produce metal powders in a more productive and cheap way, but the particles possess irregular shapes (Figure 19c). The lower packing density and flowability of irregular shaped powders have prevented their adoption in the powder bed processes.
2.1.1.3 Particle size and distribution

Particles size and particle size distribution represent two fundamental properties for the selection of metallic powders for LPBF due to their great influence on flowability and stacking density of the powder bed and even on mechanical properties of the final components [166,173–175]. Furthermore, the mean size of gas atomised powder depends also on the layer thickness adopted during LPBF process, and consequently on the production rate. The most common value adopted for the layer thickness is 30 μm: as a consequence gas atomised powders for LPBF machines usually possess a mean size comprised between 15 and 45 μm. Commonly the powder bed must possess a certain amount of fine particles to fill the voids between the larger ones. In this way it is possible to increase the stacking density and optimise other materials properties such as surface quality and mechanical strength [173].

Due to the higher surface area, smaller particles can be easily melted by the laser beam, improving the melting behaviour of the powder bed and increasing the densification of the parts. At the same time, the finer is the particle size, the lower appears to be the flowability [175]: larger surface areas increase the amount of adhesive interparticular forces, which negatively affect the motion of the metal particles and consequently the flowability of the entire powder bed [166]. On the opposite side, the larger particles possess less interparticular interactions, leading to higher flowability, and are beneficial for higher breaking elongations, as demonstrated by Spierings et al. [173]. The graphs in Figure 20a,b report some examples of powder size distribution curves. Generally, particle distribution is described by the three diameter values $D_{10}$, $D_{50}$ and $D_{90}$, respectively, which
indicate the diameter corresponding to the 10, 50 and 90 % of the total particles population. These values can be easily obtained from the investigation of a granulometry curve, as the one shown in Figure 20c.

**Figure 20.** Examples of particles size distribution: volume and cumulative fractions of AlSi10Mg alloy (a) and Ti-6Al-4V alloy (b) gas atomised metal powders (from the author’s own unpublished work); (c) scheme of a granulometry curve and D_{10}, D_{50}, D_{90} diameters (Courtesy of Horiba.com).

Many industrial methods can be adopted to monitor the powder size distribution such as the sieving technique, laser light diffraction, gravitational sedimentation, optical and electron microscopy followed by image analysis [166,175–177]. Sieving consists in shaking the powder through a stacked series of sieves with decreasing mesh sizes. Gravitation sedimentation uses X-ray absorption or light scattering to determine the particle concentration at different heights within a monitored container of liquid at different times. Microscopy-based techniques use optical light microscopes, scanning electron microscopes (SEM) to visually discern size information. Laser light diffraction involves deconvolving and inverting the summation of the scattered light pattern produced by each sampled particle. This last technique has been particularly adopted in LPBF studies and researches [178–180].

Generally the flowability of powder has been investigated by standardised methods based on the Hall [181] and Curvey [182] funnels, but such techniques have turned out not to be applicable in the case of metal powders for LPBF process.
Recently, an innovative method has been developed to characterise and compare the powder flowability, the Revolution Powder Analyzer (RPA) [45]. This technique allows to measure the flowability and packing behaviour by determining the avalanche behaviour of the powder: for further description of this method refer to specified literature [180, 183].

2.1.1.4 Chemical composition

Because of their high surface area, micrometric metal powders are strongly susceptible to intense oxidation phenomena. Gas atomisation uses inert gases such as argon or nitrogen to cool the melt metal and obtain spherical powders avoiding oxygen contaminations. In the case of aluminium and titanium alloys the high affinity of the metal with oxygen greatly increases the risks of oxidation and even explosion during atomisation. As a consequence the process atmosphere must be frequently check and monitored and a considerable amount of Ar is consumed. For these reasons the cost related to Al and Ti gas atomized powders can reach ten times the values of the cast ingot or three-four times the value of steel gas atomised powders. Thus in this last case the atomisation medium employed is nitrogen gas and the relative costs are much lower than argon. Once produced metal powders are usually stored in inert gas filled bags or vacuum containers in order to prevent any further oxidation or humidity contamination. Indeed it has been established that the presence of oxide layers and moisture in the powder bed greatly affect the flowability and defects generation in the final piece [175].

Oxide layers are commonly present upon particle surface, particularly in the case of Al or Ti alloys due to their high affinity with oxygen. These could be considered as thin ceramic layers that alter the absorption of radiation during LPBF and modify the melting behaviour of the melt pool during the process. Moreover, oxygen can be transferred inside the alloy and alter the phase composition of the metal system, as in the case of titanium alloys [184–188]. The oxide layers are generally disrupted by the laser beam, thanks to the high laser power, but in some cases the ceramic materials are incorporated inside the melt pool: this feature leads to the creation of inner defects inside the metal part which highly influence the mechanical and fatigue properties [189,190].

Moisture and humidity favour the formation of hydrogen bonds upon the particle surface, creating chemical interactions between single particles and reducing sliding motion and flowability. Furthermore, as demonstrated by Weingarten et al. [191], hydrogen presence upon particles surface could leads to
the creation of gas entrapped porosities inside the final components, especially for Al or Ti based alloys. This type of porosity can be avoided modifying the melting behaviour of the melt pool during LPBF, favouring the degasification of the melt, or by pre-drying the powders. Li et al. [192] performed a drying treatment on Al-12Si powders at 100 °C for 1 h and compared the densification behaviour during LPBF with the same powder not-treated. Adopting X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) analysis, the presence of Al metal and carbonated hydroxide (Al–O–CH₃O) was detected in the case of the not dried powders. Drying treatment removes the moisture (H₂O) from particles surface and promotes the decrease of Al–O–CH₃O amount and the increase of Al one. From density analysis it appeared that the densification increased considerably (>99 % dense parts) using dried powders instead of as-received ones. Thus by removing moisture presence the formation of Al oxides and hydroxides during LPBF was prevented and final parts porosity was reduced, demonstrating the effectiveness of powder pre-drying treatment [193,194].

2.1.2 LPBF Process Parameters

In a simply description LPBF process involves the absorption of a laser beam energy by the metal powder causing the melting of the material. LPBF machines include several parameters, proper of the laser source and of the building chamber, which singularly and in a combined way affect the melting behaviour and the final quality of the fabricated part. The effects of the process parameters on the densification and material final properties are described in Chapter 3 Chapter 4 while in this section a brief description of the single parameters involved is given.

2.1.2.1 Laser type and laser power

Typically LPBF machines use fiber laser based on Nd:YAG or Yb:YAG systems, with laser power up to 1 kW, as listed in Table 2. In the previous versions of the industrial machines, a CO₂ laser system was commonly employed instead. The difference between these laser equipment depends on the laser wavelength produced, almost 1 μm for the fiber lasers and 10 μm for the CO₂ ones, respectively [195]. Varying the laser wavelength modifies the absorptivity of the powder bed and consequently the amount of energy delivered for melting [114,195]. Aluminium or copper absorptivities to YAG lasers are considerably low compared to titanium or steels, which possess values comprised between 40 and 47 % [196]. In fact, in the aluminium case absorptivity reaches almost 9 % [190,196]. Copper powder bed presents a mean absorptivity of 0.59 % when irradiated by 1 μm
wavelength laser beam. For laser beams with higher wavelength than 1 μm, the absorptivity is even lower: at 10 μm, the mean absorptance of copper powder is just 0.26 % [114,197]. On the other way, when laser wavelength is reduced to smaller values, copper absorptance considerably increases: at 0.5 μm wavelength, it reaches values close to 40 % [198]. Considering the low absorptivity of some materials full densification can be achieved providing higher power values: varying the laser power has direct effects on the melting behaviour and strongly interacts with the scanning speed and hatching distance parameters. Older machines were equipped with laser system between 100 and 200 W while nowadays the machine producers are providing facilities with laser power of 400 W and either up to 1 kW (Table 2): in such way the productivity of LPBF has been improved and more alloy systems have been able to be processed.

### 2.1.2.2 Scanning speed

Scanning speed parameter describes the laser scan velocity at which the laser spot moves over the powder bed. Scanning speed values can vary between 50 and 5000 mm/s, depending on the LPBF equipment adopted. Obviously this parameter influences the time of exposition of the powder bed to the laser beam and consequently the melting behaviour. Too high scanning speed values can limit the amount of absorbed energy and deal to an incomplete melting of the material, while on the opposite low velocities can provoke melt pool instability [199,200]. The incomplete melting of the material causes the formation of keyhole pores inside the final parts (Figure 21a) while melt pool instabilities favour the gas entrapment within the melt pool and the creation of metallurgical pores (Figure 21b) [196,201].

![Figure 21. Examples of LPBF parts porosity: (a) keyhole porosities and (b) metallurgical pores](image)

Scanning speed effects on melting behaviour are generally considered together with laser power, as described later. However, laser scan velocity is obviously related to productivity: ignoring other process parameters variation (such as
hatching distance), doubling the scanning speed will approximately halve the build time of the powder layer.

2.1.2.3 Laser beam diameter

Laser beam diameter, or spot size, defines the surface area directly subjected to the laser beam: in YAG laser systems its’ value is typically around 100 μm but can vary between 70 and 150 μm. The spot size is strongly related to the minimum resolution achievable during LPBF process, such as the minimum wall thickness [3]. Indeed, in conjunction with laser power, scanning speed and hatching distance, it defines the melt pool size. Typically LPBF laser beam intensity possesses a Gaussian distribution so the exposed area that effectively melts is primarily at the centre of the laser beam [202,203]: the beam intensity decreases radially getting away from the centre, so it is important to define the correct dimension of the laser spot and the curing zone [204].

Increasing the laser power will increase the energy density of the outer region of the laser beam, allowing to scan a wider area of the powder bed, but at the same time will enlarge the energy intensity at the centre of the melt track: this high energy density at the centre can provoke melt instability and evaporation phenomena [202]. Furthermore the difference between the laser spot area and the effective scanned surface creates a dimensional error in the geometry accuracy at the part contour (Figure 22). Thus the position of the laser beam is commonly corrected and shifted by half of the width of the contour to the inside, making the part contour corresponding exactly to the CAD model: such variation is called beam offset and varies depending on the used machine, the chosen material and the adopted laser system [204–206].
2.1.2.4 Hatching distance

The distance between two consecutive scan lines is defined as hatching distance (Figure 22): commonly it is set at about a quarter at the diameter of the laser beam. This parameter regulates the melting of the powder bed and particularly the overlapping between the scanned areas. Indeed to improve the densification of the materials the cured zone of the laser track (caused by the Gaussian distribution of the laser beam) are overlapped: the grade of overlapping depends on the energy provided (laser power, scanning speed, radius beam etc.) and on the material processed. For these reasons hatching distance represents a focal parameter to be optimized for production: Figure 23 shows the effects of different hatching distance values on the materials processing [207]. Furthermore it regulates the productivity rate of LPBF process. High hatching distance values provide less time to scan the powder layer while narrow hatching distances deal to an higher number of laser scans.

![Figure 23](image)

**Figure 23.** Effects on material processing adopting decreasing hatching distance values: (a) 0.4 mm, (b) 0.3 mm and (c) 0.1 mm [207].

2.1.2.5 Layer thickness

This parameter represents the thickness of the single slice of the CAD model and of the layer of powder deposited on the building platform. It directly affects the build time, surface finish and the consolidation behaviour of the material: an increase in layer thickness deals to a higher production speed and a lower surface finish. Regarding the consolidation behaviour, excessive layer thickness values can determine defects generation between consecutive layers and delamination. Indeed, with too large amount of powder to process, the energy provided by the laser could not be enough to melt the entire layer, leaving un-melted particles entrapped in the material, pores and cracks. Decreasing the layer thickness favours the densification,
thanks also to the remelting of previous layers, and moreover means lower shrinkage increasing the dimensional accuracy and surface smoothness. On the opposite the productivity rate decreases considerably, requiring more times and layers to fabricate the final component.

The choice of layer thickness does not only depend on the material processed but also on the geometry of the final product. For instance, with curved objects, the “staircase effect” happens: this error is related to the difference between the rectangular nature of the powder layer and the digital geometry of the curved surface (Figure 24). In order to minimise such effect, which alters the accuracy of the final part, thinner layer and smaller particles should be adopted.

![Figure 24. LPBF process and staircase effect error [208].](image)

### 2.1.2.6 Energy density

As previously described, in the LPBF process, a laser beam focused onto the powder bed transfers heat energy and melts the material. In an attempt to define the correct quantity of energy to be transferred to powder bed, Simchi et al. [193] investigated the combinations of parameters which directly control the energy input during LPBF. Considering the materials properties as constant, the energy input transferred to the material is related to the laser irradiation-material interaction period and consequently to the number and duration of laser exposures. The process parameters that directly affect the energy input are: laser power (P), scanning speed (v), scan line spacing or hatching distance (h), and layer thickness (t). In order to
investigate the synergic effect of these parameters the energy density factor $\psi$ [109] was defined according to

$$\psi = \frac{P}{v \times h \times t} \left[ \frac{W}{J^3} \right]$$

Several authors adopted this equation to investigate the effects of different energy densities on LPBF parts [209–211]. For instance, Meier et al. [211] studied the processing of 316 L stainless steel powders selecting numerous combination of process parameters. From the results they established that the higher density and the lower surface roughness for those specimens built with energy density between 40 and 90 J/mm$^3$. Instead in the case of specimens fabricated with higher energy density values, melt pool instabilities and balling phenomena were detected. Balling can be described as the sphericalisation of the liquid melt pool during laser-material interaction [212,213], interrupting the melt layer where is not indicated by CAD.

On the other hand, considering that many commercial LPBF systems maintain the layer thickness values fixed, other authors [196,205,214] did not take into account for the process parameter optimisation, applying a surface energy density approach. Olakanmi et al. [215], for example, investigated the processing map for Al, Al-Mg, and Al-Si powders studying the correlation between powder bed behaviour and energy input delivered during LPBF. To do this, laser power varied between 20 and 240 W, scanning speed between 20 and 250 mm/s while hatching distance was kept fixed at 0.1 mm. From the results, the densification behaviour map was described to be composed by four regions, summarized as follows:

- **“No marking” region.** At lower energy densities than 3.2 J/mm$^2$ metal particles did not appear to be continuously connected.

- **“Partial marking” region.** Between 3.3 and 10 J/mm$^2$ the material was characterised by an agglomerate network of densified material containing a considerable quantity of small, open and deep porosities. The incomplete melting can be related to the low amount of energy input which was not able to produce enough liquid phase to fill the voids between particles and to close porosities.

- **“Good consolidation” region.** Dense material was obtained using energy densities between 12 and 30 J/mm$^2$, reaching density values from 60 to 80%. Higher energy densities increased powder bed temperature and melt
pool stability. Melt material presented lower viscosity facilitating porosities infiltration and enhancing densification.

- “Excessive balling” region. Balling phenomenon occurred due to the excess of energy input. Energy densities above 30 J/mm\(^2\) promoted the formation of excessive liquid phase and the instability of melt pool, which generated balling.

Other several studies on LPBF did not considered hatching distance in the energy density calculation and investigated the processing map in terms of linear energy density [203,213,216–219]. Yadroitsev et al. [203] investigated the combined effects of laser power and scanning speed on melting behaviour of single laser tracks for 316 L stainless steel, tool steel H13, copper alloy CuNi10, and superalloy Inconel 625. The starting assumption was that fabricated parts properties were mainly dependent on each single laser track and each single layer. From the results appeared that for each material the stability zone of the processing map was characterised by continuous track while the instability zone appeared for low scanning speeds. The range of the optimal scanning speed is larger for higher laser power, and it narrows for high thermal conductivity materials.

2.1.2.7 Scanning strategy

Scanning strategy represents the geometrical pattern of the laser tracks during LPBF: in Figure 25 some examples of the possible scanning strategies are resumed [220]. The first image, Figure 25a, describes an “island strategy” where the entire scanning domain is partitioned into several areas with a fixed size. Inside each island the laser beam scans the powder bed following the set laser parameters such as laser power, scanning speed and hatching distance, rotating the laser track direction respect to the previous layer. Differently from the “island strategy”, the entire scanning domain can be processed adopting continuous line scanning: the direction of the laser tracks can be maintained fixed between each powder layer (Figure 25b,c) or can vary following a certain angle (Figure 25d-f). Adopting a certain scanning strategy produces different thermal gradients and temperature fields [139] and consequently influences also material densification, microstructure and residual stresses inside the material [196,221–223]. Indeed a correct overlapping between consequent laser tracks consents to remelt the consolidated material, reducing inner porosity, improving intra layer adhesion, increasing material temperature and so reducing thermal residual stresses. The rotated scanning strategies allow to reduce the amount of porosity and residual stresses.
inside final parts compared to unidirectional scanning strategies, due to the better laser tracks overlapping between consequent layers [139,224,225].

Figure 25. Examples of scanning strategies in LPBF technology [220].

Also the final mechanical properties of the LPBF parts vary according to the scanning strategy adopted. Guan et al. [226] investigated the influence of the hatch angle, which corresponds to the rotation angle between consequent layers, among the tensile properties of 304 stainless steel parts made by LPBF. Varying the hatching angle over 90°, 105°, 120°, 135° and 150° it was found that the best yield and ultimate tensile strengths were measured for specimens built adopting 105° hatching angle, due to the reduction of residual stresses and anisotropy. Cheng et al. [220] explored a 3D sequentially-coupled finite element (FE) model to study the thermomechanical responses in the LPBF process, simulating part temperature, residual stresses and deformation evolution applying different scanning strategies. It was observed that the best processing conditions were obtained with 45° line scanning strategy. Indeed the accumulation and amount of residual stresses were considerably lower compared to other scanning strategies investigated. Similarly, Lu et al. [227] studied the island size effect on the residual stress of Inconel 718 components processed by LPBF. From the results appeared that a 5 × 5 mm² island size allowed to reduce the amount of residual stresses compared to 7 × 7 mm² or 3 × 3 mm² island sizes. Such effort was related to the different heat accumulation provoked by varying the island size. Thus it was believed that the different island
dimension can affect the thermal distribution in the powder bed, influencing the heating and cooling rates in the material. It was established that increasing the island size induced prolonged heating of the powder bed and less effective energy transfer from the laser source to the metal particles. Instead, smaller islands, with shorter scanning vectors, produced larger temperature gradients due to the higher residue heat of the previous scan pass. Su et al. [223] analysed the effects of three different types of track overlapping regimes (intra-layer, inter-layer and mixed overlapping regimes) on relative density and processing efficiency of 316L parts fabricated by LPBF (Figure 26). The highest density was measured with inter-layer overlapping regime (Figure 26b) which was obtained adopting track space lower than 0.2 mm.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 26.** Three types of overlapping regimes under inter-layer stagger scanning strategy: (a) intra-layer; (b) inter-layer; and (c) mixed overlapping regime [153].

### 2.1.2.8 Building orientation

The building orientation of the parts during the LPBF process highly influences the microstructure, hardness values and mechanical properties of the final parts. The orientation of the component, exposed in Figure 27, affects the microstructural evolution of the part and creates anisotropy and defects inside the material [209,210,228,229] and even influences the surface roughness [230]. Yadroitsev et al. [229] investigated the relation between tensile properties of LPBF Inconel 625 specimens and building orientation. The vertical specimens showed a lower elastic modulus than the horizontal ones probably due to a higher number of defects, generated by a higher amount of residual stresses, as also observed in other researches [231].
Figure 27. Examples of building orientations in LPBF technology: main direction parallel to the \(xz\)-plane (a), to the \(xy\)-plane (b) to the \(zx\)-plane (c). The \(z\) axis distinguishes the building direction, while the \(x\) and \(y\) axes recognize the building platform plane [153].

Although, the anisotropic response of the material during tensile loading can be related to the microstructural anisotropy caused by the local heat flow which is can be controlled by means of the scanning strategy [228]. Chlebus et al. [232] investigated the tensile properties and fracture behaviour of Inconel 718 LPBF specimens built with different orientation. The different orientation of columnar grains, which depends on the building orientation adopted during the process, affected the mechanical response of the specimens in relation to the direction of loading: in particular vertical specimens showed the lowest tensile strength compared to other specimens. Shifeng et al. [233] investigated the correlation between melt pool boundaries (MPBs) and tensile properties of 316L stainless steel LPBF parts, fabricated with different building orientations. Two different MPB types were determined in the as-built microstructure (Figure 28): layer-layer” MPBs and “track-track” MPBs, generated by multi-layer and multi-track melt pool overlapping during LPBF, respectively. From tensile tests appeared that horizontal specimens, built parallel to \(xy\) plane (Figure 27b), possessed higher tensile strength and lower ductility compared to vertical samples build \(z\) axis (Figure 27a).

Figure 28. Representative scheme of different types of molten pool boundaries (MPBs): (a) single MPB; (b) “layer-layer” MPB; and (c) “track-track” MPB [153].

The higher ductility could be explained by the fact that vertical samples possess a larger number of slipping surfaces compared to horizontal specimens. Indeed,
when vertically fabricated samples were tested, slipping occurred along both layer-layer” and “track-track” MPB surfaces, while in the case of horizontally built specimens, it only occurred along the “track-track” surfaces (Figure 28).

2.1.2.9 Protective atmosphere

The process atmosphere during LPBF is another factor which closely influences the amount and type of defects inside the material and consequently the mechanical properties of the parts [189,194,234–237]. Fine metal powders are very susceptible to oxidation due to their high surface area, and even low amount of O$_2$ can favour the creation of oxide layers on particles surfaces. Such oxide layers alter the melt pool stability during LPBF promoting balling phenomena [189]. Wang et al. [234] studied the influence of three different inert atmospheres, adopting high purity argon (Ar), nitrogen (N$_2$), and helium (He), on porosity and mechanical properties of Al-Si12 alloy LPBF parts. From the results appeared that adopting Ar or N$_2$ gases did not have appreciable effects on the material densification, while in the case of He a slight difference was measured: high porosity regions, composed of 50 µm diameter pores, were detected in isolated areas of the fabricated samples. The sizes of such areas did not influenced the density analysis but did influence the specimens ductility. Comparable results were obtained by Zhang et al. [238], who studied how these three different protective atmospheres and hydrogen (H$_2$), which acts as a deoxidizer gas, mixed in different modes, influenced densification of 316L parts. From density measurements appeared that neither Ar or N$_2$ affected porosity formation when used in pure form, while on the other hand the He or H$_2$ addition increased the pores amount by more than 10 %. The explanation of such results was related to the different plasma conditions created adopting different gasses. Indeed modifying the gas in the process chamber alters the plasma location with respect to the melt pool: in the case of He or H$_2$ plasma is located at higher position compared to Ar and N$_2$ gases because of the specific low gravity and different ionization energies. Once the plasma plume is far from the melted material the energy transfer from the laser beam can be obstructed, generating defects inside LPBF components. In addition Ferrar et al. [236] studied the effect of inert gas flow on the repeatability of the LPBF parts and demonstrated how this factor directly affects densification behaviour and compression resistance of porous components. The gas flow promoted the removal of condensate material generated during laser scanning reducing the energy absorption from the laser source and consequently increasing defects formation. Masmoudi et al. [239] formulated a model to investigate the interaction between powder bed, laser beam and process atmosphere during LPBF:
in such way it was possible to study the influence of argon gas pressure on melt pool behaviour during the process. From the results emerged that reducing the overall pressure from 995 to 1 mbar, the solid laser track appeared less continuous leaving signs of slight re-melting of the solid surface. In the case of 100 mbar atmosphere the quantity of evaporated material was much higher than in the case of less rarefied atmospheres. Furthermore the vapour created expanded significantly in the process chamber differently from high pressure conditions. Indeed the adoption of inert gas, such as argon, allows to reduce oxidation and to constrain evaporated material on the melt pool.

2.1.2.10 Platform temperature

Generally building platforms of LPBF machines are equipped with electric resistances able to heat the metallic substrate up to 200 °C and more. Several studies demonstrated that heating the building platform has an important effect on the microstructural evolution and mechanical properties of the LPBF parts [201,240–243]. Buchbinder et al [242] demonstrated that platform preheating implies a significant coarsening of dendrites in AlSi10Mg parts. Temperature above 200 °C slows down the solidification rate resulting in less fine microstructures, consequently affecting the final micro-hardness of the parts.

Moreover it was evinced that increasing the platform temperature enables to reduce the amount of residual stresses and distortions in the as-fabricated parts [243,244]. Zaeh et al. [244] showed very limited final distortions of the pieces realized adopting 200 °C platform temperature compared to the 100 and 20 °C cases (Figure 29): both metallurgical transformations in the material and reduced plastification effects were indicated as possible explanations of the effect.
2.2 Materials for LPBF

Since the beginning of metal additive manufacturing, steels, aluminium alloys, titanium alloys, cobalt-chrome alloys and nickel super alloys have been the principal materials processed by LPBF. For industrial reasons, end users and producers in the aerospace, aeronautic and biomedical sectors highly encouraged the development of LPBF processing of these materials. Furthermore, the processing acknowledge of these alloys, since that time processed by traditional manufacturing techniques, was well affirmed and consolidated. Indeed some of the most frequently studied Al alloys for LPBF are based on the binary system Al-Si, which also represent almost 80% of the aluminium alloys used in casting process. The alloys based on such system possess high fluidity, high weldability, good corrosion resistance and low thermal expansion coefficient and for these reasons they are good candidates for LPBF process.

In the last few years, universities and industries have been investing a considerable effort and amount of money in the LPBF materials and process improvement, particularly in the development of new alloys for industrial applications. Table 4 lists the main metal alloys studied for LPBF up to nowadays. The next goal for the LPBF future is represented by the development of specific
alloys based on the laser melting process in order to fully achieve the best performing materials adapt for LPBF.

**Table 4.** Main materials processed by LPBF in the last years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal alloy</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steels</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stainless steel 316L</td>
<td>[238,245]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stainless steel 304L</td>
<td>[226,231]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maraging steel</td>
<td>[246,247]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Titanium</strong></td>
<td>Pure Titanium Grade 2</td>
<td>[218,248,249]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti-6Al-4V Grade 5</td>
<td>[250–252]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti-6Al-4V Grade 23</td>
<td>[253–255]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti-6Al-7Nb</td>
<td>[256–258]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti–24Nb–4Zr–8Sn</td>
<td>[259]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nickel superalloys</strong></td>
<td>Inconel 718</td>
<td>[260–262]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inconel 625</td>
<td>[263,264]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hastelloy X</td>
<td>[265]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Copper</strong></td>
<td>Pure copper</td>
<td>[115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Copper alloys</td>
<td>[116,266–270]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precious metals</strong></td>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>[271]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pure aluminium</td>
<td>[189]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al-Cu (2139)</td>
<td>[272]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aluminium alloys</strong></td>
<td>AlSi10Mg</td>
<td>[153,189,273]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AlSi12 and AlSi12Mg</td>
<td>[189,190,274]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al-Mg-Si (A6061)</td>
<td>[190,275]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AlSi7Mg</td>
<td>[201,240,276,277]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 LPBF systems adopted

Within this thesis two LPBF systems manufactured by EOS GmbH, Germany were adopted to produce metal samples: an EOSINT M270 Dual mode machine for the studies on A357 and pure copper powders and an EOSINT M280 for the investigations on Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Both the machines shared the same manufacturing approach and differed for the laser system adopted and for the dimensions of the internal chamber (Table 2).

The EOSINT M270 Dual Mode LPBF machine (Figure 30) was equipped with a 200 W Yb fiber laser beam, while the internal building chamber dimensions are 250 mm x 250 mm x 215 mm. Instead EOSINT M280 possessed a 400 W Yb fiber laser and a bigger internal chamber (250 mm x 250 mm x 325 mm).

![EOSINT M270 machine](image)

Figure 30. Example of EOSINT M270 machine adopted in this thesis [278].

The 3D CAD model of the samples were created adopting Solidworks software, then sliced and further processed adopting Materialise’s Magics software. Finally the sliced specimens were imported in the process computer of EOS machine. The process computer controls the machine and allow the interaction with the operator. The laser system, incorporated in the upper part of the machine, irradiates the laser beam against a system of mirrors and lenses which deflects and focuses it upon the building platform. The building chamber mounted exactly below
the lenses system accommodates the building platform, the heater system and a system of screws which enable the platform vertical movement. The heater system, placed below the building platform, allows to increase the building platform temperature from 35 °C up to 150 °C. As shown in Figure 17 on the right side of the building platform chamber the dispenser chamber is collocated and contains the metal powder to be processed, while on the other side the collector chamber is installed. The dispenser system moving from right to left transports the necessary metal powder on the building platform and the powder in excess in the collector chamber. The entire process is carried on under Ar gas flow in order to reduce the amount of oxygen inside the chamber: as a consequence excessive oxidation and fire risks are avoided. Although a system of O₂ sensors monitors the chamber atmosphere during the process. The LPBF process can not be started if the O₂ level excesses 0.1 % while during the process the O₂ concentration can vary between 0.01 and 0.12 %. In order to avoid excessive waste of Ar, a recirculating filter system is connected to the machine: such system extracts the gas from the process chamber, filters it and then supplied back inside the machine.
Chapter 3

LPBF of Al-Si-Mg alloys

3.1 State of the art

Al alloys received considerably attention from numerous industrial fields, such as automotive [279], defence, aerospace etc., thanks to the outstanding high strength to density ratio [280], adequate hardenability [199], good corrosion resistance [280,281] and excellent weldability [199] and castability [282]. These alloys were traditionally used for lightweight components, thin walled casting parts and complex shaped loading parts [209]. Among Al alloys, the Al-Si-Mg system has been widely investigated and used in the automotive and aircraft industries [283]: Table 5 lists some of the most important alloys and the correspondent chemical composition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aluminium alloys</th>
<th>Chemical composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A356</td>
<td>6.5±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A357</td>
<td>6.5±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A360 / (AlSi10Mg)</td>
<td>9.0±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A413 / (AlSi12)</td>
<td>11.0±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the last few years Al based LPBF parts have been strongly and widely investigated and studied (Table 4) owing to the possibility to produce 3D metal structures with, theoretically, any shape and geometry, combined with high performing materials such as Al-Si-Mg alloys. On the other hand, the LPBF
processability of Al alloys involves a complex and wide number of challenges. Al powders inherently possess low density, poor flowability, high thermal conductivity and high reflectivity. As a consequence, high laser power is required to completely melt the powder bed and overcome the poor absorption and rapid heat dissipation. Notwithstanding this, too high laser power can provoke composition modification due to excessive vaporization, melt track instability and defects generation. Furthermore, the high Al affinity to oxygen promotes the creation of oxide layers during the laser scanning and contributes to porosity enhancement [189].

Among the Al-Si-Mg alloys numerous papers focused the attention on the processability of AlSi10Mg alloy by LPBF: they correlate the microstructures, corrosion resistance, residual porosity, hardness, tensile strength, yield strength, and elongation to break, in some cases after different heat treatments, to the process parameters adopted [284–295]. Table 6 lists some of these studies, highlighting the principal aims and the main findings on AlSi10Mg. On the other hand, the AlSi7Mg alloy processed by LPBF has not been widely studied: in the next sub-chapters a presentation of the densification efforts, microstructures, mechanical properties and post-processing heat treatments of AlSi10Mg and AlSi7Mg aluminium alloys will be presented.
Table 6. The main recent researches focused on AlSi10Mg processed by LPBF [153].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Goal</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microstructure</td>
<td>Fine microstructure with sub-micron-sized cells.</td>
<td>[296]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High hardness (127 ± 3 Hv0.5).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morphological and crystallographic texture.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity, tensile and creep responses</td>
<td>Higher tensile strength than parts with similar composition produced by die casting.</td>
<td>[210]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Superior creep resistance compared to cast alloy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen porosity</td>
<td>Moisture presence on particles surface and dissolved hydrogen inside metal powder promote the creation and growth of metallurgical pores in the laser track that can be reduced by drying the powder. Varying the process parameters affects the duration of laser-material interaction during LPBF, influencing hydrogen porosities generation.</td>
<td>[191]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity</td>
<td>Full dense components, with density around 99.8 %, can be fabricated by optimizing the choice of process parameters and scanning strategies.</td>
<td>[213]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microstructure, high cycle fatigue, fracture</td>
<td>Fatigue life can be enhanced and combining 300 °C platform heating and post-processing T6 treatment, nullifying the fatigue resistance anisotropy for 0°, 45° and 90° building orientations.</td>
<td>[290]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat treatment</td>
<td>Solution heat treatment at 550 °C for 2 h reduces the tensile strength of as-fabricated material from 434.25 ± 10.7 MPa to 168.11 ± 2.4 MPa, while increases the elongation at break significantly from 5.3 ± 0.22 % to 23.7 ± 0.84 %.</td>
<td>[292]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation hardening</td>
<td>The ageing response of the material is strongly connected on Solution Heat Treatment (SHT) duration. The fine microstructure of LPBF parts requires longer SHT to stabilise the microstructure and strengthening the material, with and without ageing.</td>
<td>[294]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phase analysis, microstructure characterization

A definite quantity of Si dissolved in the Al matrix to generate cellular-dendritic α-Al phase, with a cell size around 500 nm. Mg$_2$Si precipitated, which harden the material, formed during LPBF. Eutectic Al-Si phase was identified in sub-micrometric network surrounding the Al phase.

Microstructure, heat treatments, hardness and tensile properties

Ultra-fine microstructure with submicron-sized cells.

High hardness, yield and ultimate tensile strength.

Effect of T2, T4 and T6 post-processing heat treatments.

Corrosion resistance

Microstructural investigations showed that α-Al preferentially dissolves at laser tracks borders.

Resistance to pitting corrosion can be increased and corrosion rate can be lowered by modifying surface conditions by means of shot peening or polishing.

3.1.1 Microstructure and densification

During slow solidification of Al-Si alloy, the solid solution of silicon in aluminium breaks down easily leading to a very coarse microstructure constituted by continuous eutectic structure of Al and Si, with dispersed primary α-Al [280,288]. An example of microstructure is reported in Figure 31 for the case of AlSi10Mg alloy: the white particles are composed of primary α-Al phase while the darker needles in the matrix are constituted of eutectic α + Si phase.

On the other hand LPBF parts made in Al-Si possess a unique micro- and macro-structure generated by extremely fast repeated melting and subsequent rapid cooling of the material. As reported by Lam et al. [295] in the case of AlSi10Mg, two different microstructures can be detected: a cellular-dendritic structure of α-Al and a network of eutectic Si phase at α-Al phase boundaries. Adopting TEM analysis the dimension of Al cellular dendrites was attested to be around 500 ÷ 1000 nm, that is, much lower than in the case of as-cast components. Prashanth et al. [299] observed this particular microstructure also in the case of Al-12Si alloy, and described how LPBF kinetically promoted the solidification of α-Al into a cellular
morphology, and the extended solubility of Si into Al phase. The residual amount of Si was preferentially found at the cellular boundaries, which had a thickness of about 200 nm. The overall macrostructure of AlSi10Mg specimens fabricated by LPBF, composed by overlapping melt pool, was strictly influenced by scanning strategy and process parameters choice. An example of the different macrostructures obtained by modifying the scanning strategy during LPBF processing of AlSi10Mg are showed in Figure 32 and Figure 33 [178,297]. Unidirectional scanning strategy produces parallel scan tracks inside the part, and the melt pools in the microstructure possess an almost half cylindrical shape along the vertical cross section (Figure 32). On the other hand adopting a rotated scanning strategy affect the laser tracks overlapping producing a complex macrostructure (Figure 33).

Figure 31. Examples of AlSi10Mg alloy microstructure, fabricated by casting process, observed by optical microscopy at (a) low and (b) high magnifications [153].

Figure 32. Optical microscopy of AlSi110Mg specimen fabricated by LPBF adopting an unidirectional scanning strategy (along the x axis). The white arrow indicates the direction of z axis and the building direction of the sample [153].
Figure 33. Optical micrographs of AlSi10Mg specimens fabricated by LPBF adopting a 67° rotated scanning strategy at different magnifications: (a,b) show a vertical cross section of the sample parallel to building direction (z axis); while (c,d) display the horizontal cross section parallel to the building plane (x-y plane).

Two other fundamental factors affecting the melting behaviour are directional cooling and solidification rate, both of which strongly influence the microstructure of LPBF components. Manfredi et al. [178,297] studied the AlSi10Mg microstructure analysing high magnifications Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) micrographs, as displayed in Figure 34. The areas named as 2 and 3 correspond to the heat affected zone (HAZ) of the adjacent melt pools: in area 1, which represents the centre of the melt pool, the very fine cellular-dendritic structure, typical of LPBF processing of Al-Si alloys, can be appreciated. As highlighted in area 4, these structures possess different sizes inside the melt pool due to different thermal gradients developed during the process. The same melt pool structure can be observed in the AlSi7Mg (A357) parts made by LPBF, as illustrated in Figure 35 [201], due to the fact that the Gaussian thermal profile of the laser beam determines a temperature gradient in the laser track [203,241]. The centreline of the melt pool presents the highest temperature while the scan track borders the lowest one. Such thermal gradient generates a consequent surface tension gradient and induces the molten metal to flow from the inner side of the track to the borders [215,296,300].
Figure 34. FESEM micrograph of an AlSi10Mg specimen fabricated by LPBF, investigated in the as-built conditions after polishing and chemical etching [153].
As reported by Rosenthal et al. [293], in LPBF processing of AlSi10Mg alloy the thermal gradient (G) and the growth rate (R) determine the solidification behaviour. The growth rate could be adjusted by modifying the scanning speed and the angle between the laser scan track direction and the growth direction of the solidified part. The G/R ratio determines the stability of the solidification front. Lowering the R value at constant G values provided a stable planar consolidation front, while increasing R promoted the formation of cellular, and finally dendrite solidification morphologies. The product of G and R gives the cooling rate of the system, and the higher product yields a finer microstructure. Both thermal gradients and growth rate are at a minimum at the border of the melt pool, in particular R reaches a zero value at the corner of the melt pool where the laser track results perpendicular to the heat flow direction. From the border of the melt pool G and R

**Figure 35.** Microstructural investigation of A357 alloy specimen processed by LPBF: (a) Optical micrograph of cross section in the z plane; (b) SEM investigation of melt pool structure, highlighting the arrowed area at higher magnification corresponding to (c) melt pool cross section with EDS analysis (Si distribution in green colour), (d) melt pool boundary and (e) HAZ [201].
increase reaching a maximum in correspondence of the melt pool centre [296]. As a consequence the microstructure fineness can vary by modifying the G and R values.

Another consequence of the directional solidification in the melt pool is the creation of a crystallographic texture inside the material. Thijs et al. [296] studied the overall texture of AlSi10Mg specimens fabricated by LPBF, and the influence of different scanning strategies on the material. It was established that cells preferentially grew along the \langle100\rangle crystal direction, parallel to the centreline of the melt pool: the cells, constituted by face centred cubic α-Al phase, were surrounded by a diamond-like silicon phase. This specific fine microstructure determines the LPBF parts high hardness (~127 H_{V_{0.5}}). Furthermore, the cells dimensions varied between 0.7 and 0.4 μm moving towards from the melt pool border to the melt pool centre. Moreover adopting different scanning strategies could modify the component anisotropy.

Therefore, as stated before, the process and the scanning strategy can profoundly affect the microstructure and texture evolution inside the parts [293,296], and they also have a substantial impact on the material densification: both industries and research employed significant resources to comprehend and model the melting and solidification behaviours during laser melting. Furthermore, the LPBF systems available on the market (Table 2) differ for the laser source and scanning strategy adopted: in order to maximise material density and process productivity the optimisation of process parameters and scanning strategies is required for each LPBF machine. A major current focus is to investigate the generation of porosity inside the material, due to its deleterious effects on the mechanical and fatigue properties of the final parts: Figure 36 displays the hydrogen porosities and keyholes defects that can be found inside a LPBF processed part made in AlSi10Mg alloy. Indeed since the majority of LPBF fabricated components have being used in the aerospace and biomedical market, a great concern is given to the detection of pores and defects inside the parts, due to the fact that they favour premature and unexpected structural failures during operation [231].

Kempen et al. [301] studied the correct combination of laser power and scanning speed parameters in order to produce fully dense AlSi10Mg components. Following a laser energy per unit length approach, they investigated the melting behaviour of the powder bed at varying laser power, between 170 and 200 W and scanning speed from 200 to 1400 mm/s. From density measurements they determined a process window in which it was possible to produce 99 % dense parts,
without modifying the other process parameters. Indeed by the modulation of the energy density the generation of hydrogen porosities was avoided promoting a correct overlapping of the laser tracks and decreasing the defect amount inside the material.

**Figure 36.** Optical micrographs of an AlSi10Mg microstructure after chemical etching in the (a) vertical and (b) horizontal cross sections. The metallurgical pores, also known as hydrogen porosities and keyhole defects are indicated in the images [153].

Similar results were obtained by Kimura et al. [209] and Rao et al. [201] in the investigation of LPBF process of two AlSi7Mg alloys, A356 alloy and A357 alloy, respectively. In the case of A356, the peak density data were obtained adopting laser power of 200, 250, 300 and 370 W coupled with laser scan speed values of 800, 1400, 1600 and 1800 mm/s, respectively, demonstrating how increasing the laser power can raise the scan speeds. Furthermore, it was shown that the high density samples could be obtained choosing an energy density between 50 and 100 J/mm³, while at higher or lower energy density values densification decreases considerably. Low energy densities determined an incomplete melting of the material, leading to the formation of irregular shaped porosities filled of un-melted particles. On the other hand, specimens fabricated at high density values presented spherical porosities generated by gas presence: from chemical analysis it was established the presence of argon (67 %) and hydrogen (30 %) [209]. Concerning metallurgical pores, Weingarten et al. [191] studied the generation of these porosities during AlSi10Mg alloy LPBF processing, evaluating the effects of a pre-drying treatment of the powder. From the results appeared that drying the metal powder at 200 °C before LPBF halved the hydrogen porosities compared to undried powder processing, thanks to the moisture removal from particles surface induced by the heat treatment [192,193].

Similarly Aboulkhair et al. [196] studied the correlation between process parameters and defects generation inside AlSi10Mg specimens. The hydrogen
Microstructure and densification

Porosities were principally generated when low scanning speeds (~250 mm/s) were adopted, while keyholes were detected in the case of higher scanning speeds (higher than 500 mm/s). The explanation was related to the excessive energy density transferred to the powder bed. At high scanning speeds and low laser power, balling phenomenon is favoured compromising the solidification front and layer consolidation. Instead, using low scanning rates and high laser power, corresponding to high energy densities, the melt pool instability is promoted. Moreover, they investigated the connection between the distance of subsequent laser tracks and material densification: incorrect scan tracks overlapping significantly promoted porosities formation inside the material [196]. Read et al. [210] adopted a statistical approach to investigate the correlation between process parameters and porosity level inside AlSi10Mg alloy specimens fabricated by LPBF. Using ANOVA, they established the porosity response as a function of the laser power, hatching distance, scanning speed, and scanning strategy. The results confirmed that the main influencing factors on the pores generation were the laser power, hatching distance and scanning speed, as also described in previous researches [189,190,215]. Since these three parameters could individually module the energy input, it was plausible that the porosity level could be decreased by varying parameter values in the range delimiting the process window. Indeed, keeping laser power fixed, it emerged that decreasing the hatching distance value substantially reduced the effect of scan speed on the porosity generation. The experiments showed that adopting an energy density around 60 J/mm³ the resultant porosity inside the specimen was lowered to almost 0 % (Figure 37): this result is comparable with the threshold limit described by Olakanmi et al. [215] in their research on Al, Al-Si, and Al-Mg alloys.
The researches presented before highlighted how the process parameters do affect defects generation inside LPBF components, due to their direct effect on the energy input transmitted to the powder bed. Energy density values (per length [301], per area or per volume [210]) give an indication about the limits of the process window, but in order to optimise the process and avoid porosity formation an accurate investigation of process parameters effects is necessary.

### 3.1.2 Mechanical Properties

Focusing on the mechanical properties of LPBF parts, it has been underlined that they possess a higher hardness, a higher tensile strength and at the same time a similar ductility and a lower fatigue life than traditional cast or wrought ones. The difference in mechanical behaviour can be attributed to three main factors [295]: the ultrafine-grained microstructure, which favours grain boundary strengthening, the alloying elements present inside the supersaturate solid solution, which are responsible for solid solution strengthening, and the strengthening given by dislocations interaction [273,302].

Buchbinder et al. [303] evaluated the tensile properties of AlSi10Mg alloy specimens fabricated by LPBF adopting two different sets of process parameters: 240 W laser power and 500 mm/s scanning speed for the first one, 960 W laser power and a 1000 mm/s scanning rate for the other. From the results it appeared that laser power did not affect the ultimate tensile strength (400 ÷ 450 MPa) and

![Figure 37. Porosity level versus energy density. The red dot indicates the lowest porosity obtained for the LPBF processing of AlSi10Mg powders [210].](image-url)
yield strength (210 ÷ 240 MPa) of the specimens while it influenced the elongation at break, resulting in an 25 % ductility increment when low laser power was employed. Moreover, it was evinced that three main factors should be considered when the elongation at break anisotropy of LPBF parts is taken under investigation: defects and pore presence, grains orientation and texture, as well as interfaces between melt tracks and layers. In contradiction to the previous study, Rosenthal et al. [293] measured an higher ductility for specimens fabricated horizontally than those fabricated vertically. The explanation of such anisotropy was evinced from fracture surface analysis and was attributed to a the different crack path during fracture: vertical samples showed a predominantly ductile failure located between weakly bonded layers, while horizontal samples fracture occurred within each layer. In good agreement with such results, Kempen et al. [287] reported a mean elongation at break of 5.5 % for horizontal specimens and 3.5 % for vertical ones. During failure, crack most probably initiated in correspondence of large porosities which act as preferential sites for inhomogeneous deformation at a high stress level (around 395 MPa). Comparing vertical and horizontal samples the pores amount appeared to be greater in the vertical specimens rather than in the horizontal ones, corroborating the tensile results. Rao et al. [201] related the higher tensile strength of horizontal A357 samples to the Si phase distribution in the melt pool. While in the centre of the melt pool the Si network appears continuous and elongated, at the borders and in the HAZ the Si particles appear discontinuous with a scale of few hundred nanometers (Figure 35). Such disconnected Si cells easily act as stress concentration areas for cracking and lead to the mechanical properties anisotropy measured in the LPBF parts. Read et al. [210] determined the presence of thick oxide layers on the un-melted particles during the investigation of the fracture surfaces of broken tensile specimens: these un-bonded areas promoted the creation of large cracks during fracture. From electron microscopy observation, these un-bonded sections emerged as flat or faceted, in contrast to ductile deformed fracture regions where samples surface appeared constituted by very fine dimples [190]. Examples of AlSi10Mg LPBF fracture surfaces are reported in Figure 38, while the typical defects of LPBF are illustrated in Figure 39, Figure 40 and Figure 41: porosities (Figure 39), oxide layers (Figure 40), and un-melted powders (Figure 41) results extremely deleterious for the static and dynamic mechanical properties of the components [210,297].

Moreover, porosity has the most detrimental effects on the fatigue properties, especially when the pore size exceeded a certain value. Mower and Long [304] evaluated the fatigue properties of AlSi10Mg through fully-reversed bending tests
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(frequency equal to $20 \div 25$ Hz). For any prescribed lifetime, the maximum endurance limit of the LPBF specimens (as-built conditions) was 30% lower than the reference wrought 6061 aluminium alloy specimens. This different behaviour was explained by the presence of defects and porosities inside the LPBF material, which acted as stress concentration sites that favoured crack initiation and propagation.

**Figure 38.** Examples of fracture surface of an AlSi10Mg alloy specimen produced by LPBF observed at FESEM, at (a) low and (b) high magnifications [153].

**Figure 39:** Example of fracture surface of an LPBF AlSi10Mg specimen after tensile test observed at FESEM [153].
3.1.3 Post-processing heat treatments

As described before, LPBF parts present a great amount of thermal residual stresses which can lead to distortion and warping of the pieces and also alter the final mechanical properties. Commonly a stress relieving heat treatment is performed on the as-fabricated LPBF components in order to reduce the amount of residual stresses and at the same time to maintain good dimensional and physical
stability of the part. A major effect of stress relieving treatment is to influence the mechanical properties of the parts, significantly reducing tensile strength and increasing elongation at break values. As an example, Mertens et al. [284] investigated the tensile properties of AlSi10Mg samples before and after a stress relieving treatment performed at 250 °C for 2 h. Compared to the as-built conditions, after stress relieving the elongation at break increased of 80 %, while yield and ultimate tensile strength slightly decreased of 12 and 2 %, respectively. Kimura et al. [209] investigated different stress relieving temperatures on A357 samples and their effects on the tensile properties. From the results appeared that annealing at low temperatures (150 °C for 5 h) did not affect either the tensile strength (400 MPa) and the elongation at break (almost 12 %) compared to the as-fabricated conditions, while annealing for 5 h at 200 °C and more considerably increased the ductility and reduced the strength. For instance, at 350 °C for 5 h the tensile strength decreased to 180 MPa and the elongation raised to 35 %. Increasing the annealing temperature from 150 to 250 °C favoured the diffusion of Si and the migration of the cells boundaries, consequently weakening the dislocation hardening (reduction of tensile strength and increase of ductility). At 350 °C temperature for 5 h, the microstructure was further modified and the cell boundaries disappeared, increasing the elongation to break of the specimens due to the higher dislocation mobility.

In traditional casting, the Al-Si-Mg alloys are commonly strengthened through precipitation hardening [281,305–307], which consists of a solution heat treatment followed by quenching and artificial ageing: depending on the alloy, temperature and duration of the solution and ageing treatments vary considerably. Indeed the Si and Mg contents have a substantial effect on the age hardening capacity of the alloy [298]. For example, in the case of casting parts made by AlSi7Mg, the common solution treatment is made at 540 °C for 8 h while the ageing treatment at 170 °C for 3 to 5 hours [281]. Instead in the case of AlSi10Mg (higher Si content and lower Mg one), the solution and ageing treatments are carried out at 530 °C for 5 h and 160 °C for 12 h, respectively [281,297].

Adopting a precipitation hardening on LPBF materials modifies the microstructure to a great extent, as pointed out by Brandl et al. [290]. In their study, they showed how the as-built microstructure, constituted by cellular α-Al dendrites and interdendritic Si particles, was modified by a heat treatment, and that eutectic globular Si particles, homogeneously distributed inside the α-Al matrix, were obtained. After the heat treatment, all the microstructural differences, such as different grain size, heat affected zone, and melt pools, were eliminated. Li et al.
[292] investigated the effect of different treatments, and highlighted how the microstructure became coarser when the solution temperature was increased from 450 to 550 °C, and in particular after artificial ageing (at 180 °C for 12 h). It was observed that when as-built LPBF AlSi10Mg specimens were solution heat treated at 450 °C for 2 h, the mean Si particle size was less than 1 µm. When a 550 °C solution temperature was adopted, Si particles rose to 4 µm, instead, when a subsequent artificial ageing was applied, they again became coarser, reaching a mean dimension of 5 µm. During the solution heat treatment and artificial ageing, the supersaturated Al phase rejected Si, which started to agglomerate in small particles.

The great microstructure modification provided by the post-processing heat treatment appears fundamental to improve the ductility behaviour of LPBF as-built parts, maintaining the high tensile properties [192, 284, 297]. In the same study presented before, Li et al. [292] described how each solution heat treatment reduces the tensile strength to a great extent, compared to the high values of as-built parts (UTS = 434 MPa) (Figure 42). Indeed they described that the higher the temperature, the lower the tensile properties, till minimum yield and tensile strength values, 90 and 168 MPa, respectively, were measured for 550 °C solution heat treated specimens. At the same time, the results showed an increase of elongation at break value from 5.3 % to a maximum of 23.7 %. Moreover, performing an ageing treatment after solution and quenching treatments did not increased the low mechanical properties, leading to a maximum tensile strength value of 200 MPa and maintaining the elongation at break at 23 %.
Figure 42. Effects of solution heat treatments, performed for 2 h at different temperatures, on tensile properties of as-built AlSi10Mg alloy specimens produced by LPBF [153].

Mertens et al. [284] measured the hardness and tensile properties of AlSi10Mg parts after several ageing treatments, performed at different temperatures and times after solution heat treatment (510 °C for 6 h) and water quenching. According to the results the best compromise was achieved performing the ageing treatment at 170 °C for 4 h. Tensile strength was lowered by 13 % while at the same time yield strength and ductility were enhanced by 30 and 220 %, respectively, compared to the as-built conditions. The different mechanical behaviour was recorded because the microstructure was strongly modified by the post-processing treatment: indeed the silicon lamella were substituted by globular silicon precipitates. Manfredi et al. [297] investigated the effects of a T4 treatment (solution treatment at 530 °C for 5 h, followed by water quenching, and then by room temperature ageing for at least two weeks) and of a T6 treatment (solution treatment at 530 °C for 5 h, followed by water quenching, and then by artificially ageing at 160 °C for 12 h). Figure 43 displays the optical micrographs of the microstructure after each heat treatment, highlighting the strong effect of such post-processing heat treatments on the material. Figure 44 reports the fracture surfaces observed at FESEM after tensile tests: it can be noticed how in the as-built conditions dimples possessed a sub-micrometric dimension (Figure 44a) while after heat treatments they significantly coarsened (Figure 44b,c) [297].
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Figure 43. Optical micrographs of AlSi10Mg alloy specimens fabricated by LPBF and subjected to different heat treatments: (a) after stress relieving (300 °C for 2 h); (b) after T4 treatment; (c) after T6 treatment [153].

![Optical micrographs](image)

Figure 44. FESEM images of fracture surfaces of AlSi10Mg specimens fabricated by LPBF and subjected to different heat treatments: (a) as-built conditions; (b) after T4 treatment; (c) after T6 treatment [153].

![FESEM images](image)

Brandl et al. [290] measured the high cycle fatigue (HCF) properties of AlSi10Mg alloy LPBF samples. Un-notched (stress concentration factor, Kt, equal to 1) specimens were tested at 108 Hz test frequency, using a tension-tension mode with a stress ratio (R) equal to 0.1 (corresponding to a tension-tension cycle in which the minimum stress is equal to 1/10 of the maximum one). They also investigated the effects of building platform heating and T6 post-processing treatment (solution treatment at 525 °C for 6 h, followed by quenching and ageing at 165 °C for 7 h) on the fatigue resistance. From the results appeared that adopting 300 °C platform temperature and treating the specimens in the peak hardening condition, the endurance limit was considerably increased. Indeed both conditions favoured the material homogenization altering the as-built microstructure: in particular T6 treatment induced the removal of HAZ and the spheroidisation of interdendritic eutectic Si particles. As a consequence the crack initiation and propagation rate were reduced and the fatigue resistance was enhanced.

Aboulkhair et al. [294] recently established to what extent the LPBF microstructure requires a different solution treatment duration from that of the casting materials. The fine microstructure of LPBF parts required longer times than the cast one to be fully stabilized and homogenized: the precipitation behaviour was completely different in a coarse microstructure from that of an ultrafine grained
one. This statement opens new horizons to the development and optimization of post-processing heat treatments for metals alloys processed by LPBF.

3.2 Study and characterisation of A357 alloy processed by LPBF

As briefly described before, among Al-Si-Mg alloys, A357 (AlSi7Mg0.5) is a cast alloy extensively used in structural automotive applications such as for blocks, cylinder heads, suspension system etc. since its excellent castability and good corrosion and fatigue resistance [280]. Generally A357 is strengthened by precipitation hardening [308], particularly T6 heat treatment [309] which consists of solutionizing at high temperature, subsequent water quenching and final artificial ageing. The optimum castability of such alloy is provided by Si presence which increases the fluidity and hot cracking resistance, while the Mg presence improves the mechanical properties after T6: during heat treatment Mg and Si form Mg2Si which precipitates from α-Al solid solution and strengthens the alloy by precipitation hardening [298]. Such properties make A357 a suitable candidate for LPBF rapid solidification process.

To the author knowledge a few studies have been addressed on the production and characterisation of A357 parts made by LPBF. Rao et al. [201] investigated the effects of laser parameters and building platform temperature on density and mechanical properties of LPBF A357 parts. They correlated the mechanical properties with the ultrafine microstructure of as-built specimens, studying the relevant factors affecting strength and fracture behaviour during tensile load application. Aversa et al. [240] discussed the ageing effects of building platform heating on as-built specimens considering various temperatures from 100 °C to 190 °C. Furthermore they investigated the influence of direct ageing treatment on micro-hardness of as-fabricated samples.

Moving towards applications in industry, the present study examines the investigation of the A357 alloy produced by LPBF process and the evaluation of different post-processing heat treatments. The aim of this research is to understand the LPBF’s process parameters to build dense components for industrial applications in A357 alloy and how heat treatments, a frequently used industrial process, change the microstructures and hardness of this material. Furthermore the influences on the tensile properties of machined specimens were also investigated.
3.2.1 Materials properties

Table 7 lists the chemical composition and size distribution of the A357 gas atomised powder used in this study, as reported by material datasheet of the supplier. A preliminary observation of powder morphology was conducted using FESEM (Appendix 1.1.1A.1) as shown in Figure 45a. At high magnification (Figure 45b) the particle surface oxidation is visible: thin oxide layer forms on metal powder during gas atomization process and during storage. The graph in Figure 46 illustrates the particle size distribution (volume and cumulative fraction) based on volumetric assumption, obtained by laser diffraction (Appendix A.2). Adopting the volumetric assumption the mean diameters corresponding to 10% ($D_{10}$), 50% ($D_{50}$) and 90% ($D_{90}$) of the cumulative size distribution were measured as 22, 34 and 53 μm, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Chemical composition [wt.%]</th>
<th>Particle size range [μm]</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A357</td>
<td>Cu ≤ 0.2; Mg = 0.4 – 0.7</td>
<td>20 – 63 μm</td>
<td>LPW Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mn ≤ 0.1; Si = 6.5 – 7.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe ≤ 0.2; Zn ≤ 0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti = 0.1 – 0.2; Al = bal.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 45. FESEM observation of A357 alloy powder at low (a) and high (b) magnification.
Figure 46. Particle size distribution (volume and cumulative fraction) of A357 gas atomised powder adopted for LPBF process.

Furthermore the polished and etched (Appendix 1.1.1A.1) cross sections of powder particles are presented in Figure 47. It can be observed that the internal microstructure of the powder is constituted by an eutectic phase (dark phase) and an aluminium one (bright phase). These phases appears to be uniformly distributed in the material. In particular, the aluminium phase appears to be organised in fine lamellae, with different aspect ratios, due to the high cooling rates developed during gas atomisation process, which induce the creation of non-equilibrium conditions, as in the case of melt-spinning process [310].
Figure 47. A357 powder cross sections observed at optical microscope after chemical etching.

All the specimens were fabricated using an EOSINT M270 Dual mode commercial machine, previously described in Chapter 2.3. Cubic samples (10 x 10 x 10 mm) for density investigations (Appendix 1.1.1.1A.3) were produced adopting different scan speed and hatching distance values, within the ranges shown in Table 8, using a layer thickness of 30 μm and a laser power of 195 W [205]. The range of values was chosen starting from the idea of obtaining a good compromise between density and production times. Before starting the LPBF process, the building platform was pre-heated at 100 °C. Considering scanning strategy, the direction of scanning is rotated 67° between consecutive layers. This should ensure a better overlapping and more isotropic properties with respect to other scanning strategies made of layers with unidirectional vectors or at least with a cross-ply pattern.
Table 8. Specimens built parameters using different scanning speeds and hatching distances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scanning speed ( v ) [mm/s]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatching distance ( h_d ) [mm]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two different types of heat treatment were investigated. The first one was a stress relieving treatment which enables to reduce the amount of residual stresses inside the parts generated during the LPBF processes and eliminate the distortions and warping risks. In the case of A357 alloy the treatment was chosen based on the stress relieving of AlSi10Mg components fabricated by LPBF, since the two aluminium alloys possess similar chemical composition. According to EOS datasheet, the stress relieving treatment for AlSi10Mg is performed at 300 °C for 2 h in air.

The second treatment investigated was a T6 one. Generally performed on casting or wrought A357 parts, it is composed by a solution treatment at 540 °C for 8 hours, followed by water quenching and further ageing treatment at 160 ÷ 170 °C for 3 ÷ 5 hours \[281\]. In this thesis several T6 conditions were investigated to establish the peak-hardening conditions for the LPBF parts fabricated and subsequently stress relieved: Figure 48 summarise the solution and ageing treatments conditions studied. Two distinct solution conditions, solution “A” carried out at 530 °C for 5 h and solution “B” performed at 540 °C for 8 h, were combined with two ageing temperatures, 160 °C and 170 °C, with different duration times, from 0 to 12 h. To individuate the peak hardening conditions micro Vickers indentation were performed (Appendix A.4).

In order to study the mechanical properties of the material, tensile test samples were obtained with the optimised process parameters (scan speed \( v = 800 \) mm/s, hatching distance \( h_d = 0.17 \) mm) by machining round bars of 110 mm length and 14 mm diameter, according to ASTM E8/EM-09 \[311\]. The specimens possessed a
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The final surface roughness $R_a = 0.4 \mu m$ and were tested using a Zwick Z100 tensile testing machine at room temperature using 35 N preloading and 0.008 s$^{-1}$ strain rate. All the samples were built in parallel to the $x$-$y$ plane and tested in three different conditions, as-built, after stress relieving, after stress relieving and subsequent T6 (peak hardening conditions), respectively.

The microstructure and chemical composition were studied by optical and electron microscopy (Appendix 1.1.1A.5) and further X-ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis (Appendix 1.1.1A.6). The fracture surfaces of broken specimens were finally observed both at FESEM and along the cross section at optical microscope (Appendix 1.1.1A.5).

![Figure 48. Scheme of the solution and ageing conditions investigated on the A357 alloy specimens fabricated by LPBF.](image)

### 3.2.2 Process parameters optimisation

The optimum process conditions were defined as the conditions under which the A357 alloy samples by LPBF with the highest relative density and scanning speed were obtained. Table 9 contains the LPBF process parameters chosen for specimen fabrication, productivity and density values. Relative density of specimens was calculated assuming a theoretical value of 2.68 g/cm$^3$, adopting...
Archimedes method (Appendix A.3). The productivity of the LPBF process is given by the process-related build-up rate, in according to the following equation [312]

$$Prod_{LPBF} = h_d \times t \times v \left[ \frac{mm^3}{s} \right]$$

The main influencing variables to decrease the time required by laser beam to melt the powder layer and thus manufacture parts economically, are hatching distance (hd), layer thickness (t) and scan speed (v). The layer thickness and scan speed are limited amongst other factors by the available laser power. The hatching distance is limited by the diameter of the beam and typically equals approximately 0.7 times the beam diameter [312].

Table 9. Combination of process parameters, productivity and relative density.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number samples</th>
<th>v [mm/s]</th>
<th>h_d [mm]</th>
<th>Prod_{LPBF} [mm^3/s]</th>
<th>Relative density [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>99.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>99.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>96.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>97.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>99.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>99.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>99.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>98.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>99.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>99.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>99.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>99.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>99.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>99.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>98.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering the results, it is possible to see that for h_d of 0.20 mm, increasing the scan speed from 800 to 1200 mm/s, there was a rapid decrease in density but a rapid increase of the productivity. Starting from the assumption of reaching a final density greater than 99.5 % and a good productivity, it was considered the sample 5 fabricated with v of 800 mm/s and h_d of 0.17 mm to fabricate the specimens for
the mechanical tests. This sample shows a slightly lower density with respect to sample 9 but it has a higher productivity than it.

### 3.2.3 T6 treatment optimisation

Figure 49 shows the results of microhardness measurements for the two different solution treatments and two different ageing temperatures tested. Porosity level in the T6 treated specimens was measured by Archimedes method, but not noticeable differences with the as-built conditions were observed. Focusing on the ageing time influence, it can be noticed that for the solution B, samples over-ageing started after 3 h, instead for the solution A the over-ageing began only after 5 h. Considering the temperature, ageing at 160 or 170 °C seemed do not affect the peak hardening conditions, while, on the contrary, a slight difference could be observed in the pre-aged and over-aged conditions.

![Vickers microhardness measurements](image)

**Figure 49.** Vickers microhardness (HV$_{0.1}$) mean values obtained for samples after different T6 conditions.

Vickers microhardness measurements are reported in Table 10. The highest hardness was obtained in the as-built conditions, so without treatment, while the lowest value was obtained after the stress relieving. Analysing in detail the results
of T6 treatment, it appears that a maximum hardness of 116 HV\textsubscript{0.1} was reached for samples T6\textsubscript{B,170,3}. In the case of no ageing conditions, the mean hardness for the 8 h solution treated was 82 HV\textsubscript{0.1}, 14\% higher than the 5 h ones, while after 12 h ageing the maximum hardness reached is 112 HV\textsubscript{0.1}. This last value was 20\% higher than the mean hardness of the samples treated at T6\textsubscript{A,170} (92 HV\textsubscript{0.1}).

Table 10. Hardness measurements on LPBF A357 samples in different conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LPBF A357 Specimens</th>
<th>HV\textsubscript{0.1}</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As-built</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieved</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieved + T6\textsubscript{B,170,3}</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the data provided show a net difference between the two solution treatments A and B, particularly they underline the great improvement given by longer solution treatments to hardness rather than by shorter ones. As described by Aboulkhair et al. [294] in the case of precipitation hardening treatment material strengthening is governed by the presence of precipitates (Orowan strengthening), solid solution strengthening and dislocation strengthening. In the case of A357 fine Si particles and Mg precipitates act as obstacles to the dislocation motion in peak hardening conditions: the microstructural characterization of the T6\textsubscript{B,170,3} specimens is given in the following section of the study. On the other hand during over-ageing the Orowan strengthening effect is depressed and hardness reduces. This feature can be observed for both T6\textsubscript{A} and T6\textsubscript{B} at 12 h ageing time (Figure 49).

From the micro hardness measurements prolonging the solution treatment from 5 h to 8 h considerably varied the material behaviour in the early stages of ageing and in the peak hardening conditions. Longer solution treatments differently from shorter ones favour higher diffusion of Si inside the microstructure, completely homogenizing the LPBF microstructure and enhancing material micro hardness [294]. This behaviour appears to be opposite to the typical cast parts treatments, where shorter solution treatments are preferred to longer one [273]. These statements are consistent with previous studies in literature: as stated by Leuders et al. [313], LPBF produces very fine microstructures that require adjustments to the post-processing heat treatment conditions traditionally adopted on cast parts. In order to fully exploit the advantages of LPBF technology and fully optimise the material properties of the fabricated parts, further improvements on post-processing treatments, such as stress relieving or T6 treatment, should be explored and studied.
3.2.4 Microstructural investigation

In traditional castings processes, during slow cooling, the solid solution of silicon in aluminium easily decomposes with the consequent precipitation of silicon in the form of relatively coarse and rapidly growing particles. On the other hand, in LPBF process, melt powder cools down very rapidly, with a mean rate of $10^3$-$10^5$ K/s [314], creating an anisotropic and ultrafine microstructure. Figure 50 depicts the optical micrographs of the microstructure of the LPBF A357 specimens, built with optimised process parameters (Sample 5), along the vertical building direction. The repeated melting and subsequently rapid cooling of the material create complex structures composed by melt pools overlapping (Figure 50a). The shape and orientation of the melt pools depends on the scanning strategy adopted during the process [14]: using 67° rotated scanning strategy, such as in this study, melt pools growth direction repeatedly varies between each layer (Figure 50a,b).

In order to study the melt pool morphology, particularly the average width and depth values, one cubic specimen of 10 mm side was built with unidirectional scanning and optimised process parameters (Figure 51a). The average width of melt pool was 183.0 ± 17.8 μm and the average depth 37.8 ± 12.3 μm: they were measured by image analysis according to the simplified sketch illustrated in Figure 51b. The results confirm the good consolidation obtained by choosing Sample 5 process parameters (Table 9). Indeed the average melt pool depth exceeded the 30 μm layer thickness while the average width corresponded to a balanced overlapping of the laser tracks. However rotated scanning strategy allows to reduce both porosity and residual stresses compared to unidirectional strategy, even if the melt pool dimensions do not greatly vary between the two cases [297].

As for other Al-Si-Mg alloys processed by LPBF [189] also A357 microstructure is constituted by cellular-dendritic structures of supersaturate α-Al phase surrounded by residual Si phase network, as shown in Figure 50. The high cooling rates developed during LPBF process do not allow the diffusion of Si outside the α-Al phase favouring the creation of a supersaturated solid solution constituted by very fine cellular structures (Figure 50d). The cellular dimensions are not equal inside the melt pool (Figure 50c) due to different thermal histories of the material [241]. Indeed the highest temperature is located at the centreline of the melt pool and decrease radially towards the scan track borders [296].

As in the case of AlSi10Mg [178], also in the A357 LPBF microstructure three distinctive regions with different cellular morphologies could be observed in the melt pool (Figure 52a): coarse cellular region, heat affected zone (HAZ) and fine
cellular region. The coarse cellular region (Figure 52b) and the HAZ (Figure 52c) characterized the melt pool boundaries with cellular-dendrites of few microns elongated in the direction of main heat flux. The melt pool borders represented the overlapping areas between two subsequent laser tracks and stayed at higher temperature and longer time compared to the fine cellular region of the melt pool (Figure 52d): such conditions of higher temperature and longer times favoured the Si diffusion out of the supersaturate α-Al phase and the cellular growth [201].

**Figure 50.** Optical micrographs of as-built A357 specimens vertical sections at different magnification. In (a) and (b) the complex melt pool structures are exposed; the black arrows indicate the building direction of the specimen. In (c) and (d) the very fine and anisotropic microstructure at melt pool borders are reported.

**Figure 51.** Optical microscopy of A357 specimen built with optimised parameters and unidirectional scanning strategy (a). The arrow in the upper left corner represents the building direction of the sample. On the right (b) a schematic representation of the melt
pool structure is given: w indicates the width of the melt pool while h is the depth in the centre of the melt pool.

Figure 52. FESEM micrographs of melt pool structure in as-as-built LPBF A357 specimens. In (a) the overall structure is shown with three distinct areas highlighted: coarse cellular region representing the boundaries of the melt pool (b), HAZ (c) and fine cellular region which defines the melt pool centre (d).

EDS analysis of the as-built material is shown in Figure 53 (Appendix A.5). As expected silicon appeared to be mostly located at the cellular boundaries, with a mean concentration around 7.9 wt%, while in the α-aluminium phase its concentration decreased to 5.9 wt% (Figure 53c). Si concentration in supersaturated α-Al largely exceeded the maximum solubility at equilibrium conditions (~ 1.6 wt.%) [281] and it was ever greater than in the case of another rapid solidification process as melt spinning [310]. On the other hand, aluminium appeared to be homogeneously dispersed over the entire LPBF microstructure (Figure 53b). The high concentration of Si in α-Al solid solution of as-built LPBF specimens was also confirmed by XRD analysis showed in Figure 54: the Si peaks were much weaker and broader than the Al ones due to the higher Si solubility in the material [315]. Moreover, EDS analysis revealed a slight presence of Mg (Figure 53d) inside the as-built material. At the same time XRD measurements (Figure 54) displayed the presence of Mg2Si precipitates: the low signal of Mg2Si peak in the XRD pattern can be related to the small amount of Mg present in the chemical composition of A357 alloy (Table 7), as described in the study carried out by Rao et al. [201].
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Figure 53. EDS analysis of as-built LPBF A357 specimens: (a) FESEM micrograph and corresponding EDS maps of (b) aluminium, (c) silicon and (d) magnesium.

Figure 54. XRD patterns of A357 alloy samples in different conditions.

Post-processing stress relieving treatment reduces the residual stresses generated inside the material [316]. In Figure 55a,b the micrographs of the stress relieved specimens observed by optical microscopy are reported: it can be noted that the melt pool structures were maintained after heat treatment. FESEM
Microstructural investigation investigations (Figure 56) showed how the cellular boundaries did not disappear but became blurred compared to as-built conditions (Figure 56b,c). During the heat treatment Si was rejected from the supersaturated $\alpha$-Al phase altering the sub-micrometric structure [299]. Thus the sub-micrometric Si network lost its continuity disaggregating into smaller Si precipitates almost preserving the original shape of the cell, as shown in Figure 56d [277].

**Figure 55.** Optical micrographs of etched microstructures A357 specimens fabricated by LPBF, after stress relieving (a,b) and T6$_{B,170,3}$ heat treatment (c,d). The black arrows in the upper micrographs indicates the building direction of the specimens.
Figure 56. FESEM micrographs of etched microstructures of A357 specimens produced by LPBF, after stress relieving. In (a) the overall structure is shown and three distinct areas are highlighted: coarse cellular region representing the boundaries of the melt pool (b), fine cellular regions within the melt pool core at different magnification (c,d).

The effects of subsequent T6_{\text{B,170,3}} heat treatment can be seen in Figure 55c,d and Figure 57. T6 precipitation heat treatment totally modified the original LPBF microstructure [290] eliminating all the anisotropic features such as melt pools and laser track traces (Figure 55c). Supersaturate $\alpha$-Al cellular-dendritic structures and Si network disappeared leading to a homogeneous microstructure constituted by $\alpha$-Al matrix, Si particles and Mg precipitates [209]. During solution heat treatment Si diffused from supersaturate $\alpha$-Al phase, dropping Si concentration inside the solid solution to equilibrium conditions [317]. By quenching and ageing treatment fine distributed particles of Si formed (Figure 55d) and further grew through a combination of Ostwald ripening and coalescence of adjacent Si particles [292]. By image analysis of FESEM micrographs Si particles dimensions were measured to be comprised between 1 and 5 μm. XRD analysis (Figure 54) showed an increase of the Si peak intensity and the presence of Mg$_2$Si precipitates after T6_{\text{B,170,3}} heat treatment. The higher intensity of silicon peaks can be attributed to the greater amount of free Si present in the form of micrometric particles (Figure 57b,c). The Mg$_2$Si presence was further detected by FESEM investigations as showed in Figure 57d, even if the amount of Mg and precipitates in the LPBF material was very low according to EDS analysis.
Figure 57. FESEM micrographs of etched microstructures of A357 specimens produced by LPBF, after T6$_{6,170,3}$ heat treatment: overall microstructure (a) micrometric Si particles (b,c) and Mg$_2$Si precipitates (d).
### 3.2.5 Tensile properties

The tensile properties of A357 sample are summarized in Table 11, while the stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 58. Compared to T6 cast parts A357 LPBF as-built specimens achieved higher tensile properties and lower ductility [318]. There are three main factors which enhance the hardness and tensile strength of LPBF parts: grain boundary strengthening, solid solution strengthening and dislocation strengthening [273]. The grain boundary strengthening was provided by the ultrafine microstructure present inside the as-built material: it can be described by the Hall-Petch relationship \( \sigma = \sigma_0 + k \cdot d^{-1/2} \) where \( \sigma \) is the material strength, \( \sigma_0 \) is the frictional stress for dislocation motion, \( k \) is the Hall-Petch coefficient, and \( d \) is the grain size [287]. The solid solution strengthening in the LPBF was favoured by the high concentration of Si and other elements (such Fe, Mg) inside the supersaturate \( \alpha \)-Al phase (Figure 53) [277], while the dislocation strengthening was resulted of the pile-up of dislocations inside the microstructure [273].

From Figure 58 it can be observed that all post-treatments altered the tensile properties with respect to the as-built conditions. Stress relieving treatment strongly affected yield (\( R_{p,0.2} \)) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of LPBF parts, reducing their values of 30 and 34 %, respectively. On the contrary, elongation at break increased of 36 %. During annealing the cellular boundaries inside the microstructure lost their continuity (Figure 56) and cells slightly coarsened: as a consequence the capacity of dislocation pile-ups resulted weakened [209]. Furthermore Si started to diffuse out of the solid solution decreasing the solution strengthening of the material [292]. Both these effects were responsible of the tensile and yield strength reduction and consequently of the increase of ductility.

\( T_{6B,170,3} \) treatment improved the tensile strength of A357 samples after stress relieving. The \( R_{p,0.2} \) mean value raised up to 249 MPa, similar to the one obtained before any post-treatment, while E and UTS values increased of 10 % respect to annealed conditions. Tensile and yield strength increased after T6 following a trend similar to the one observed for micro hardness measurements (Table 10): after \( T_{6B,170,3} \) the material was strengthened by Si and Mg\(_2\)Si precipitates (Orowan strengthening), solution strengthening and dislocation strengthening [294]. Al-Si-Mg alloys are commonly strengthened by age hardening mechanism where the dispersoids present inside the microstructure (Figure 57) act as obstacles to dislocations motion enhancing the material strength [319]. Compared to stress relieving conditions \( T_{6B,170,3} \) peak hardened specimens showed 38 % lower ductility: such reduction could also be related to Si and Mg\(_2\)Si precipitates presence
and to reduction of dislocation motion. Although the elongation at break after T6$_{B,170,3}$ treatment was comparable to as-built conditions and furthermore fitted the same range of values of T6 A357 cast parts [319].

As already stated, LPBF parts possess an high grade of residual stresses in the as-built conditions which generate distortions and warping effects [153], so a stress relieving treatment is mandatory for industrial production of near-net-shape parts which should meet dimensional tolerances. A subsequent T6 is able to increase the mechanical properties back to values comparable to the as-built conditions and to eliminate anisotropic features such as melt pools and laser track traces (Figure 55) leading to more uniform and isotropic material [290].

Table 11. Tensile properties of A357 specimens produced by LPBF and tested in as-built conditions and after two heat treatments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimens</th>
<th>E  [GPa]</th>
<th>$R_{P, 0.2}$ [MPa]</th>
<th>UTS [MPa]</th>
<th>$\varepsilon$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As-built</td>
<td>82 ± 4</td>
<td>245 ± 4</td>
<td>386 ± 4</td>
<td>5.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieved</td>
<td>75 ± 1</td>
<td>189 ± 3</td>
<td>288 ± 5</td>
<td>8.2 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress rel + T6$_{B,170,3}$</td>
<td>83 ± 3</td>
<td>249 ± 9</td>
<td>307 ± 10</td>
<td>5.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 58. Stress strain curves of room temperature tensile tests performed on A357 specimens by LPBF in different conditions.

The fracture surfaces of different samples were analysed by FESEM and some significant micrographs are reported in Figure 59: all LPBF samples exhibited trans-granular ductile fracture. In as-built conditions fracture surface appeared to be mostly constituted by ultrafine dimples (Figure 59a,b) with a mean dimension around 500 nm, comparable to Si enriched dendrite cells present in the as-built microstructure (Figure 52). Generally dimples presence in LPBF fractography is attributed to micro-void coalescence [320] but according to Tradowsky et al. [321] the LPBF ultrafine rough morphology appears to be connected to the sub-micrometric Si network. Since Si dendrites network possessed an higher hardness and lower ductility compared to the α-Al phase, it could be possible that failure followed the pattern of the Si sub-micrometric cells during fracture, generating the ultrafine roughness in the fracture surfaces (Figure 59b). Further investigations upon crack path in the LPBF as-built microstructure during tensile load application are needed.

After stress relieving treatment (Figure 59c,d) fracture surface showed a ductile fracture mode and appeared to be constituted by fine dimples as in the case of as-
built conditions but with slightly coarsen dimensions than before (Figure 59c). Furthermore small silicon particles could be observed inside the dimples (Figure 59d): such features could be ascribed to the microstructure modification induced by the heat treatment (Figure 56). Indeed differently from as-built conditions where a continuous sub-micrometric Si network was present, after stress relieving Si dendrites lost their continuity and disaggregated in smaller Si precipitates, almost preserving the original shape of the cell (Figure 56d). As a consequence the capacity of dislocation pile-ups resulted weakened and ductility increased [209]. After T6B,170,3 the samples showed much coarsen microstructure compared to as-built and stress relieved conditions [297], with micrometric dimples (Figure 59e) and microvoid coalescence morphology (Figure 15f) [292]. Furthermore micrometric Si particles inside the dimples could be observed: the presence of cracks could be noted inside silicon particles attesting the low ductility measured during tensile testing (Figure 59e).
Figure 59. Fracture surfaces analysis through FESEM of A357 LPBF samples: (a) and (b) as-built condition, (c) and (d) after stress relieving, (e) and (f) after T6B,170.3. The red circle in (d) highlights the presence of small aligned silicon particles inside dimples, while the yellow circle in (e) shows a cracked silicon particle.

In Figure 60 the fracture surface cross-sections of the tested specimens are reported. In the as-built and stress relieved materials (Figure 60a,b) fracture followed partially the interface between the melt pool core and boundary. Indeed the melt pool boundaries were characterized by elongated cellular-dendrites of few microns (Figure 52b) and resulted softer than the melt pool core which was instead characterized by finer cells (Figure 52d) [273]. For the T6B,170.3 specimens instead voids were generated by de-cohesion at Si particles (Figure 60c): subsequent void coalescence favoured the fracture propagation until the sample failure.
3.2.6 Conclusions of the study

Processing of A357 alloy gas atomized powders by LPBF technique was investigated, through process parameters optimization and mechanical properties investigations after different heat treatments. The obtained results show that:

- Varying hatching distance and scanning speed it was possible to obtain 99% dense A357 components through LPBF process keeping relative high productivity.

- LPBF parts possess an high grade of residual stresses in the as-built conditions which generate distortions and warping effects, so a stress relieving treatment is mandatory for industrial production of near-net-shape parts which should meet design dimensions and tolerances. However a common stress relieving treatment at 300 °C for 2 h reduces tensile strengths and hardness; therefore a following heat treatment, like a T6 precipitation hardening, could be performed.

- Due to the ultrafine microstructure LPBF fabricated parts required different heat treatment conditions compared to cast parts. Two T6 treatments on stress relieved LPBF specimens were investigated by micro hardness. From the
results appeared that longer solution treatments enabled to obtain higher hardness values and to reduce the time required to reach peak hardening conditions. A maximum hardness value of 116 HV$_{0.1}$, comparable to as-built parts conditions, was obtained after 8 h solution treatment, water quenching and 3 h ageing treatment (T6$_{B,170,3}$).

- The microstructure of A357 specimens fabricated by LPBF were analysed by optical and electron microscopy in as-built conditions and after stress relieving and T6. As expected stress relieving favoured the diffusion of Si out of the $\alpha$-Al supersaturate phase and the disaggregation of sub-micrometric Si network maintaining the original melt pool structures. Instead subsequent T6$_{B,170,3}$ eliminated the melt pools and laser track traces leading to more uniform and homogeneous microstructure composed by $\alpha$-Al matrix, Si particles and Mg$_2$Si precipitates.

- From tensile tests of machined samples appeared that the T6$_{B,170,3}$ treatment after stress relieving was effective to increase elastic modulus and yield strength, reaching values comparable to those of as-built samples. Microstructural and fracture surfaces revealed dimples growth, which confirmed the higher ductility of the material. After T6$_{B,170,3}$ the presence of cracked Si precipitates inside microscopic dimples was detected and related to the low ductility measured during tensile tests.
Chapter 4

LPBF of Ti-6Al-4V alloy

4.1 State of the art

Titanium is a transition element, with a melting point of about 1678 °C, which undergoes an allotropic transformation in the solid state at 882 °C, referred to as β-transus temperature [280], in which a change from the α phase (hexagonal closed-packed structure, hcp) to β one (body-centred cubic structure, bcc) occurs. Thanks to the presence of a stable and inert oxide layer, which spontaneously forms on its surface, chemical pure Ti has an elevated corrosion resistance and biocompatibility, and is widely considered to be the most compatible metal for the human body. Furthermore, by adding α-stabilizer elements (Al, C, O, N, B), or β-stabilizer elements (Fe, Mo, V, Cr, Ni, Cu, W, Co, Nb, Ta) the α → β transition temperature can be modified. Therefore, depending on the chemical composition and allotropic structure, titanium alloys are classified as α alloys, near-α alloys, metastable β alloys, β alloys and α + β alloys [280,322]. α and near α alloys exhibit low values of tensile strength at room temperature but superior corrosion resistance. Compared with the α one, the β phase induces a lower resistance to plastic deformation and higher ductility, and a significant anisotropy of physical and mechanical properties. The α + β alloys possess higher strength due to the biphasic microstructure, whereas β alloys possess a low elastic modulus and superior corrosion resistance [322,323]. Among these alloys, Ti-6Al-4V has now the greatest commercial importance, combining more than 50 % of the sales of Ti based materials both in Europe and the United States [280].

Ti-6Al-4V alloy offers significantly high strength-to-density ratio and resistance to corrosion and fracture-related properties together with high creep and fatigue resistance. For these reasons this alloy has been used since many decades in aerospace, automotive and biomedical sectors, although the high costs of production and manufacturing of such material [251]. For example, in aircraft manufacturing Ti-6Al-4V is used for most of the fans for by-pass engines, blades
and discs in the low and intermediate sections of the compressors of jet engines (with temperatures of about 300 °C) (Figure 61) [280,324]. At the same time, such titanium alloy have been applied in several biomedical devices thanks to its high strength and fatigue properties at room temperature, together with a high biocompatibility and a higher resistance to corrosion compared to the other biomedical alloys [325,326]. The feasibility of Ti-6Al-4V has been considerably useful in the fabrication of cardiovascular, craniofacial, dentistry and particularly orthopaedic implants [327].

The most employed Ti-6Al-4V components are generally manufactured via conventional forming operations (forging, cold and hot forming, hydroforming), machining processes (drilling, milling, turning), and alternative machining techniques such as laser cutting and water-jet cutting. Due to its relatively low ductile yield and high tensile strength, machining of titanium and its alloys represents a considerable manufacturing challenge. The low elastic modulus may cause greater “springback” effect, which is a geometric change underwent from a part at the end of the forming process. Therefore, the need to have rigid setups can induce high pressure and temperature in the tool contact zones. This can represent a problem since at higher temperatures the titanium becomes more chemically reactive. In addition, over-heating of the surface can result in interstitial absorption of nitrogen and oxygen, that can create a series of micro cracks which reduce the performance and the fatigue properties. For such reasons, the conventional cutting
speed values for titanium alloys machining are relatively low, involving longer and more expansive productions with respect to aluminium alloys or steels. Moreover, Ti alloys possess higher production costs: a Ti ingot can cost about 90 times one steel ingot. Considering also that traditional machining often reaches high buy-to-fly ratios (up to 40:1), the overall cost to fabricate titanium components represents a crucial issue.

The numerous drawbacks of traditional production routes of Ti-based materials offer to AM technologies the occasion to demonstrate their ability to realize near-net-shape parts with comparable or higher features and with a not negligible cost reduction [34]. Furthermore, the complex thermal evolutions and the high temperature gradients of the different AM processes combined with the allotropy of Ti and its alloys give the possibility to widely modify their microstructure and mechanical properties.

Ti-6Al-4V processed by PBF has been widely studied and characterized in the past years, and up to nowadays it has been one of the first materials made by AM to be standardized (ASTM F2924-14 [73] and ASTM F3001-14 [73]) and largely applied in final applications [328–333]. In the next sub-chapters a description of the main features in densification, microstructure, mechanical properties and post-processing treatments of Ti-6Al-4V will be presented.

4.1.1 Microstructure and densification

The high performances of Ti-6Al-4V alloy depend on the particular $\alpha + \beta$ microstructure achievable for this alloy: the ratio between these two phases, their shape and their organisation strongly affect the mechanical properties and the chemical resistance too [280,334]. Commonly size, aspect ratio and morphology of the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ phases can be controlled and improved by thermomechanical processing, accurately evaluated on the basis of the Ti-6Al-4V phase diagram (Figure 62). For example, working in the $\alpha + \beta$ temperature range results in $\alpha$ phase (primary $\alpha$ phase) with an equiaxed or globular shape (Figure 63) while exceeding the $\beta$ transus temperature ($\beta$ field of the phase diagram) large prior-$\beta$ grains can be obtained (Figure 64). The fraction of primary $\alpha$ can be controlled by the final working temperature and/or the subsequent post-processing heat treatment [335] while its shape highly depends on the cooling rate. As shown in Figure 65, increasing the cooling rate favours the creation of very fine acicular morphologies: in the case of rapid quenching, martensite species such as $\alpha'$ and $\alpha''$ are generated due to the very high cooling rates [334,336,337]. Foreign elements, such as oxygen,
nitrogen, carbon, have been used as grain refiners and strengthening additions [337]. Oxygen for example is a potent α-phase interstitial solid-solution strengthener because of its ability to modify the lattice parameters ratio (c/a) of the α hexagonal crystal [184,185,338]. Higher O concentrations inside the composition cause a greater increase in the c axis than the a axis, reducing the number of slip planes and inducing an increase in hardness and strength of titanium alloys [184]. Furthermore oxygen has an α-stabilizing effect which causes the rising of the β-transus temperature, almost with a linear dependence [187].

![Figure 62. Ti-6Al-4V phase diagram [339].](image)

![Figure 63. Ti-6Al-4V microstructure after α + β processing and solution heat treatment [335].](image)
Figure 64. Ti-6Al-4V microstructure after β processing [335].
Figure 65. Ti-6Al-4V microstructures after cooling from 950 °C at different cooling rates: (a) 7.1 °C/s; (b) 3.2 °C/s; (c) 0.9 °C/s; (d) 0.23 °C/s; (e) 0.061 °C/s; (f) 0.011 °C/s [337].

As visible in Figure 66, AM manufacturing processes enable to obtain higher tensile strength compared to as-cast and wrought parts. Indeed Ti-6Al-4V parts produced by LPBF are mainly composed by ultrafine α' martensite [228,340,341]: the β→α' martensitic transformation is activated during the extremely-rapid cooling of the melt material [253,342].
As described by Sun et al. [29], during LPBF there is not enough time for the diffusion of V atoms out of the β phase, enabling the martensitic transformation from the bcc β phase to the hcp α’ to take place. α’ martensite first nucleates and grows inside the original columnar crystals β, forming paralleled primary α’, then diffuses throughout the grain boundary. Afterwards, fine secondary α’ appears and grows in the boundary of primary α’ (Figure 67). Do and Li [253] investigated the effect of three different energy inputs and measured the martensitic lath length in each processing condition. It was found that the increase in laser energy densities noticeably favours the increase in α’ lath size. The reason of this phenomenon is correlated to the different cooling rate during LPBF process. Higher scanning rates, can induce an increase in the cooling rate during metal solidification, consequently reducing the α’ lath length. On the contrary, with low laser scanning velocities, and so higher energy densities values, the cooling rate decreases enlarging martensite phase.

Figure 66. Microstructures and relative mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V alloy parts produced with different processes [251].
As for other materials processed by LPBF, also Ti-6Al-4V presents an epitaxial growth during the laser processing. Layer by layer, the laser beam remelts also the surface of the previous consolidated layers: in the bulk material temperature increases between 575 and 995 °C, corresponding to martensite start (\(M_S\)) and \(\beta\)-transus temperatures, respectively [143,340,343]. In such conditions the \(\alpha'\) transformation into \(\alpha + \beta\) phases is promoted and favoured creating elongated grains along the building direction [343]. These grains grow along the main heat flow direction and possess a mean length of some millimetres and a mean micrometric width (Figure 68) [228,344–346]. As in the case of \(\alpha'\) phase dimensions, also the prior \(\beta\) grains depend on the adopted process parameters. Indeed the width of the columnar grains fits approximately the width of the scan track: raising the heat input would enlarge the scan track width and coarsen the microstructure. Furthermore it must be considered that scanning strategy and scanning speed directly influence the thermal gradients inside the parts and consequently determine the orientation of the columnar grains [272,345]. Thijs et al. [228] found that adopting a unidirectional scanning strategy the elongated grains appeared parallel to each other and tilted 19° away from the building direction, while using a cross-hatching strategy, two grain directions were introduced, one parallel to the building direction while the other tilted of 25°. Similar results were obtain by Simonelli et al. [255] who found that
the elongated grains are inclined of 20° respect to the building direction when a rotated scanning strategy (in this case 67° rotation) was adopted.

Within these grains it is possible to observe the presence of martensitic needles, organized in an herringbone structure and mainly inclined of 40° respect to the building direction [296,342,345,347]. Simonelli et al. [255] deeply studied the relation between prior-β grains and α’ martensite through high-resolution EBSD analysis. From the analysis conducted, it was reasonable to believe that the α’ grains precipitate in order to satisfy the self-accommodation of the neighbouring α grains. According to this fact, small groups of α’ variants prefer to adopt just to two types of possible grain boundary misorientation angles, in order to minimize the average strain energy generated by the β → α’ martensitic transformation. From variant frequencies distribution it was established that the overall α’ texture appears random because of the elevated number of micrometric α’ grains, precipitated from the prior-β grains, that grow in multiple direction and random orientation.

Figure 68. Optical micrographs showing the β columnar grains in the microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V alloy specimens processed by means of LPBF, along the building direction: (a,c) vertical samples; (b,d) horizontal samples [345].
As stated before, varying the process parameters modifies the energy input and consequently the thermal history of the material. In an innovative study, Xu et al. [314] investigated the evolution of α’ phase during LPBF process, varying the laser parameters, and obtaining an ultrafine α + β lamellar structure adopting a commercial LPBF machine. Firstly they investigated the influence of layer thickness value upon the β columnar width: adopting 30 μm layer thickness, the mean columnar grains width was 15 μm, while with thicker powder layers, up to 60 and 90 μm, the mean width increased to 70 μm. Furthermore, the influence of the focal offset distance (FOD) upon the microstructure was found to be significantly important: this parameter represents the relative position between the laser focal plane and the surface of powder layer and directly influences the amount of energy density delivered to the powder bed [348]. Adopting 60 μm layer thickness and an energy density of 50.62 J/mm³, the variation of FOD parameter between 0 and 4 mm resulted in a different evolution of α’ martensite (Figure 69). Indeed with high FOD values the microstructure appeared predominantly composed by α’ martensite, while reducing FOD induced the formation of an ultrafine α + β lamellar structure. The reason is related to the variation FOD values has upon the laser spot size: a decrease in the FOD value will reduce the laser spot diameter and so imply an increase in the energy density input. As a consequence the temperature within the melt pool will increase and favour the martensite transformation.
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Figure 69. Microstructures of Ti-6Al-4V alloy parts fabricated by LPBF adopting different focal offset distance values: (a) 4 mm; (b) 2 mm; (c) 0 mm. It can be noticed how the α’ martensitic microstructure present in (a), is transformed into α + β lamellar structure in (b) and (c) [314].

As for the other materials, process parameters optimisation represents a crucial step in the development of Ti-6Al-4V for LPBF, and several studies investigated this matter in order to understand the main relations between melting behaviour and laser parameters adopted [29,349–352]. Gong et al. [350] investigated the process window for Ti-6Al-4V parts made by LPBF and studied the generation of defects inside the material. The process window they evaluated, exposed in Figure 70, can be divided in four zones: “full dense material” (ZONE I), “over melting region” (ZONE II), “incomplete melting region” (ZONE III) and “over heating region” (ZONE OH). Fully consolidated samples were produced only in the ZONE I, while in the ZONE II and ZONE III all the parts produced contained numerous porosities. The difference between these two zones depends on the mechanism which induced the porosity formation. In the case of ZONE II the excess of energy caused the over melting of the material and the entrapment of gas inside the melt material, creating
spherical porosities inside the part. On the other hand in the ZONE III the lack of energy was responsible of defect generation, leaving un-melted particles and irregular shaped pores. On the other hand, in the case of ZONE OH the presence of high residual strains inside the parts, caused by the excess of heating, produced the deformation and the failure of the part during the process.

Figure 70. Process window for LPBF processing of Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Four regions can be distinguished: (I) full dense material, (II) over melting, (III) incomplete melting, (OH) overheating regions [350].

As already stated, also laser scanning speed and layer thickness influence the melt flow behaviour, affecting both surface structure and porosity development. As described by Qiu et al. [351] high values of scanning speed can increase the melt flow instability and the Marangoni effect, due to the higher evaporation and thermal gradient created inside the material. As a consequence, large melt surface areas and longer melt pool are created during the process. Almost the same effects are obtained when high values of layer thickness (up to 100 μm) are used. The increased volume of powder processed during every layer increases the amount of melt material and melt surface areas, which affect the evaporation phenomenon and the stability of the laser track. Sun et al. [29] adopted the Taguchi method in order to maximize the density value of the parts, keeping the scanning speed constant at 200 mm/s and varying the other process parameters and scanning strategy. According to the results from S/N data analysis, the most influential factor on density value is layer thickness, followed by scanning strategy, linear energy density and finally hatching distance. Raising layer thickness drastically reduces density, while, on the other hand, density value arrives at a maximum when the linear energy density reaches 0.4 J/mm, and then it decreases. Regarding hatching distance, density values are comprised in a narrow range when scan spacing value is modified. Small
hatching distances increase the overlapping region of adjacent scanning lines and uniform energy distribution contributes to the complete melting of the powders. Finally, it was found that the best scanning strategy to maximize density was the $x$-$y$ inter-layer stagger scanning one, as described in Figure 71.

**Figure 71.** $X$–$Y$ inter-layer stagger scanning strategy adopted during LPBF process in the study of Sun. et al. [29].

### 4.1.2 Mechanical Properties

In the past few years LPBF Ti-6Al-4V has been widely investigated due to its high importance as structural material in aerospace, biomedical and several other industrial sectors [304,348,353–355]. The mechanical response of the as-built material strictly depends on the microstructural features, such as $\alpha'$ martensite and prior-\(\beta\) grains structures [342,344] and interior defects [256,340].

In Table 12 the tensile properties of Ti-6Al-4V parts made by LPBF are listed and compared to traditional manufactured components, highlighting the corresponding microstructure. Thanks to its intrinsic high strength and stiffness, $\alpha'$ martensite provides high tensile strength: UTS and YS of LPBF parts generally overtake the properties possessed by casting or wrought materials, which are characterized by $\alpha + \beta$ microstructures [342,355]. At the same time, the intrinsic low ductility of $\alpha'$ strongly reduces the elongation at break, as shown in Figure 72. In order to improve ductility, in two different studies Xu et al. [314,348] modified the process parameters, favouring the martensitic phase transformation and obtaining ultrafine lamellar $\alpha + \beta$ structure inside the parts. From the results appeared that the specimens showed both higher YS (1106 ± 6 MPa) and elongation at break values (up to 11.4 ± 0.4 %) compared to the as-built conditions. The ultrafine laths dimensions induced the high mechanical properties while the substitution of the
brittle α’ phase with the more ductile β one, increased the elongation at break of the specimens.

Table 12. Mechanical properties and corresponding microstructures of LPBF, cast or wrought Ti-6Al-4V materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process &amp; Microstructure</th>
<th>Mechanical Properties</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LPBF as built Acicular α’</td>
<td>YS [MPa]</td>
<td>UTS [MPa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot Working Globular α + β</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>1140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPBF as built Fine α’ in columnar prior-β</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPBF stress relieved Fine acicular α’</td>
<td>1143</td>
<td>1219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casting Globular α + β</td>
<td>1137</td>
<td>1206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPBF stress relieved α’ martensite</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrought α + β lamellae in α matrix</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>1034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>945</td>
<td>972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
β columnar grains influences the mechanical behaviour of LPBF parts generating anisotropy in the tensile properties and fracture behaviour [346,353,356,357]. Qiu et al [345] demonstrated how vertical specimens possessed an elongation at break value between 7 and 10 %, slightly higher than horizontal samples one (between 4 and 6 %). Because the vertically samples have columnar β grains parallel to the building and loading direction, during fracture tortuous crack paths and rougher profiles preferentially formed. In the case of the other building orientations, instead, the β grains are nearly perpendicular to the loading direction and the crack deflection is lowered. The fracture surface appeared to be different between samples realized with the two building strategies: vertical specimens showed rougher fracture surfaces made of fine dimple structure while the horizontal ones presented smoother surfaces constituted of lamellar/cleavage fracture pattern (Figure 73). Furthermore the surface fracture analysis revealed the presence of a significant higher number of opened up porosities in horizontal samples than in the vertical ones: although it was established that the mechanical response anisotropy was much more influenced by β columnar grains rather than pores distribution [344]. It was observed that the surface roughness of the central portion of fracture surfaces in the vertically built specimens was higher than the other building orientations. This feature derives from the fact that vertical oriented parts preferentially fracture either along hexagonal phase boundaries or along the prior-β columnar grains.

Figure 72. Stress strain curves of Ti-6Al-4V specimens in (a) as-built LPBF conditions and (b) hot worked and annealed conditions [355].
The tensile properties anisotropy of LPBF was also studied and investigated by Simonelli et al. [344]: the mechanical test results are listed in Table 13 while the building orientations adopted are illustrated in Figure 74. Differently from Qiu et al. [345], horizontal specimens, fabricated parallel to the building platform, possessed higher tensile strength than the vertical ones (Figure 73) due to the less presence of porosities and infra-layers defects. During loading, in the case of vertical orientations the layers inside the material are perpendicular to the loading direction as also the interlayer defects. In such conditions, lower stresses are necessary to open up the defects and to favour the nucleation and coalescence of voids. On the opposite way when an horizontally built specimen is subjected to tensile test, layers and defects are parallel to the loading axis and so higher stress levels are necessary to open them up. In both vertical and horizontal samples, fractography investigations revealed that the fracture was mainly trans-granular, with a mixed mode of brittle and ductile failure mechanism [356,358]. Differently from tensile strength and ductility, elastic modulus seems not to be affected by building orientation or even scanning strategy. Both the different orientation of prior-β grains and weak α’ (or α) texture does not influence the Young modulus [344].
Table 13. Tensile properties of three different oriented Ti-6Al-4V specimens sets, fabricated by LPBF technology adopting a 67° rotated scanning strategy [344].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Orientations</th>
<th>xy-plane</th>
<th>xz-plane</th>
<th>zx-plane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E [GPa]</td>
<td>113 ± 5</td>
<td>115 ± 6</td>
<td>119 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rp₀.₂ [MPa]</td>
<td>1075 ± 25</td>
<td>978 ± 5</td>
<td>967 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTS [MPa]</td>
<td>1199 ± 49</td>
<td>1143 ± 6</td>
<td>1117 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation at break [%]</td>
<td>7.6 ± 0.5</td>
<td>11.8 ± 0.5</td>
<td>8.9 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 74. Three different building orientations used to investigate the anisotropy level in the mechanical performances of Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF adopting a 67° rotated scanning strategy [344].

A part from tensile strength and ductility, fatigue resistance represents a fundamental material property for aerospace and biomedical applications: many studies have been focused on this property for Ti-6Al-4V by LPBF (Figure 75) [357–363]. Generally LPBF fatigue life is noticeable lower than conventionally wrought or cast parts. Three main factors have been found to be directly responsible of the poor fatigue resistance: ultrafine microstructures [359,364,365], interior defects [33,366] and rough surfaces [357].
Firstly the $\alpha'$ martensite phase, with its intrinsic brittle mechanical behaviour, reduces the fatigue life of LPBF part compared to the biphasic $\alpha + \beta$ microstructure of traditional manufactured materials [359]. Secondly, internal porosities such as metallurgical pores created by entrapped gas and un-fused particles act as stress concentrations and sites for fatigue crack initiation (Figure 76) [304,313,353]: generally post-processing HIP is performed to reduce the amount of porosity and to consequently increase the crack initiation time and the fatigue resistance [304,313,361]. Together with internal porosities, low surface finishing plays a dominate role in crack initiation in the as-fabricated parts [353,368]. It has been showed that surface treatments, such as polishing, machining and shot peening, enhance the fatigue resistance [368]. In their study Wycisk et al. [357] investigated three conditions of surface quality of Ti-6Al-4V LPBF parts, respectively as-built ($R_a = 13$ μm), polished ($R_a = 0.5$ μm) and shot-peened ($R_a = 2.9$ μm). The fatigue limit of the as-built samples was 210 MPa and the crack initiation occurred at the rough outside surface, as shown in Figure 77. Instead polished and shot-peened specimens showed an higher fatigue limit, 510 and 435 MPa respectively. In both case the crack initiation was found to be present inside the material from internal pores and defects (Figure 76). As for the tensile properties the fatigue ones vary depending on the building orientation chosen during the process. Horizontal samples generally show higher fatigue strength compared to vertical specimens,
due to the perpendicular orientation of β columnar grains to cyclic stress direction and to the lower interlayer defects presence [353,367].

Figure 76. Fractography investigation of Ti-6Al-4V alloy fatigue specimen produced by LPBF: crack initiated from central double-conical defect [366].

Figure 77. Fracture surface of Ti-6Al-4V fatigue specimen fabricated by LPBF. At high magnification (b) it can be noticed that the crack initiated from surface defect [366].

4.1.3 Post-processing heat treatments

In order to overtake the mechanical properties limitations of LPBF, such as low ductility and fatigue resistance, post-processing heat treatments are generally performed. These treatments can be designed to reduce the amount of residual stresses or to decompose the α’ martensite generating α + β microstructure or to close the porosities and defects present inside the material [304,361,369–373]. Table 14 lists the tensile properties of Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF and then subjected to various heat treatments. In the case of α/β titanium alloys the post-processing heat treatments can be commonly divided in sub-transus or super-transus treatments depending on the β transus temperature. Varying the chemical
composition, e.g. adding α and/or β stabilizers, alters the α/β phase stability and consequently the transus temperature. For example Ti-6Al-4V Grade 5 has an oxygen content between 0.13 and 0.2 wt.% and the β transus temperature is 1010 °C, while in the case of Ti-6Al-4V Grade 23, which has an oxygen content lower than 0.13 wt.%, the transus temperature is 975 °C [374–376]. Regarding LPBF Ti-6Al-4V, sub-transus heat treatments generally reduce the mechanical strength and improve the ductility thanks to the residual stresses relief and martensite transformation (Table 14) [254,313,314,340,347,363,377]. However, such relatively low temperature treatments are not able to erase the columnar β grains and avoid anisotropy [255]. Instead super-transus heat treatments generate equiaxed α + β microstructures eliminating the laser tracks and anisotropic features of LPBF parts. At slow cooling rates, such post-processing treatments are able to enhance the material ductility to the detriment of the mechanical strength [313,340,347,363]. On the other hand, Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP), usually performed at more than 900 °C and 100 MPa, is able to generate equiaxed α + β microstructures, to close porosities and fuse unmelted particles considerably increasing both static and dynamic mechanical performances [340,345,361,363].
Table 14. The main recent researches focused on the mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V alloy by LPBF and subjected to different post-process heat treatments. The tensile properties are also related to the specimens building orientation adopted during fabrication: the horizontal samples possess the main axis parallel to the building platform plane (x-y plane), while vertical ones have the main axis parallel to the building direction (z plane) [378].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post treatment</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Mechanical Properties</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>640 °C, 4 h</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>112.6</td>
<td>1118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 °C, 1 h 10 °C/min cool</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>117.4</td>
<td>1051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705 °C, 3 h air cool</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>114.6</td>
<td>1026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>730 °C, 2 h</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 °C, 2 h</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850 °C, 2 h</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>114.7</td>
<td>955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850 °C, 5 h</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>112.0</td>
<td>909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900 °C, 2 h 700 °C, 1 h 10 °C/min cool</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>118.8</td>
<td>908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>940 °C, 1 h air cool; 650 °C, 2 h air cool</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>115.5</td>
<td>899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950 °C, 0.5 h</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950 °C, 1 h water quench; 700 °C, 2 h air cool</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1020 °C, 2 h furnace cool</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>114.7</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050 °C, 2 h in vacuum</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050 °C, 2 h</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The LPBF material is originally constituted of fine acicular α’ martensite. Since α’ is supersaturated in vanadium and β phase can solubilize a significant amount of it, during heating vanadium atoms diffuse from α’ and β phase begins to nucleate at α’ boundaries. Sallica et al. [369] conducted DSC analysis (Figure 78) on as-built and annealed part. It appeared that the exothermic peak, corresponding to α’ decomposition, was comprised between 760 °C and 850 °C while the onset temperature of the endothermic peak of the α → β phase transformation appeared at mostly 40 °C lower temperature. An example of such mechanism is shown in Figure 79a: after heating at 780 °C the ultrafine α’ microstructure was transformed to a mixture of α fine needles and β grains [347].
Figure 78. DSC thermograms of Ti-6Al-4V produced by LPBF in the (a) as-built conditions and (b) after 1050 °C annealing heat treatment. The numbers indicate (1) the residual stress relaxation exothermic peak, (2) the $\alpha'$ martensite transformation exothermic peak and (3) the $\alpha \rightarrow \beta$ transformation endothermic peak, respectively [369].

Temperature increase up to 850 °C and 950 °C favoured the $\alpha$ plates coarsening (Figure 79b) but did not affect the columnar $\beta$ grains (Figure 80a). Heating at 1015 °C, above $\beta$ transus temperature, erased the LPBF footprints and columnar grains and favoured the $\beta$ grains growth (Figure 79c and Figure 80b). When treating below the $\beta$ transus, residence time is less influencing the grain growth because $\alpha$ and $\beta$ phases hinder each other, instead, when the material is kept over $\beta$ transus temperature the effect of residence time is much higher and $\beta$ phases can grow easier. Cooling rate has a comparable influences on microstructure evolution: below $\beta$ transus, the $\alpha$ fraction is fairly large and the influence of cooling rate is minimal, while above $\beta$ transus the cooling rate determines the final dimension and morphology of $\alpha$ phase [347].
Figure 79. Microstructural evolution of Ti-6Al-4V alloy samples produced by LPBF and subjected to different annealing treatments performed at different temperatures for 2 h: (a) 780 °C, (b) 843 °C and (c) 1015 °C. The dark and bright areas in the images were identified as α phase and β phase, respectively [347].
Figure 80. Vertical cross section of Ti-6Al-4V parts fabricated by LPBF and subjected to different heat treatments: (a) annealing at 940 °C for 1 h then followed by heating at 650 °C for 2 h; (b) heating at 1015 °C for 2 h followed by water quenching [347].

An example of the correlation between microstructure, thermal treatments and mechanical properties of LPBF Ti-6Al-4V was described by Kasperovich et al. [361]. As displayed in Figure 81, they performed different post-processing heat treatments on as-built LPBF specimens and compared the corresponding microstructures and mechanical properties (Figure 82, LPBF is named SLM) with wrought reference material.
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Figure 81. Ti-6Al-4V microstructures in (a) wrought conditions (used as reference), (b) LPBF as-built conditions (LPBF) and (c-e) after different heat treatments [361].

Figure 82. Stress-strain curves of Ti-6Al-4V alloy parts in as-wrought conditions (Reference), in SLM as-built conditions and after different post-processing heat treatments [361].

The typical microstructure of traditional wrought material (Figure 81a), constituted by α-globular phase dispersed in an biphasic α + β matrix, provided good compromise between tensile strength and ductility (YS = 914 ÷ 931 MPa; UTS = 973 ÷ 1002 MPa; ε = 18.8 ÷ 19.6 %) instead LPBF specimens (Figure 81b) showed superior strength and reduced ductility due to α’ martensite presence (YS...
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= 984 ÷ 988 MPa, UTS = 1151 ÷ 1157 MPa, ε = 10.2 ÷ 11.3 %). Heating at 700 °C for 1 h favoured the beginning of martensite transformation, obtaining an overall microstructure constituted by fine α needles and enlarging of β columnar grains width (Figure 81c). This type of heat treatment leaded to lower UTS and higher YS values than the as-built conditions (UTS = 1115 ÷ 1116 MPa; YS = 1045 ÷ 1054 MPa): such annealing was considered as possible stress relieving treatment for LPBF parts, although ductility improvement was not considerably high (ε = 9.5 ÷ 12.3 %). Further temperature increase to 900 °C produced a microstructure made of elongated α grains embedded in α + β grain boundaries (Figure 81d,e): chemical analysis showed a phase distribution of 93.5 % α-Ti and 6.5 % β-Ti, with only 2 % vanadium inside the alpha phase and more than 20 % inside the β one. Relative tensile strength decreased compared to previous conditions (UTS = 973 ÷ 988 MPa, YS = 885 ÷ 908 MPa). Although ductility values showed big difference between annealed and HIPped conditions (ε = 9.5 % and ε = 19.0 %, respectively). Indeed HIP suppressed the interior defects greatly improving the elongation at break to values comparable with wrought reference conditions (Figure 82): porosity content was lowered from and initial content of 0.5 % in the as-built conditions to 0.01 % in the HIPped one. A part from ductility improvement, also fatigue resistance improved considerably thanks to defects elimination: indeed while LPBF as-built specimens resisted up to 5.6 x 10³ cycles, HIPped ones reached 3 x 10⁵ cycles, almost two orders of magnitude higher. These results confirm the general opinion that residual porosities, un-fused particles and interior defects in general, are the principal causes for LPBF poor fatigue resistance [304,313,360,363].

4.2 Study and characterisation of Ti-6Al-4V alloy processed by LPBF

Among the industrial application of Ti-6Al-4V alloy, Ti-6Al-4V grade 5 and grade 23, also known as Ti-6Al-4V Extra Low Interstitial (ELI), are the commercial grades most used in the aerospace and biomedical sectors. The principal difference between these two metal systems consists in the lower oxygen content present in the ELI grade: according to standards, Ti-6Al-4V grade 5 contains an O % not superior to 2000 ppm while in Ti-6Al-4V ELI O % does not exceed 1300 ppm [72,73]. Oxygen acts as solid solution toughener, increasing tensile strength and decreasing ductility and fatigue life [335].

In the past years several studies have been addressed on the investigation of the mechanical and fatigue properties of Ti-6Al-4V made by LPBF. Most of the studies
have been performed adopting Ti-6Al-4V grade 5 [250,380] or ELI grade [254,342,343,353,356]: most all of the researchers focused on the correlation between LPBF parts microstructure and mechanical performances also considering the effects of LPBF process parameters [253,342,350,381] and possible post-processing heat treatments [304,346,361]. However to the author knowledge no studies have been carried out on the comparison of the fatigue properties of Ti-6Al-4V grade 5 and grade ELI parts made by LPBF.

The aim of the following research focuses on the comparison of the mechanical and fatigue properties of Ti-6Al-4V parts fabricated by commercial LPBF machine with different post-processing heat treatments, building directions and oxygen content. The raw material consisted in two sets of Ti-6Al-4V gas atomised powders, with low and high oxygen content, respectively, in order to simulate the processing of Ti-6Al-4V ELI and Ti-6Al-4V grade 5, respectively. Tensile and fatigue specimens were fabricated parallel to the building platform and parallel to the building direction and subsequently machined. Three different post-processing conditions were investigated: stress relieving, stress relieving plus heat treatment and stress relieving plus HIP. Moreover the microstructure and chemical compositions were analysed and correlated to the microhardness, tensile and fatigue properties.

4.2.1 Materials properties

Two different Ti-6Al-4V gas atomised powders were provided by Falcontech company, one with low oxygen content (< 1000 ppm) and the other with high oxygen content (> 1600 ppm): Table 15 lists the chemical composition and the particle size distribution as provided by the supplier. The powders morphology was preliminary investigated by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) analysis (Appendix 1.1.1.1A.1) as shown in Figure 83. Both the Ti-6Al-4V powders appeared to possess spherical shape, with the smaller particles adhering at bigger spheres surfaces.
Table 15. Chemical composition and particle size distribution of the Ti-6Al-4V gas atomised powders processed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Chemical composition</th>
<th>Particle size distribution [μm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ti-6Al-4V low oxygen content (LO)</strong></td>
<td>Al = 6.04 wt.%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V = 3.94 wt.%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = 0.013 wt.%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si = 0.012 wt.%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O = 918 ppm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N = 31 ppm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H = 13 ppm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti = bal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$D_{10} = 21$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$D_{50} = 39$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$D_{90} = 60$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ti-6Al-4V high oxygen content (HO)</strong></td>
<td>Al = 6.12 wt.%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V = 4.02 wt.%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = 0.013 wt.%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si = 0.012 wt.%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O = 1645 ppm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N = 91 ppm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H = 35 ppm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti = bal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$D_{10} = 21$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$D_{50} = 40$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$D_{90} = 62$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 83. Ti-6Al-4V gas atomised spherical powders with two different oxygen contents at different magnifications: (a,b) low oxygen (< 1000 ppm), (c,d) high oxygen (> 1600 ppm) content.

The LPBF process was performed adopting a commercial EOSINT M280 EOS GmbH machine, equipped with a 400 W Yb fibre laser, with a laser spot diameter of 100 μm (previously described in Chapter 2.3). Both the powders were processed adopting the same process parameters: 280 W laser power, 1200 mm/s scanning speed, 30 μm layer thickness, 0.14 mm hatching distance and 0.015 mm beam offset. The scanning strategy adopted was a X rotated one with 45 ° rotation angle between subsequent layers. During the process the building platform was maintained at 100 °C in order to reduce the large amount of residual stresses, while the oxygen concentration inside the process chamber was kept below 0.1 % by using argon inert gas flow.

All the specimens were stress relieved in vacuum at 830 °C for 4 h, with an mean cooling rate of 5 °C/min, in order to reduce the amount of residual stresses and to avoid distortions. After heat treatment the samples were removed from the building platform by wire electrical discharge machining. To investigate the mechanical properties, both tensile and fatigue specimens were fabricated parallel to the building platform (horizontal specimens), and parallel to the building direction (vertical specimens) as shown in Figure 84. The tensile specimens were obtained by fabricating round bars of 75 mm length and 10 mm diameter then
machined according to ASTM E8/E8M standard [311]. Similarly the fatigue specimens were obtained by machining round bars of 80 mm length and 14 mm diameter according to the scheme illustrated in Figure 85: the average surface roughness $R_a$ of the machined samples was 0.8 $\mu$m.

**Figure 84.** Example of Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF adopting an EOSINT M280 machine. The samples were produced starting from the LO and HO Ti-6Al-4V gas atomised powders.

**Figure 85.** Dimensions of the fatigue specimens adopted in this study, according to the standard ASTM E466 [382].

Figure 86 summarises the samples conditions investigated in this study: for each condition 5 and 10 specimens were tested for tensile and fatigue tests,
respectively, with a total number of 90 samples processed for each powder. In order to reduce the amount of defects and porosities on the mechanical performances a HIP treatment was performed on part of the specimens ("Stress relieving + HIP" in Figure 86). The post-processing treatment was carried out at 930 °C for 4 h with 100 MPa argon pressure adopting a Avure QIH-9 Hot Isostatic Press. Furthermore, in order to distinguish the effect of microstructure and porosities on the mechanical properties a heat treatment at 930 °C for 4 h in vacuum conditions was also performed on the remaining part of samples ("Stress relieving + heat treatment" in Figure 86).

The tensile test were performed using a Zmart.Pro electro-mechanic machine, Zwick Roell company, with a 150 N pre-loading and 0.25 mm/min deformation rate at room temperature. The fatigue tests were performed using a servo-hydraulic dynamic test system equipped with a DOLI RMC7 test system. The experiments were carried out adopting a stress ratio R = -1 (symmetrical push-pull loading conditions) and a testing frequency of 50 Hz at room temperature. The fatigue endurance limit of the fatigue tests was defined as $10^7$ cycles, while the maximum stress ($\sigma_{\text{max}}$) varied between 450 and 700 MPa, with single steps of 50 MPa: two specimens were tested for each loading conditions.

![Figure 86](image.png)

Figure 86. Mechanical testing conditions for Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF starting form metal powder containing two different oxygen content, low (918 ppm) and high (1645 ppm), respectively.

Microstructural investigation was carried out by optical and electron microscopy on both vertical and horizontal cross sections of the specimens, after polishing and chemical etching treatment (Appendix 1.1.1.1A.5). The internal porosity was measured for both horizontal and vertical sections of the samples by image analysis of 20 optical micrographs, taken at the magnification of 200x: Image
J software was adopted to identify and measure the amount of pores present in each micrograph. The phase composition inside the alloy was investigated by X-ray diffraction (Appendix 1.1.1.1A.6) while the oxygen content was evaluated by inert gas fusion technique using a ONH Analyser (LECO ONH 836), as listed in Table 16.

Table 16. Oxygen content inside Ti-6Al-4V samples produced by LPBF and subjected to different post-processing heat treatments. The data were obtained by inert gas fusion analysis and reported according to the standard ASTM E29 [383].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Oxygen content [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low oxygen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As-built</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After stress relieving</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After stress relieving + heat treatment</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After stress relieving + HIP</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High oxygen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As-built</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After stress relieving</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After stress relieving + heat treatment</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After stress relieving + HIP</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After being processed by LPBF the samples showed a slightly higher oxygen content which was almost maintained after post-processing heat treatment. The fatigue and tensile fractographs were investigated by stereomicroscopy, adopting a Leica EZ4W microscope, and by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) together with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).

4.2.2 Microstructural investigation

Figure 87 and Figure 88 show the optical micrographs of the stress relieved Ti-6Al-4V specimens, with low and high oxygen contents. The microstructure appeared to be constituted by very fine mixture of α + β (Figure 88c,d), in which α phase was present as fine needles [347]. The origin of such particular microstructure began with the LPBF process, during which the very high cooling rates induced the α’ martensite creation which was later transformed into α + β phases (Figure 88a,b) by stress relieving treatment at 830 °C [355,369]. The internal porosity, measured by image analysis of the optical micrographs, was 0.15 ± 0.06 %.

Figure 89 illustrates the microstructure of the specimens observed by FESEM analysis and compares the microstructural features between low and high oxygen
content conditions. In order to investigate the effect of oxygen content in the samples, the α lamellae and the β phase amount were measured by image analysis: from the results α grains had a mean thickness of 1.1 ± 0.3 μm in the case of low oxygen level and 0.9 ± 0.2 μm in the case of high oxygen.

Figure 87. Optical micrographs of the vertical and horizontal cross-sections of Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF with two different oxygen amounts, low and high concentration, respectively, after stress relieving treatment. The black arrows and circles in the upper-right corner of the images identify the building direction of the sample, while the black arrows in the micrographs of the vertical cross-section indicate the beta columnar grains present in the microstructure.
Figure 88. Optical micrographs of the vertical cross-sections of Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF with two different oxygen amounts, low and high concentration, respectively, after stress relieving treatment, at different magnifications. The black arrows in the upper-right corner of the images identify the building direction of the sample.

Such results appeared in accordance with other studies present in literature [313,361]: Simonelli et al. [344] found that after heating the LPBF samples at 730 °C for 2 hours the average α grains thickness was 1.2 ± 0.3 μm, and found that the post-processing heat treatment did not greatly affect the α grains morphology since the temperature adopted was considerably lower than β-transus one (close to 1000 °C). On the other way, by comparing the two oxygen contents, the microstructure analysis carried out could suggest how the different oxygen amount in the chemical composition did not strongly affect the microstructure evolution of the material. Indeed since oxygen stabilises the hexagonal phase, the α lamellae are supposed to be larger and wider in the case of higher oxygen content rather than in the case of lower concentration. As a proof of such statement, the micrographs showed in Figure 89 as well as the results obtained from image analysis confirm such effort showing a slightly difference between the two conditions.
Figure 89. FESEM micrographs at different magnifications of Ti-6Al-4V specimens produced by LPBF, with two different oxygen content in the chemical composition, after stress relieving treatment.

Moreover, the presence of β columnar grains could be observed in Figure 87a,b as well as in Figure 88a,b. Such microstructural features are characteristic of Ti based alloys, processed by LPBF [45,384] and could be still identified after stress relieving: indeed when heated the α’ martensite inside the β grains transformed in a mixture of α+β phases which prevented the excessive grain growth and conserved the shape of the original columnar grains [344,347]. Along the vertical plane (Figure 87a,b) it could be noticed that the prior β grain boundaries appeared aligned to the building direction while in the horizontal plane (Figure 87c,d) the cross-section of the β was exposed, as widely reported in literature [228,255,355]. The nature of β grains derives from the epitaxial growth provoked during LPBF process, particularly from the layer by layer remelting phenomenon. Indeed due to the repeated and subsequent exposures of the material to the laser source, inside the
part temperature arises up to 995 °C exceeding both the martensite starts (M_s) and β-transus temperatures [143,340,343]. In such conditions the transformation of α’ martensite into β phase favoured and microstructure evolves with the creation of columnar grains through the material.

The columnar grains growth followed the main heat flow direction along the vertical building direction of the part developing through numerous layers and reaching several millimetres length [45,384] as highlighted in Figure 87a,b. Moreover, as showed in Figure 88a, the average width of the columnar grains was closed to the hatching distance dimensions, almost 140 μm, since hatching distance represented the distance between two different laser scans and so an area of the part where the material was scanned and locally melted repeatedly during LPBF [228,344–346]. The orientation of these grains depended on the process parameters and on the scanning strategy adopted [272,345]: from Figure 87a,b appeared that β grains possessed a mean orientation parallel to the building direction with a tilted growth between consecutive layers. Such phenomenon could be related to the rotated scanning strategy adopted during LPBF fabrication of the specimens, which repeatedly altered the thermal gradient generated inside the part and the main heat flow direction [272,345].

On the other hand, since oxygen behaves as α phase stabilizer in Ti alloys [185], the approximate amounts of α and β phase in the low and high oxygen content specimens were investigated by image analysis [347]: studying the optical micrographs at different magnifications appeared that the specimens with lower oxygen content presented an higher β phase percentage (~ 18 %) while in the case of higher oxygen amount the β percentage decreased (~ 10 %). The chemical composition of these specimens was further investigated by mineralogical analysis, as exposed in Figure 90. From the results the peaks of β phase (Ti body centred cubic, bcc, crystal) appeared slightly more intense in the low oxygen content samples rather than in the high oxygen content ones. Such result can describe how the β phase was apparently more present in the low oxygen conditions rather than in the high oxygen ones.
Figure 90. XRD patterns of Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF, with two different oxygen contents in the chemical composition, after stress relieving.

Figure 91 and Figure 92 display the optical micrographs of the specimens subjected to stress relieving and further heat treatment at 930 °C for 4 hours, for both low and high oxygen contents. As it can be noticed from Figure 91a,b, the original microstructure of stress relieved samples disappeared and the original β columnar grains appeared more blurred and not well defined as before. This effort could be related to the effect of the second heat treatment at high temperature which favoured the growth of α + β phases at the columnar grains boundaries. However heating at sub-transus temperatures did not allow the complete modification of β grains which did not disappear completely [340,344,347]. The porosity level inside the specimens was measured by image analysis as $0.39 \pm 0.11 \%$, higher than in the case of stress relieved specimens. The porosity increase in the specimens could be related to the application of the heat treatment at 930 °C with favoured the enlargement of the metallurgical pores inside the material [385].
Figure 91. Optical micrographs of the vertical and horizontal cross-sections of Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF with two different oxygen amounts, low and high concentration, respectively, after stress relieving and heat treatment at 930 °C for 4 hours. The black arrows and circles in the upper-right corner of the images identify the building direction of the sample.
Figure 92. Optical micrographs of the vertical cross-sections of Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF with two different oxygen amounts, low and high concentration, respectively, after stress relieving and heat treatment at 930 °C for 4 hours, at different magnifications. The black arrows in the upper-right corner of the images identify the building direction of the samples.

After heating at 930 °C the laser tracks and anisotropy almost completely vanished, particularly in the horizontal cross-section (Figure 91c,d). At higher magnification, as shown in Figure 92, microstructure appeared constituted by α lamellae, longer and wider than in the stress relieved conditions, surrounded by β phase. Moreover the effect of performing a second heat treatment on the microstructure can be noticeably appreciated in Figure 93: α grains possessed an average thickness of 4.1 ± 0.7 μm in the case of low oxygen concentration and 4.2 ± 1.0 μm in the case of high oxygen amount. Heating the material at high temperature favoured the migration of the alloying elements inducing the β phase enrichment and the α lamellae growth.

However as it could be observed from optical and FESEM micrographs (Figure 92 and Figure 93) that the effect of oxygen on the microstructural evolution of the different materials investigated was less appreciable than in the case of stress relieved samples. This effort was also confirmed from the measurement of β phase amount in the specimens: in the case of low oxygen content, the amount of β phase
was 37 % while in the case of high oxygen content was 33 %. Similar conclusions could be stated observing the XRD analysis shown in Figure 94. Compared to the stress relieved conditions (Figure 90) the principal peaks of bcc β phase (2θ = 39.5°; 57.2°) appeared more defined and intense. Such results could attest a bigger presence of β phase in the stress relieved and heat treated specimens compared to previous conditions. However, the difference between low and high oxygen content remained very light also in the XRD patterns, showing the same trend observed with the image analysis results.

![Microstructural investigation](image)

**Figure 93.** FESEM micrographs at different magnifications of Ti-6Al-4V specimens produced by LPBF, with two different oxygen content in the chemical composition, after stress relieving and heat treatment at 930 °C for 4 hours.
Figure 94. XRD patterns of Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF, with two different oxygen contents in the chemical composition, after stress relieving and heat treatment at 930 °C for 4 hours.

Similarly, another set of stress relieved specimens were subjected to a second heat treatment: in this case a HIP treatment at 930 °C for 4 hours, with the use of 100 MPa external pressure was adopted. HIP enabled to close the majority of defects and pores inside the material [345]: the porosity level inside the samples was measured by image analysis as less than 0.1 %.

Figure 95 and Figure 96 show the optical micrographs of the specimens subjected to stress relieving and HIP, for both low and high oxygen content. The microstructure appeared constituted by α + β lamellae both in the vertical cross-section (Figure 95a,b) and in the horizontal cross-section (Figure 95c,d). As indicated in Figure 95a,b the original β grains of stress relieved could be still observed along the building direction, since also HIP process was carried out at sub-transus temperature [369].
Figure 95. Optical micrographs of the vertical and horizontal cross-sections of Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF with two different oxygen amounts, low and high concentration, respectively, after stress relieving and HIP at 930 °C for 4 hours with 100 MPa pressure. The black arrows and circles in the upper-right corner of the images identify the building direction of the sample, while the black arrows in the micrographs of the vertical cross-section indicate the beta columnar grains present in the microstructure.
Comparing stress relieved and HIPped specimen with the stress relieved and 930 °C heat treated ones, the overall microstructure appeared slightly finer with smaller α lamellae: from image analysis α grains mean thickness was measured as $3.9 \pm 0.6 \mu m$ and $4.0 \pm 0.7 \mu m$ in the case of low oxygen and high oxygen content, respectively. The explanation of such discrepancy could be the different cooling rate between HIP and the other heat treatment investigated: in the first process the cooling rate was kept at 5 °C/min while in the case of 930 °C heat treatment the cooling rate was probably lower, leading to slightly coarser microstructure.

In addition also FESEM micrographs in Figure 97 show a finer lamellae thickness in the stress relieved and HIPped specimens than in the stress relieved and heat treated samples. The difference in β phase amount appeared less distinct than in the case of stress relieved specimens as also observed in the case of stress relieved and heat treated samples: from optical micrographs analysis the low oxygen content showed 35 % of β phase while in the case of high oxygen amount the β amount was less than 32 %. Furthermore, the XRD analysis in Figure 98
displays the patterns of the stress relieved and HIPped specimens with two different oxygen content: as it could be observed there was a slight difference in the \( \beta \) phase signal between the two conditions investigated. Such results could be compared with the ones obtained with the XRD patterns illustrated before in Figure 94, showing no significant difference as expected.

**Figure 97.** FESEM micrographs at different magnifications of Ti-6Al-4V specimens produced by LPBF, with two different oxygen content in the chemical composition, after stress relieving and HIP at 930 °C for 4 hours with 100 MPa pressure.
Figure 98. XRD patterns of Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF, with two different oxygen contents in the chemical composition, after stress relieving and HIP at 930 °C for 4 hours with 100 MPa pressure.

4.2.3 Mechanical properties

The Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF were tested in different post-processing conditions for both low and high oxygen content samples. Tensile and fatigue properties were measured and investigated for both vertically and horizontally built samples. Table 17 lists the tensile properties while Figure 99 displays the related stress-strain curves.
Table 17. Tensile properties of Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF with two different gas atomised powders, with low and high oxygen content, respectively, tested in different conditions for both vertical and horizontal building direction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Building direction</th>
<th>E [GPa]</th>
<th>YS [MPa]</th>
<th>UTS [MPa]</th>
<th>ε [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low oxygen content</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieving</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>123±11</td>
<td>850±2</td>
<td>930±1</td>
<td>13.8±0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>126±13</td>
<td>895±6</td>
<td>956±4</td>
<td>14.5±0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieving + heat treatment</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>118±7</td>
<td>695±36</td>
<td>808±13</td>
<td>11.9±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>119±5</td>
<td>756±11</td>
<td>842±11</td>
<td>12.2±1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieving + HIP</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>120±8</td>
<td>748±25</td>
<td>846±10</td>
<td>16.8±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>117±7</td>
<td>789±4</td>
<td>871±5</td>
<td>17.6±1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High oxygen content</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieving</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>127±8</td>
<td>1006±3</td>
<td>1060±3</td>
<td>12.8±1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>123±12</td>
<td>1008±9</td>
<td>1064±7</td>
<td>13.9±0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieving + heat treatment</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>129±22</td>
<td>837±7</td>
<td>923±9</td>
<td>11.2±1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>123±6</td>
<td>863±8</td>
<td>929±4</td>
<td>13.0±0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieving + HIP</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>122±9</td>
<td>863±8</td>
<td>947±4</td>
<td>14.3±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>125±12</td>
<td>895±10</td>
<td>964±6</td>
<td>17.2±0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 99. Stress-strain curves of Ti-6Al-4V specimens, fabricated by LPBF with two powders batches with low and high oxygen content, respectively, and tested in different conditions. The tensile tests were performed for both vertically and horizontally build specimens.

From the results some main considerations can be taken:

- Stress relieved specimens possessed the highest tensile strength while on the other hand applying a second heat treatment reduced the tensile strength;
- HIP enabled to increase considerably the elongation at break of the stress relieved samples;
- Horizontally built specimens had slightly higher tensile strength and longer elongation at break compared to the vertically built ones;
- High oxygen content provided higher tensile strength and elastic modulus and lower ductility compared to the low oxygen content conditions;

In the case of Ti-6Al-4V alloy post-processing treatments modify the original microstructure of the LPBF samples and favour the α’ martensite transformation and the coarsening of α and β phases. Due to this microstructural modification the stress relieved samples generally possess lower tensile strength and higher elongation at break compared to the as-built conditions [344]. As expected the results obtained in this study were similar to the ones described in other studies [313,347] and comparable to those exposed in Table 12. Indeed while as-built specimens generally show YS and UTS around 1100 and 1200 MPa, respectively,
and an elongation at break lower than 10 % (Figure 72), for the stress relieved specimens tested the YS and UTS varied in the ranges of 850 ÷ 1008 MPa and 930 ÷ 1070 MPa, respectively, and ε varied between 12.8 and 14.8 %. A part from the transformation of α’ martensite, the increase of ductility was also favoured by the growth of ductile β phase at the grain boundaries of α grains [344]. Even if the amount of β phase was limited in the stress relieved conditions (Figure 90) it enabled an easier slip transfer at the interface within the α phase increasing the elongation at break during tensile loading [344].

Figure 100 and Figure 101 show the fracture surfaces of the stress relieved specimens at different magnifications for both the vertical and horizontal specimens. As described in other studies, LPBF parts fracture is commonly ductile with fracture surface profiles rough and dimpled [344]. The fine dimension of the dimples could be related to the fine microstructure present inside the material, (Figure 89). Furthermore from the fracture surface profile it could be deduced that the predominant fracture was intergranular and during tensile loading cracks propagated preferentially along the boundaries of the α grains [364]. As highlighted in Figure 102, the presence of porosities and defects could be observed on the fracture surfaces. Due to the fact that the overall fracture surface appeared rough it was difficult to establish if the fracture began and propagated in correspondence of pores and defects in the material [344]. However the fracture surface inside and close to the defect appeared flat and smooth (Figure 102b,d), which could be related to a fragile rupture of the material in those areas.
Figure 100. Fracture surface FESEM investigation of the vertical stress relieved Ti-6Al-4V specimens after tensile test. The FESEM micrographs were acquired at different magnifications for both the low and high oxygen conditions.
Figure 101. Fracture surface FESEM investigation of the horizontal stress relieved Ti-6Al-4V specimens after tensile test. The FESEM micrographs were acquired at different magnifications for both the low and high oxygen conditions.
By further heat treatment or HIP at 930 °C the tensile strength of the material decreased compared to the stress relieved conditions: the fracture surfaces for both vertical and horizontal specimens are illustrated in Figure 103 and Figure 104 in the case of heat treated specimens, while for the HIPped samples are shown in Figure 105 Figure 106. The overall surface appeared rough and fine dimpled, however the dimple dimensions increased compared to the previous stress relieved conditions. The reduction of tensile strength attested between 11 and 18 % compared to the stress relieved conditions. Such results could be also compared with the micro-Vickers indentations results listed in Table 18: as it can be noted the highest hardness was measured in the stress relieved conditions while after applying a second heat treatment hardness values lowered. The main reason could be ascribed to the enlargement of the lamellar α and β grains in the microstructure (Figure 93 and Figure 97) which offered less strengthening to material [361]. Moreover, the increase of ductile and soft β phase presence inside the microstructure reduced the tensile strength and hardness and increased ductility [313,386].
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Table 18. Micro-Vickers hardness results for Ti-6Al-4V specimens produced by LPBF, with two different content of oxygen inside the original powders, in different post-processing conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Low oxygen [HV$_{0.3}$]</th>
<th>High oxygen [HV$_{0.3}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieving</td>
<td>317 ± 7</td>
<td>369 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieving + heat treatment</td>
<td>291 ± 3</td>
<td>334 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieving + HIP</td>
<td>314 ± 4</td>
<td>349 ± 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a fact the grain growth and β phase presence favoured the dislocations motion inside the material providing an higher elongation at break during tensile loading. Although in the stress relieved and heat treated specimens (Figure 99) ε appeared slightly lower than the previous stress relieved conditions while on the contrary in the HIPped samples ε reached higher values (almost ~ 19 %). Considering that the microstructure of stress relieved and heat treated samples (Figure 92) did not differ considerably from the one possessed by the stress relieved and HIPped specimens (Figure 96), the ductility difference between the two conditions could be related to the porosity presence in the stress relieved and heat treated samples. Moreover, as listed in Table 19, the dimples dimensions varied depending on the post-processing treatment, following the same trend shown by the stress-strain curves.

Table 19. Average dimples dimensions in the tensile fracture surfaces, built with low and high oxygen content, tested in different conditions, and analysed by FESEM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimples average dimensions</th>
<th>Low oxygen [μm]</th>
<th>High oxygen [μm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieving</td>
<td>4.1 ± 1.8</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieving + heat treatment</td>
<td>12.3 ± 4.3</td>
<td>10.8 ± 4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress relieving + HIP</td>
<td>7.2 ± 2.2</td>
<td>6.9 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is worth to note was the difference between the heat treated samples and the HIPped ones regarding the dimples dimension. Indeed even if in the heat treated conditions dimples were bigger and coarser than in the HIPped ones, stress-strain curves showed a lower elongation at break. A possible explanation of such discrepancy between ε and dimples dimension could be the presence of pores and
defects which strongly affected the samples rupture. As reported before, the porosity level inside the stress relieved and heat treated specimens was greater than in the stress relieved and HIPped ones (almost four times more): such statement could have the main reason for the differences between these two conditions.

**Figure 103.** Fracture surface FESEM investigation of the vertical stress relieved and heat treated Ti-6Al-4V specimens after tensile test. The FESEM micrographs were acquired at different magnifications for both the low and high oxygen conditions.
Figure 104. Fracture surface FESEM investigation of the horizontal stress relieved and heat treated Ti-6Al-4V specimens after tensile test. The FESEM micrographs were acquired at different magnifications for both the low and high oxygen conditions.
Figure 105. Fracture surface FESEM investigation of the vertical stress relieved and HIPped Ti-6Al-4V specimens after tensile test. The FESEM micrographs were acquired at different magnifications for both the low and high oxygen conditions.
Figure 106. Fracture surface FESEM investigation of the horizontal stress relieved and HIPped Ti-6Al-4V specimens after tensile test. The FESEM micrographs were acquired at different magnifications for both the low and high oxygen conditions.

Moreover a large amount of porosities could be observed in the stress relieved and heat treated specimens (Figure 103 and Figure 104), which could justify the lower specimens ductility manifested during tensile loading: examples of defects and porosities observed are reported in Figure 107. Figure 107c,d displays the shape and morphology of fracture surface in correspondence of un-melted particles. Since gas-atomised powder possess an oxide layer upon surface, in the case of incomplete melting such thin ceramic layer represents a crucial interruption in the material continuity. As a consequence during mechanical loading these defect act as stress concentration sites, lowering the material strength and favouring fragile fracture behaviour: as a fact Figure 107d shows the smooth cleavage planes, orientated along preferential crystallographic directions, of the oxide layer, signs of fragile rupture of the material [345].
In the case of HIPped samples instead the defects concentration on the fracture surface appeared very low thanks to the combination of high temperature and pressure used during the treatment which helped to close the defects present inside the material. However some porosities and cracks were detected in the HIPped fracture surfaces, as displayed in Figure 106. Moreover in both heat treated and HIPped conditions, terrace-like features were present on the fracture surfaces, as highlighted in Figure 107b. The observation and the description of such microstructural features had been object of discussion in previous studies [344,345]. At high magnification, these terrace features appeared constituted by several \( \alpha \) laths with repeated orientation within one prior \( \beta \) columnar grain: most probably these terrace-like features could have originated due to the crack propagation along \( \alpha \) grain boundaries, through prior \( \beta \) grain.

![Figure 107](image-url)

Figure 107. FESEM micrographs of fracture surfaces of (a,b) vertical and (c,d) horizontal Ti-6Al-4V samples after stress relieving and heat treatment at 930 °C. In (b) an example of terrace-like features related to \( \alpha \) phase cleavage (red circle) was observed, while in (c,d) un-melted particles with fragile smooth fracture surfaces were detected.

A part from the effects of post-processing heat treatments on tensile properties, from the stress-strain curves presented in Figure 99 it could be seen that the horizontally built specimens displayed slightly higher tensile strength and elongation compared to the vertically fabricated ones.

Such mechanical behaviour had been previously observed and discussed in several studies on Ti-6Al-4V alloy processed by LPBF [343–345,354]. As
described by Rafi et al. [358] the anisotropic mechanical response of LPBF parts related to the building orientation adopted can be attributed to the distribution and orientation of defects inside the parts. During tensile loading of vertically built samples the layers within the component are perpendicular to the loading direction and as a consequence many interlayer defects appear perpendicular to the loading axis. In such conditions the defects can be easily open up with relatively low stress levels. Instead in the case of horizontally built samples the inner layers are parallel to the main tensile loading direction and any interlayer defects are parallel to main loading axis. As a consequence an higher stress level is necessary to open up the defect compared to the case before. Moreover it must be noted that vertically built samples possess an higher number of layers and so an higher number of interlayer defects, than the horizontally fabricated specimens: such observation can explain the lower mechanical properties measured within this study [344]. A second explanation of the mechanical anisotropy could be related to the presence of β columnar grains originated during the LPBF process. Indeed while the vertically fabricated samples possessed the elongated grains parallel to the loading direction, in the case of the horizontally built specimens the prior β grains resulted perpendicular to the stress axis. The different orientation of the β grains respect to the loading direction could be related to the different ductility measured during tensile tests [345]. Furthermore, as described by Simonelli et al. [344], the surface roughness in the fracture profiles appeared to be higher in the case of vertical specimens than in the case of the horizontal ones. This feature can be related to the different orientation of the columnar grains respect to the loading direction, and consequently, to the different crack path during fracture: in the case of vertical samples, the crack path appeared tortuous and so the fracture profile appeared rougher than in the case of the horizontal specimens [344].

Finally from the tensile results (Table 17) and micro-Vickers hardness data (Table 18), the different effect of oxygen amount on the mechanical properties of the parts could be appreciated: with high oxygen content the tensile strength, elastic modulus and hardness increased between 11 and 20 % while ductility decreased between 2 and 10 %, for all the post-processing conditions investigated. Another proof of such behaviour can be obtained after comparing the dimpled fracture surfaces observed. Indeed as reported in Table 19 the dimples dimension varied according to the same trend showed by the stress-strain curves: at higher oxygen contents correspond higher strength, lower elongation at break and smaller dimples. Such difference must be related to the solution strengthening effect induced by oxygen inside the Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Oxygen increases the lattice parameters ratio
(c/a) of the α hexagonal crystal by occupying the octahedral interstices in the crystal [184,185,387]. By modifying the c/a ratio oxygen restricts the number of slip planes consequently increasing hardness and strength while reducing ductility in Ti-6Al-4V [184].

4.2.4 Fatigue properties

In this study the effects of the post-processing conditions, building orientation and oxygen content on the fatigue resistance Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by LPBF were took under investigation. The results obtained are exposed in the S-N graphs of Figure 108: as in the case of the tensile properties some main considerations can be taken from the observation of the S-N plots:

- The highest fatigue resistance was measured for the stress relieved and HIPped specimens which reached the fatigue endurance limit of $10^7$ cycles at 500 MPa cyclic stress; the rest of the tested samples broke for a lower number of cycles at lower applied stresses, particularly the stress relieved and heat treated samples which displayed the lowest endurance limit (less than $10^6$ cycles).

- In stress relieved conditions horizontally built specimens showed slightly higher fatigue resistance than the vertically built ones, while after further heat treatment the anisotropy disappeared leading to more homogeneous fatigue properties.

- In the stress relieved conditions it was possible to observe that samples with low oxygen content possessed a slightly higher fatigue resistance than the specimens with high oxygen amount; such difference in the fatigue response tended to disappear after further heat treatment.

In order to investigate the crack nucleation site, the propagation behaviour and the final rupture during the fatigue tests, the fracture surfaces were observed by stereomicroscopy and FESEM analyses. Figure 109 and Figure 110 illustrate the fracture surface of stress relieved specimens, vertically oriented with low and high oxygen content, respectively. As shown in the Figure 109a and Figure 110a the overall fracture surface was divided in three main area, crack initiation, crack propagation and final fracture area, respectively. These regions distinguish the principal steps in the material fracture during fatigue tests: particularly the crack
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initiation (Figure 109b and Figure 110b) commonly takes up much of the overall fatigue life compared to the other steps [358].

![Fatigue test results](image)

**Figure 108.** Fatigue tests results on Ti-6Al-4V specimens produced by LPBF, with two different oxygen contents inside the original powders, and tested in three different conditions for both the vertical and horizontal building direction.

Fatigue crack initiation depends on many factors such as microstructural inhomogeneity, surface roughness, presence of porosities, defects and secondary particles, notches etc. Generally the main failure reasons are represented by the presence of pores, defects and un-melted particles in proximity of the surface and
by the very low surface roughness [361,363,388]. Porosities, cracks or un-melted particles act as stress accumulation sites promoting and accelerating the nucleation of the crack [304]. In the case of smooth and defect-free Ti-6Al-4V parts fatigue crack initiation can differ considerably depending on the particular microstructure present inside the material [358,365,389]. In the case of lamellar microstructures, such the ones observed previously in this study (Figure 88, Figure 92 and Figure 96), crack initiation can occur by cross-colony slip band fracture [358]. The longer slip path is expected to easily provoke slip-off of the intense slip band, leading to crack nucleation even at low stress levels: by microstructure refinement and homogenization it is possible to enhance the fatigue resistance of Ti-6Al-4V parts by restraining both crack initiation and propagation [365].

In the case of metallic parts fabricated by LPBF and AM techniques, which generally possess much finer microstructures than the wrought or cast components ones, fatigue life is considerably lower and crack initiation is sited close to the surface. Such poor mechanical performance is provoked by the presence of pores and interlayer defects which highly weaken the material, together with low surface fineness, which considerably affects the fatigue properties [14,251].

In this study from the investigation of the specimens fabricated by LPBF and subsequently stress relieved, the river patterns observed in Figure 109a and Figure 110a suggested that the crack most probably nucleated in correspondence of an agglomeration of sub-surface defects (Figure 109c,d and Figure 110c,d). Depending on the defect kind, size and location, the material behaviour during
tensile-tensile fatigue tests varied considerably, producing a consistent scatter of fatigue life results [368], as shown in the first plot of Figure 108.

**Figure 109.** Fatigue fracture surfaces of vertical stress relieved Ti-6Al-4V specimen, with low oxygen content, observed by stereomicroscopy (a,b) and FESEM analysis (c,d): (a) overall fracture surface showing the crack initiation site, the crack propagation and final fracture areas; (b-d) crack initiation site observed at progressively higher magnification.

**Figure 110.** Fatigue fracture surfaces of vertical stress relieved Ti-6Al-4V specimen, with high oxygen content, observed by stereomicroscopy (a,b) and FESEM analysis (c,d): (a)
overall fracture surface showing the crack initiation site, the crack propagation and final fracture areas; (b-d) crack initiation site observed at progressively higher magnification.

After initiating, crack began to propagate towards the center of the sample, reducing the effective stress-bearing area and consequently increasing the true cyclic stress. Figure 111a,b highlight the crack propagation region, showing the typical flat and striated fracture surface of fatigue tests, originated due to the repeated re-sharpening of the material during cyclic loading. Once the loading section was reduced to the critical state, the true cyclic stress exceeded the material strength and momentary break of the specimen took place: Figure 111c,d display the final fracture area and show how the specific fracture surface appeared rough and finely dimpled.

\[\text{Figure 111. FESEM investigation of fatigue fracture surface of stress relieved Ti-6Al-4V specimens: (a,b) crack propagation areas; (c,d) final fracture area observed with two detectors mode, respectively.}\]

Another example of defect detected on the fracture surface is exposed in Figure 112: the sharp apostrophe-shaped imperfection (Figure 112a), with an average width of 20 μm and a length of almost 40 μm, represented a substantial discontinuity in the material which considerably decreased the mechanical resistance. Moreover, it could be observed at higher magnifications (Figure 112b-d) that the fracture surface in correspondence of such defect was constituted by submicrometrical terrace-like features. Typically they are related to the fragile rupture of oxide species along preferential crystallographic directions [345], as observed before in Figure 107d. This consideration was also confirmed by the EDS analysis, displayed
in Figure 114 which showed an increase in the oxygen concentration in correspondence of the apostrophe-shape defect. Moreover from EDS analysis it could be noted that, a part from oxygen mostly located close to the sample surface in correspondence of subsurface defects (Figure 110), the other major constituents of the alloy appeared homogeneously distributed inside the material.

Figure 112. FESEM analysis of a defect present on the fracture surface of the stress relieved Ti-6Al-4V specimens.

From the investigation of fracture surface no appreciable differences between specimens built with low and high oxygen content were pointed out. The slightly lower fatigue strength measured for the specimens fabricated with a high oxygen content (upper plot in Figure 108) could be related to the strengthening effect given by oxygen to the alloy, which reduced ductility and strength life and favoured crack initiation [186,363].

Furthermore, the different building direction adopted to manufacture the samples induced a light anisotropy in the fatigue strength results: horizontally built specimens resisted for an higher number of cycles compared to the vertically built ones. Figure 113 shows an example of the fracture surface in the case of horizontal stress relieved specimens: as it can be observed crack initiated at sample surface as in the case of vertical specimens.
Figure 113. Fatigue fracture surfaces of horizontal stress relieved Ti-6Al-4V specimen observed by stereomicroscopy (a,b) and FESEM analysis (c,d): (a) overall fracture surface showing the crack initiation site, the crack propagation and final fracture areas; (b-d) crack initiation site observed at progressively higher magnification.

A possible explanation could be the different orientation of β columnar grains which altered the propagation path of the crack. When the columnar grains were perpendicular to the direction of the cyclic stress direction, they offered an higher resistance to the crack propagation increasing the fatigue resistance [353,367]. Moreover it could be considered that the vertically oriented specimens contained an higher number of interlayers defects than the horizontally built ones, which could greatly accelerate the crack propagation and final rupture of the material [353].
Fatigue properties

Regarding the stress relieved and heat treated specimens, from Figure 108 it could be observed how the overall fatigue strength was lower compared to the other conditions. The maximum fatigue life exceeded $10^6$ cycles for 450 MPa applied stress in the case of two samples with low oxygen content while for higher stresses all the specimens resisted less than $10^5$ cycles. It is worth to note that differently from the stress relieved conditions, the heat treated specimens showed less scattered results: the explanation could be related to the more homogeneous microstructure present inside the material (Figure 91). However some porosity was present inside these pieces and affected the fatigue properties. Indeed at 550 MPa the horizontal specimen, with a low amount of oxygen, showed an higher resistance than the others: Figure 115 reports the fracture surface investigation carried out on the sample. In this case fracture initiated at a certain distance (Figure 115a,b) from the sample surface, at almost 500 μm, in correspondence of a micrometric pore (Figure 115c,d): the defect was ~ 20 μm wide with smooth surfaces inside, which can be related to fragile rupture. Since the spherical shape of the pore, this type of porosity could be originated to enclosed gasses or un-melted particles [14]. The higher

**Figure 114.** EDS analysis on the fracture surface of Ti-6Al-4V stress relieved specimens.
fatigue resistance of the sample mostly derived from the higher distance of the crack initiating defect from the surface, which increased considerably the crack initiation time during fatigue test, and consequently the entire fatigue life of the specimen.

**Figure 115.** Fatigue fracture surfaces of the horizontal stress relieved and heat treated Ti-6Al-4V specimen tested at 550 MPa, observed by stereomicroscopy (a,b) and FESEM analysis (c,d): (a) overall fracture surface showing the crack initiation site, the crack propagation and final fracture areas; (b-d) crack initiation site observed at progressively higher magnification.

At the same time the lower fatigue resistance showed by the rest of heat treated specimens could be related to the higher porosity and position of the defects in the specimens. From fracture surface investigation (Figure 116 and Figure 117) appeared that crack initiated in correspondence of the surface for both the horizontal and vertical samples. Crack originated from subsurface defects (Figure 116d) and terminated with a fine dimpled fracture, similar to the tensile test fracture surfaces observed in the previous chapter (Figure 103). The coarse microstructure of heat treated samples (Figure 92) together with the higher amount of ductile β phase offered less resistance to the crack initiation and propagation compared to the finer microstructure of stress relieved specimens (Figure 88), consequently reducing the fatigue life of the material.
Figure 116. Fatigue fracture surfaces of vertical stress relieved and heat treated Ti-6Al-4V specimen observed by stereomicroscopy (a,b) and FESEM analysis (c,d): (a) overall fracture surface showing the crack initiation site, the crack propagation and final fracture areas; (b-d) crack initiation site observed at progressively higher magnification. The red arrows in (d) highlight subsurface defects which may have initiated the crack during test.

Figure 117. Fatigue fracture surfaces of horizontal stress relieved and heat treated Ti-6Al-4V specimen observed by stereomicroscopy (a,b) and FESEM analysis (c,d): (a) overall fracture surface showing the crack initiation site, the crack propagation and final fracture areas; (b-d) crack initiation site observed at progressively higher magnification.
From Figure 108 no substantial difference could be detected between specimens fabricated with different building orientation, probably due to the microstructural evolution of the material after heat treatment (Figure 91). Indeed since β columnar grains inside the microstructure (Figure 92) became less defined compared to the stress relieved conditions (Figure 88), most probably also the induced anisotropy decreased. As well no appreciable difference could be observed between samples with low and high oxygen content. Most probably the effect of oxygen on the strengthening of α phase was less influencing than the presence of defects and pores inside the material, which appeared to rule the fatigue resistance of the material.

By further fractography investigations, showed in Figure 118, the presence of subsurface defects was detected and related to the crack initiation. Moreover, by FESEM analysis it was possible to observe the fracture of smooth facets on the fracture surface (Figure 118c,d): such features could be related to the cleavage of α grains, nearly perpendicular to the loading direction, which represented a preferential path for material rupture during cyclic loading [388,389]. EDS maps (Figure 114) showed the presence of oxides species in the fracture surfaces, similarly to the previous case of stress relieved samples, and confirmed the nature of such defects.

![Figure 118](image1.png)

**Figure 118.** FESEM analysis of the crack initiation site in the fracture surface of the stress relieved and heat treated Ti-6Al-4V specimen (high oxygen content) at different magnification.
Differently from the cases already described the HIPped specimens showed a consistent higher resistance during fatigue tests (Figure 108): the endurance limit of $10^7$ cycles was exceeded for an applied stress of 500 MPa. The main reason can be ascribed to the reduction of porosity level provided by HIP. Indeed, as already described in literature and in the industrial applications, such post-processing operation is able to improve the final performances by closing porosities and adjusting microstructure [361,363,368]. Moreover a part from the higher fatigue strength obtained, it could be noticed that the values measured appeared less scattered than in the stress relieving conditions due to the lower porosity inside the samples [368].

The results of fractography investigations are exposed in Figure 120 and Figure 121. As observed before for the stress relieved and stress relieved and heat treated specimens, also in the HIPped samples the crack originated at surface (Figure 120a,b) and propagated towards the center. Figure 120d highlights two
discontinuities which could have initiate the fracture during fatigue testing. Probably these defects were constituted by oxides layers or porosities with oxide layers on their surface, which were not closed during HIP treatment. EDS analysis (Figure 123) showed a small concentration of oxygen close to the initiation site which could be correlated to the oxide layers presence. Indeed HIP treatment is able to fully close most part of the pores present inside the components, but in the case of oxide layers some difficulties can develop. Indeed eliminating oxide surfaces by HIP is problematic since the material is different from the metallic matrix: finally some oxide inclusions and pores could also be find after HIP treatment.

Figure 120. Fatigue fracture surfaces of vertical stress relieved and HIPped Ti-6Al-4V specimens (low oxygen content) observed by stereomicroscopy (a,b) and FESEM analysis (c,d): (a) overall fracture surface showing the crack initiation site, the crack propagation and final fracture areas; (b-d) crack initiation site observed at progressively higher magnification. The red arrows in (d) highlight subsurface defects which may have initiated the crack during test.

Figure 121 show some other examples of crack initiation sites found inside the HIPped specimens. As it can be seen in Figure 121a, two different features were detected and investigated: the first one (marked by red arrow) might have been a cluster of α-phase facets (Figure 121b) originated due to cleavage of the α grains, while the second one (marked by green arrow) was a smaller defect present on the surface of the sample (white particle in Figure 121c). According to Gunther et al. [388] since the crack initiating cluster of α-phase facets is bigger in size than the
porosity present in the HIPped Ti-6Al-4V sample, the cleavage of α-grains observed in Figure 121b could be related to the fatigue crack initiation [313,363].

![Figure 121](image)

**Figure 121.** FESEM analysis of the crack initiation site in the fracture surface of the stress relieved and HIPped Ti-6Al-4V specimen (high oxygen content) at different magnification: overall crack initiation area; (b) magnification of the area marked by the red arrow; (c,d) magnifications of the area marked by the green arrow.

Moreover from the results shown in Figure 108 no appreciable differences could be noted between horizontally and vertically built specimens, in both low and high oxygen conditions. Figure 122 displays the fracture surface of horizontal fatigue specimen and shows how also in these cases, fracture initiated at sample surface. As in the case of heat treated samples, in the HIPped microstructure β columnar grains appeared less defined than the original stress relieved conditions. Such more homogeneous microstructure reduced considerably the anisotropic response of the material built with different orientations: moreover the tensile properties differed less than 5 % between the horizontally and vertically built specimens in the HIPped conditions.
Regarding the effect of oxygen an higher fatigue life should be possessed by samples with low oxygen content since the detrimental effect of such element on ductility and fatigue life. Instead the fatigue resistances measured in this study appeared more scattered than expected and the difference between low and high oxygen content conditions less evident. Like in the cases of the others post-processing conditions, also for HIPped specimens appears that the main factor influencing the fatigue properties was the remaining porosity present inside the material.

Figure 122. Fatigue fracture surfaces of horizontal stress relieved and HIPped Ti-6Al-4V specimens (low oxygen content) observed by stereomicroscopy (a,b) and FESEM analysis (c,d): (a) overall fracture surface showing the crack initiation site, the crack propagation and final fracture areas; (b-d) crack initiation site observed at progressively higher magnification. The red arrows in (d) highlight subsurface defects which may have initiated the crack during test.
In all the conditions investigated, the material cracked initially at the surface, due to the presence of sub-surface defects: porosities, cracks and oxide layers which acted as stress concentration sites and appeared to be the major responsible of the low fatigue properties of the samples [361,363,388]. Performing a HIP treatment, and consequently reducing the defects amount inside material, strongly increased the fatigue properties compared to the other conditions. Moreover the positive effect of enclosing the major part of defects and pores on fatigue life of the parts could be stated by comparing the heat treated and HIPped samples, which both possessed comparable lamellar microstructures but a different porosity level.

Further comparison of the results could show that finer microstructures promoted higher fatigue resistances: stress relieved samples, which possessed the finest lamellar structures, showed higher fatigue life than the heat treated samples which instead possessed a coarser lamellar microstructure [389]. From this point of view, further heat treatment at 930 °C, without external pressure application,
seemed to be disadvantageous for the mechanical properties since it coarsened the microstructure, reducing material strength, and did not reduce the amount of defects [313,361,363].

One positive effect given by the modification of microstructure was the homogenisation of the material and the almost complete disappear of the β columnar grains. Such microstructural features affected the mechanical response of the parts, leading to an higher resistance in the case of horizontally built samples compared to the vertically built ones [344,345,363]. Applying a subsequent high temperature treatment at 930 °C promoted the homogenisation of the microstructure and consequently of the mechanical properties of the fabricated parts.

Finally from the investigation of the fatigue resistances of Ti-6Al-4V parts appeared that the effect of oxygen on the mechanical properties was much noticeable in the stress relieved conditions compared to the other ones. As the microstructure was modified by the heat treatment, the effect of oxygen on the α/β lamellae growth lowered and consequently also the effect on the dynamic mechanical response diminished. However, even if the effect oxygen was noticeable after stress relieving, the fatigue properties were much more related to the porosity level present inside the material [313,361].
4.2.5 Conclusions

This study investigated the microstructural and mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V parts fabricated by LPBF process adopting two different gas atomised powders with two distinct oxygen content inside the chemical composition. The tensile and fatigue specimens produced were built with two different orientations, horizontal and vertical direction, and were tested in three different post-processing conditions: stress relieved, stress relieved and heat treated, stress relieved and HIPped.

Post-processing treatments altered the original microstructure of the stress relieved specimens by coarsening the fine $\alpha + \beta$ lamellar structure, increasing the amount of $\beta$ phase and erasing the $\beta$ columnar grains along the vertical building direction. The microstructural evolution of the material modified the mechanical response of the material, by increasing ductility and reducing the tensile strength and at the same time lowering the anisotropy behaviour between different oriented samples. Indeed while in the stress relieved conditions, the horizontal specimens showed higher fatigue resistance than the vertical ones, after further heat treatment the anisotropic response decreased.

Pores and other defects strongly reduced the tensile and fatigue properties of the parts produced, particularly in the stress relieving plus heat treatment conditions for which the lowest tensile strength and fatigue resistance were measured. Pores and defects acted as stress concentration sites during fatigue tests inducing the crack initiation at the surface of the specimens in all conditions investigated. As a solution, HIP process permitted to reduce the amount of pores and defects and to considerably increase elongation at break and particularly the fatigue resistance.

Varying the oxygen amount in the original metal powder slightly modified the microstructure and mechanical properties of the material produced. The strongest effect of oxygen was measured for the tensile strength and hardness, while for the fatigue response only a slight difference was observed in the stress relieving conditions, in which the specimens with low oxygen content showed higher fatigue resistance. On the other way by applying further heat treatments the difference in the fatigue resistance between low and high oxygen content was not consistently appreciable.

This study wanted to investigate which would be the most influencing factors for the fatigue response of the components fabricated by LPBF and subsequently
machined. From the results appeared that the most important factor affecting the mechanical response of the material was the porosity level present inside the parts, particularly for fatigue properties. On the contrary varying the oxygen content or the building orientation seemed less influential on the fatigue behaviour of the material. Only HIP treatment permitted to increase the fatigue life of the material over $10^7$ cycles for an applied stress higher than 450 MPa.

Since porosity appeared to be ruling the fatigue properties of the machined material, major interest should be focused on the reduction of pores and defects concentration inside the LPBF parts. Moreover, another factor which is highly influencing the fatigue properties is surface roughness. Future study would focused on the investigation of post-processing HIP treatment effects on Ti-6Al-4V parts made by LPBF and on the influence of surface roughness over the fatigue properties. The reason would be to understand which factor should be taken more under inspection for the industrial applications of parts made in Ti-6Al-4V alloy by LPBF.
Chapter 5

LPBF of pure copper

5.1 State of the art

Copper is a soft and malleable metal used as functional materials for heat exchangers and electrical devices due to their excellent thermal and electrical properties. By rolling and drawing a variety of electrical products such as wires, sheets, tubes, shaped bars can be manufactured. Since these physical properties are very impurity-sensitive, high conductivity devices require the use of copper in the pure form [281]. The most used commercially pure copper alloys adopted in electronics are the deoxidized copper, oxygen-free copper and tough pitch copper (Table 20). The use of unalloyed copper is often limited by low mechanical properties, which can be improved by cold working, grain refinement, precipitation hardening etc.: the challenge is to obtain the best compromise between electrical conductivity and mechanical strength [390].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrical Copper Alloys</th>
<th>Cu content [wt.%]</th>
<th>O content [wt.%]</th>
<th>P content [wt.%]</th>
<th>Electrical resistivity at 20 °C [mΩ/mm²]</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity at 20 °C [W/m K]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tough pitch copper</td>
<td>99.00 min</td>
<td>0.04± 0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deoxidized low-phosphorus copper</td>
<td>99.90 min</td>
<td>0.01 0.004± 0.012</td>
<td></td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen-free electronic copper</td>
<td>99.99 min</td>
<td>0.001 max</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 20. Three main copper alloys for electronic applications [391].
In the past years preliminary studies on LPBF processing of copper were carried out on mixed powders, particularly Cu-CuSn-CuP systems, adopting CO₂ laser systems [392,393] and fiber laser ones [266–268]. Similarly, many other experiments were carried out on other copper alloys, such as Cu-Cr-Zr-Ti [116] and C18400 alloys [269,270] and composites [394,395]. Although the processing of full dense components made in pure copper by LPBF represented a crucial issue for many years: up to nowadays few studies have been carried out [115].

Laser processing of pure copper involves two main challenging issues: the high reflectivity and the high thermal conductivity of copper powders. Both these limitations reduce the amount of energy available for the melting, leading to high porosity and therefore low mechanical and electrical properties. Lykov et al. [115] evaluated several process parameters combinations using a commercial laser machine, equipped with 200 W CO₂ laser, producing 88 % dense pure copper samples. They established that a further correction in the process parameters choice would improve the material densification during the process. Another possible solution would be to use more powerful laser systems (from 300 W to 1 KW), in order to fully melt the copper powder bed [396]. Nowadays, LPBF machines are commonly equipped with lasers with a maximum power up to 400 W, with the largest number of machines installed with a 200 W laser. Therefore the determination of LPBF process parameters for copper manufacturing using such lasers could be very attractive for industries [115].

5.2 Study and characterisation of pure copper processed by LPBF

This study aims to investigate the production of chemical pure copper by LPBF process with an EOSINTM270 Dual Mode machine, equipped with 200 W Yb fiber laser as stated before. Furthermore the material properties such as the chemical composition and microstructure of the fabricated materials were characterised by optical and electron microscopy, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray diffraction (XRD).

5.2.1 Powder properties

Table 21 lists the chemical composition and size distribution of the oxygen free copper gas atomised powder used in this study, as reported by material datasheet of the supplier. Figure 124 shows the preliminary observation of the morphology of
the gas atomised powder by FESEM analysis (Appendix A.1). The raw powder appeared almost spherical with minor satellites, as shown in Figure 124b. Satellites particles form during gas atomisation process due to the collision between fine solidified particles and partially molten particles caused by the gas circulation in the atomising chamber [168].

**Table 21.** Oxygen free high thermal conductivity copper gas atomised powder used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Chemical composition [wt.%]</th>
<th>Particle size range [μm]</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen free high thermal conductivity (OFHC) copper</td>
<td>O = 0.04 Cu = bal.</td>
<td>5 ÷ 25</td>
<td>Sandvik Osprey Ltd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean size distribution was also investigated through laser granulometry adopting a frequency distribution based on volumetric assumption (Appendix A.2). The volume and cumulative fraction of the powder are exposed in Figure 125: the values of $D_{10}$, $D_{50}$ and $D_{90}$ are 6, 9.5 and 14 μm, respectively.

*Figure 124.* FESEM micrographs of high chemical pure Cu powders processed in this study at different magnifications (a,b). The yellow circles in (b) highlight satellites adhering on bigger particles surface.
Figure 125. Particle size distribution of HCP Cu gas atomized powders obtained by laser granulometry.

5.2.2 Evaluation of porosity

This study was carried out using a layer thickness 30 μm, 67° rotated scanning strategy and building platform temperature of 100 °C. The 30μm layer thickness was chosen after several trials during which 20 and 25 μm layer thickness values were adopted. None of these trials was successful to produce final specimens for density characterisation due to the parts collapse during LPBF process. Table 22 contains the combinations of process parameters adopted for the 10 x 10 x 10 mm specimens fabrication together with the relative density measurements obtained by Archimedes method (Appendix A.3).
Table 22. Combination of process parameters and relative density of HCP Cu specimens made by LPBF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Power [W]</th>
<th>v [mm/s]</th>
<th>h₃ [mm]</th>
<th>Relative density [%]</th>
<th>S.D. [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>80.58</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>83.01</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>81.89</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>82.21</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>82.21</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>82.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>82.28</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>81.98</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>81.59</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>82.45</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>81.62</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>82.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>79.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>79.72</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>82.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>81.41</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>82.17</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>81.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From density results it could be noted that modifying the process parameters relative density varied between 79.33 ± 0.33 % and 83.01 ± 0.13 %, with a mean value of 81.60 ± 0.16 %. The highest density value was registered for Sample 2 built using 195 W laser power, 400 mm/s scanning speed and 0.08 mm hatching distance. This specimen was used for the following microstructural investigations since its lower amount of porosity.

The density values registered were comparable with the results already obtained in literature with different laser system sources [115]. The relative low densification of LPBF parts should be correlated to the low absorptance of copper powders to infrared laser radiation [114] and to the very high thermal conductivity of the material [395]. Indeed adopting different process parameters combinations, and consequently different energy densities, specimens density did not vary significantly.
In the case of copper powder beds the mean absorptance to 1 μm wavelength laser beam is about 0.59 %. As a consequence most part of the radiation is reflected by the material and small quantities of energy are absorbed and transformed in thermal energy. At greater radiation wavelengths material absorptance further decreases and at 10 μm wavelength the average absorptance is just 0.26 % [114,197]. The powder bed laser absorption and reflectivity were investigated by Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy (DRS) analysis (Appendix A.7) and the results are reported in Figure 126. In order to evaluate the mean laser absorption the measured reflectance spectrum was converted to Kubelka-Munk (K-M) absorption factor by adopting the following equation [398]

\[ f(R) = \frac{(1 - R)^2}{2R} \]

with R the measured laser reflectivity of the powders. The DRS analysis confirmed the low laser absorption by copper powder bed during LPBF. The red line in Figure 126 highlights the LPBF processing conditions adopted and indicates how the powder bed absorbed less than 1 % laser radiation and reflected most part of the incident radiation. In these conditions the risk of laser beam back-reflection is relatively high: such phenomenon happens when the laser beam is reflected from the powder bed to the mirrors system of the LPBF machine. The back-reflected beam can provoke serious damages to the laser system and even compromise the LPBF machine.
Figure 126. Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy of copper powder bed: The black and blue curves represent the variation of Kubella-Munk absorption factor and laser reflectivity, respectively, at different wavelength values.

Differently, adopting radiation wavelengths smaller than 1 μm, copper absorptance considerably increase, as in the case of 0.5 μm laser wavelength when copper powder absorptance rises up to 40% [113]. Similar conclusions were obtained by DRS analysis at low wavelength values (Figure 126). Indeed the K-M absorption factor drastically increased when the incident laser wavelength was lowered under 700 nm, reaching a peak at almost 500 nm.

Various studies on the laser welding of copper investigated the adoption of 515 nm laser systems (green line in Figure 126) generally named as “green lasers” [113,399,400]. The weld depth and stability on copper substrate was improved combing the use of green and infrared lasers. First the green laser pre-heated and pre-melted the substrate increasing the relative absorptance of the material. Then the infrared laser scanned the melt material increasing the weld penetration and stabilising it [399]. In the case of processing copper by LPBF, some studies are being carried out on the use of green lasers and on the realisation of commercial machines equipped with such systems [401].
5.2.3 X-ray diffraction analysis

XRD analysis of the HCP Cu powder and LPBF specimen (Appendix A.6) are presented in Figure 127. From the XRD pattern it can noted the presence of \( \alpha_{\text{fcc}} \) cubic phase of copper (according to [402]) and the oxide absence. During LPBF oxygen content is kept lower than 0.13 % in order to reduce material oxidation but the oxides can still form inside melt pool. Nevertheless the copper oxides (CuO and Cu\(_2\)O) are not thermodynamically stable at temperatures above 1400 °C so during laser scanning, when temperatures exceed such value [269], the thermal decomposition of copper oxides occured [153,245].

![XRD analysis of the HCP Cu powder and of the as-built samples after the LPBF process.](image)

**Figure 127.** XRD analysis of the HCP Cu powder and of the as-built samples after the LPBF process.

5.2.4 Microstructural investigation

Figure 128 and Figure 129 show the micrographs of the fabricated samples acquired by optical microscopy while Figure 130 displays the investigation carried out by FESEM analysis (Appendix A.5). Microstructure appeared to be generally constituted by ultrafine grains of \( \alpha \) copper cubic phase, pores and un-melted particles. The \( \alpha \) grains were much finer than in the as-cast conditions, due to the different cooling conditions developed during the two processes. While during casting the material solidifies at low cooling rates, generating coarse and equiaxed grains [391], during LPBF process cooling rates are much more faster (up to \( 10^5 \) K/s). During the LPBF process fast melting and ultra-rapid cooling of each layer induced the creation of ultrafine grained microstructure, very similar to the ones obtained by melt-spinning, another rapid solidification technique [403–405].

In Figure 128 the microstructures of the as-built LPBF specimens can be appreciated in the horizontal and vertical sections, respectively, at different magnifications. While the horizontal surface, parallel to building platform, was
mainly constituted by equiaxied grains and sporadic elongated grains (Figure 128c,e) the vertical section, parallel to building direction consisted of elongated grains, with repeated tilted growth direction (Figure 128d,f and Figure 129).

Figure 128. Optical micrographs of HCP Cu specimen made by LPBF after chemical etching: (a,c,e) horizontal section parallel to building platform and (b,d,f) vertical section parallel to building direction, at different magnification. The building direction is indicated by the circle in (a) and by the arrow in (b).
As stated in previous chapters, the different grain growth depends on the thermal history and on the thermal fluxes developed inside the material. Indeed the main heat transfer inside the LPBF part occurs mainly along the vertical building direction rather than in the horizontal plane [116]. The average grain dimension was measured by image analysis. In the equi-axial grained zones it varied between 1 μm and 4 μm, while in the elongated grained ones it considerably varied: the length of elongated grains varied from a minimum of 15 μm to a maximum of 75 μm while the average width was attested around 6 μm (Figure 130c,d). As shown in Figure 131 further EDS analysis (Appendix A.5) taken on as-built samples cross section confirmed the absence of Cu oxides as previously attested by XRD analysis (Figure 127).
Figure 130. FESEM investigation of HCP Cu specimen after polishing and chemical etching: (a) overall microstructure, (b) microstructural anisotropy in correspondence of a crack, (c,d) elongated α Cu grains at different magnifications. The yellow ellipse in (a) highlights un-melted particles presence while the red rectangle is referred to EDS spectrum of Figure 131. The white spots present in the micrographs are SiO$_2$ nanoparticles derived by polishing treatment.

Figure 131. EDS spectrum of taken from a rectangular area (in red) of the micrograph in Figure 130. The total composition is measured as 100% Cu.

Also the tilted growth direction of the α grains in the vertical section (Figure 128f and Figure 129) was connected to the main heat flux direction: indeed the 67°C rotated strategy repeatedly altered the preferential heat flux direction between subsequent layers altering the growth direction of α grains [268]. Furthermore the elongated grains appeared delimited in correspondence of un-melted particles, cracks and pores (Figure 130a,b) which acted as heat flux interruptions. These
defects, created due to incomplete melting, material shrinkage and gas inclusions, blocked the heat exchange inside the consolidate material and consequently modified the microstructural growth (Figure 130b).

5.2.5 Conclusions

In this study HCP Cu powders were processed by LPBF process using a machine equipped with a 200 W infrared Yb fiber laser. Up to the author knowledge, few studies have been carried out on pure copper using such commercial LPBF machines. The main results obtained could be summarized as follows:

- With the above mentioned laser it was possible to obtain samples with 83% density; the low specimens densification was correlated to the low powder bed absorption of laser radiation, as confirmed by DRS analysis, and to the high thermal conductivity of the material.

- The XRD and EDS analysis confirmed the fabrication of pure copper samples with no detectable oxides traces in the fabricated parts.

- Optical microscopy and FESEM analyses showed that the fabricated samples are constituted by very fine $\alpha$ Cu phase with complex grains morphology depending on the additively nature of the process and on the presence of preferential heat fluxes in the material.

- Further studies should investigate the adoption of “green lasers” systems in LPBF process in order to improve the powder bed absorptance and consequently increase the part densification.
Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Purpose of the work

Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) process is a relatively new and highly promising technique in the metallic components manufacturing. An increasing number of industries, from aerospace and medicine to automotive and jewellery, have been installing the latest LPBF machines and started to adopt such advance process to produce their final products with innovative designs and structures. In the past few years, together with the market expansion, the development of new alloys, post-processing treatments and standards has been remarkably encouraged and funded.

In recent decades numerous investigations showed how the parts processed by LPBF possess unprecedented microstructures, mechanical and physical properties disclosing new scientific and industrial researches even though the metallurgical knowledge of aluminium, titanium and other commercial alloys was already profoundly settled. The reasons are several and represent the key influencing characteristics of LPBF technology, such as the extremely high rates during melting and cooling in a very concentrated area, which mainly depend on the fiber laser spot size.

This thesis took under investigation the study and characterisation of three different metal systems of high interest in industry: A357 aluminium alloy, Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy and pure copper. The researches carried out focused on the material properties of the parts fabricated using commercial LPBF machines and further studied the effect of post-processing treatments. The processed samples, as well the metal powders used, were characterised by microstructural investigations and by evaluation of the main mechanical properties, such as tensile strength, elongation at rupture and Young’s Modulus. The main conclusions obtained in the different studies are described in the next sub-chapters.
6.2 Research projects

6.2.1 Laser Powder Bed Fusion of A357

The aim of this study was to define the process parameters to build components for industrial applications in A357 aluminium alloy by LPBF and to evaluate the effects of post-processing heat treatments on the microstructure and mechanical properties of machined parts. Several combinations of hatching distance and scanning speed values were adopted to define the process parameters combination to produce full dense components with highest productivity. Then, the obtained values were used to build samples for microstructural, hardness and tensile strength investigation. The samples were compared in different conditions: as-built, after a stress relieving treatment, and after a precipitation hardening treatment, known as T6. For this latest treatment, different conditions of solution and ageing were investigated to find the best conditions in terms of final hardness achievable. The obtained results showed that:

- Founding the correct combinations of hatching distance and scanning speed it was possible to produced 99 % full dense samples through LPBF, keeping a high productivity rate.

- Longer solution treatments enabled to obtain higher hardness values and to reduce the time required to reach peak hardening conditions. A maximum hardness value of 116 HV$_{0.1}$, comparable to as-built parts conditions, was obtained after 8 h solution treatment, water quenching and 3 h ageing treatment.

- The as-built parts fabricated by LPBF were characterised by a supersaturated $\alpha$-Al phase surrounded by an ultrafine cellular network of eutectic phase structure, and micrometric melt pool structures. Post-processing stress relieving treatment favoured the diffusion of Si out of the supersaturated solid solution and promoted the disaggregation of sub-micrometric network maintaining the original melt pool structures. On the other hand, by the application of subsequent optimised T6 treatment, anisotropic features, such as laser tracks and melt pools disappeared leading to a more homogeneous microstructure composed by $\alpha$-Al matrix, Si particles and Mg$_2$Si precipitates.

- Regarding the tensile properties of machined samples, stress relieving treatment at 300 °C for 2 h increased the ductility of the as-built material to detriment of the tensile strength, due to the modification of the microstructure
and the reduced residual stresses. Applying a subsequent T6 treatment increased the material stiffness and yield strength, reaching values comparable to the as-built conditions. However T6 treatment did not increase the ductility of the material. From fracture surface investigation the presence of cracked Si particles was detected in the T6 treated specimens, while in the other conditions, a finely rough fracture surface was found.

### 6.2.2 Laser Powder Bed Fusion of Ti-6Al-4V

This study proposed the comparison of the mechanical and fatigue properties of components manufactured by commercial LPBF machine in Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy with different post-processing heat treatments, building directions and oxygen contents. The adopted powders contained two different contents of oxygen in the chemical composition, a low and high oxygen amount, respectively, in order to simulate the processing of Ti-6Al-4V ELI and Ti-6Al-4V grade 5, respectively. The microstructural and mechanical analyses investigated the principal factors influencing the fatigue properties of the final parts. For such reason two different building orientation, vertical and horizontal, respectively, were chosen for the specimens fabrication and furthermore three different post-processing treatments were performed: stress relieving, stress relieving plus heat treatment and stress relieving plus Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP). In order to avoid the influence of surface roughness on the mechanical behaviour of the material, all the specimens tested were machined before the tests. From the results the main conclusions were:

- Stress relieved samples possessed a fine α +β lamellar structure which was modified by further treatments at higher temperature into coarse lamellar structure. The heat treatment and HIP at 930 °C favoured the blurring of original β grains in the vertical sections of the material. The microstructure modification altered the tensile behaviour of the material, leading to lower strength and higher ductility. From fatigue results the anisotropy induced by specimens building orientation considerably decreased and disappeared leading to more homogeneous fatigue resistance.

- Pores and other defects were found as the principal responsible of the low ductility and fatigue resistance showed by the tested specimens. The application of high temperature heat treatment after stress relieving was found to be deleterious for the mechanical performances while on the contrary by applying a HIP treatment, the elongation at break and fatigue life were strongly increased. HIP process permitted to reduce the amount of porosities and defects
inside the material, thanks to the application of high temperature and pressure, which enabled the closure of these imperfections.

- Adopting different amount of oxygen inside the original powders slightly affected the microstructure of the material fabricated and investigated after post-processing heat treatment. The strongest effect of oxygen was observed for the tensile strength and hardness while for the fatigue resistance only a slight difference was measured in the stress relieving conditions. After further heat treatment or HIP the fatigue behaviour of the material appeared more homogeneous, with no appreciable differences between low and high oxygen contents.

- The most important factor affecting the mechanical response of the material was the porosity level present inside the parts. The variation of oxygen content and building orientation did not appeared much more influent on the fatigue behaviour of the parts. Only HIP treatment permitted to increase the fatigue life of the material over $10^7$ cycles for an applied stress higher than 450 MPa, thanks to the reduction of porosities.

### 6.2.3 Laser Powder Bed Fusion of pure copper

This study focused on the feasibility of producing chemical pure copper by LPBF process with a commercial machine equipped with 200 W Yb fibre laser. Furthermore the chemical composition and microstructure of the fabricated materials were investigated by XRD, optical and electron microscopy and EDS. The main results obtained are listed below:

- Using an infrared laser radiation permitted to produce cubic specimens with a maximum density of 83 %. The low level of densification was related to the low powder bed absorptivity, as proved by DRS analysis, and to the high thermal conductivity of copper.

- The XRD and EDS analyses did not detect oxides traces in the samples realised while microstructural investigations, carried out by optical and electron microscopy, revealed a very fine microstructure constituted of α Cu phase. The shape and size of the α grains appeared to vary between the vertical and horizontal cross section of the specimens showing equiaxial and elongated grains, respectively. The anisotropic morphology of the α phase derived from the extreme rapid melting and cooling of the powder bed, which favoured the high fineness of the grains and altered the heat fluxes inside the material influencing the grain growth.
6.3 Future outlook

The improvement of materials properties of the LPBF processed parts represents a crucial interest in the industrial practise and the researches presented above can highlight some major topics for the future development of such technology.

First of all LPBF parts possess ultrafine and unprecedented microstructures which require a new set of optimised post-processing heat treatments. Secondly, inner porosity inside the parts represents the major influencing factor on the mechanical properties of the final parts, and should be consistently reduced by the optimisation of process parameters, the good quality of the raw materials and the improvement of post-processing treatments, such as Hot Isostatic Pressing. Finally, by the adoption of more powerful laser sources the processing of innovative and different metal alloys would be possible but at the same the investigation of different laser system, as in the case of green lasers, would facilitate the processing of high reflective materials, such as copper and precious alloys.
Appendix
Materials and characterisation techniques

This chapter illustrates the experimental methods used for the characterisation and study of the samples produced within this thesis.

A.1 Powders microscopy

The morphology of the metal powders was observed by electron microscopy using a Zeiss SupraTM 40 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM, SEM-FEG Assing SUPRA 25, Zeiss, Jena, Germany).

The cross-section of the powders was observed using a Leica DMI 5000 M optical microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany): the metallic powders were incorporated into epoxy cold mounting system (curing at room temperature) provided by Struers, then ground and polished with silicon carbide abrasive papers up to 1 μm diamond paste and subsequently by sub-micrometric colloidal silica suspension up to 0.03 μm. In order to highline the fine microstructure of rapidly solidified powders, the samples were etched adopting proper metallographic etchant, as illustrated in Table 23.

Table 23. Chemical etchants used for metallographic investigations of LPBF specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Etchant</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A357</td>
<td>Keller’s reagent (95 ml H₂O, 2.5 ml HNO₃, 1.5 ml HCl, 1 ml HF)</td>
<td>Immersion for 12 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-6Al-4V</td>
<td>Kroll’s reagent (92 ml H₂O, 6 ml HNO₃, 2 ml HF)</td>
<td>Immersion for 15 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>100 ml H₂O, 50 ml HCl, 5 g FeCl₃</td>
<td>Immersion for 13 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A.2 Laser granulometry

The diameter distribution of metal powders were measured in as received conditions by laser granulometry method. To fulfil this aim, a Fritsch Analysette 22 Compact instrument, with a measuring range between 0.3 μm and 300 μm, was used. The data of mean size distribution and the frequency distribution of each powder were based on a volumetric assumption. Moreover, for each composition the D_{10}, D_{50} and D_{90} diameter points were found and reported. These specific data correspond to the diameters values of the 10, 50 and 90 % of the cumulative size distribution respectively.

A.3 Density evaluation by Archimedes method

Porosity level inside the material was investigated adopting Archimedes method for each metal alloy studied within this thesis, testing 10 mm x 10 mm x 10 parallelepipeds fabricated by LPBF.

In order to measure the relative density by Archimedes method, according to ASTM B962-14, the mass of the samples was measured in the air and in the deionized water, adopting an ORMA BCA200S balance (accuracy ± 0.1 mg). Before testing all the specimen were grinded adopting SiC grinding papers, in order to remove the external skin and any contaminant present on the surface.

The calculation of the density ρ_p of the part under investigation can be calculated by the following equation

\[ ρ_p = \frac{m_a - m_{fl}}{m_a - m_{fl}} \cdot ρ_{fl} \frac{g}{cm^3} \]

where \( ρ_{fl} \) is the deionized water density at room temperature, \( m_a \) is the mass of the specimen measured in air and \( m_{fl} \) is the mass measured when the sample is immersed in the fluid [406]. Each specimen was measured independently five times. The relative density was calculated from the ratio between \( ρ_p \) and \( ρ_{th} \) representing the theoretical density of the material: the values of theoretical density adopted for A357, Ti-6Al-4V and pure copper were 2.68 g/cm³, 4.42 g/cm³ and 8.94 g/cm³, respectively [281].
A.4 Microhardness evaluation

To investigate the hardness, 10 mm x 10 mm x 10 mm specimens were fabricated and tested using a Leica VMHT micro-indenter: ten measurements were performed on each sample with a load of 100 g for 15 s. The following equation was used to calculate the micro hardness of the specimens

\[ H V_{0.1} = \frac{1854.4 \, P}{d^2} \]

where P is the load applied and d is the mean value of the diagonal of the indentation in μm.

A357 specimens were tested in the as-built conditions and after different heat treatments (stress relieving and optimized T6). Instead in the case of Ti-6Al-4V, all the specimens were tested after post-processing treatment, stress relieving, 930 °C heat treatment and HIP respectively.

A.5 Optical and electronic microscopy

Top and lateral surfaces of the specimens were grinded using SiC abrasive papers of different grits (from 320 to 4000 grit) and later polished adopting diamond paste up to 1 μm. Finally, the surfaces were polished by sub-micrometric colloidal silica suspension up to 0.03 μm. In order to highline the fine microstructure of LPBF specimens the samples were etched adopting proper metallographic etchant (Table 23), and subsequently observed at Leica DMI 5000 M optical microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The same samples preparation was adopted for the electronic microscopy, by using a Zeiss SupraTM 40 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM, SEM-FEG Assing SUPRA 25, Zeiss, Jena, Germany), equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) probe, was used for the investigation.

A.6 X-ray diffraction analysis

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was adopted to investigate the phases constitution in the specimens fabricated. The samples tested were previously grinded using different SiC grinder papers up to 1200 grit. A Philips PW3040 diffractometer was used for the X-rays measurement, adopting CuKα radiation (λ=0.1504 nm) and 2θ range varying between 30 and 90°.
A.7  Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy

Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy (DRS) analysis was adopted to study and measure the powder bed absorption and reflectivity of laser radiation in the case of chemical pure copper powders. A Varian Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer was used to perform the test varying the incident laser radiation wavelength between 300 and 2000 nm. The instrument is equipped with a 150 mm diameter integrating sphere coated with Spectralon with 1 nm spectral resolution. A Spectralon reference was used to measure the 100 % reflectance and internal attenuators were used to determine zero reflectance in order to remove background and noise. The powders were placed in a quartz cuvette, sealed, and mounted on a Teflon sample holder for the DRS measurement [398]. The measured reflectance spectra were subsequently converted to Kubelka-Munk (K-M) absorption factors to evaluate the absorption spectra of the powders.
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